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iAbstract
Renewable energy sources (RES) such as photovoltaic (PV), wind, hydro, fuel cells
cannot be used directly since they are unregulated. In order to convert energy from
these RES to a regulated and usable form, a power electronic converter is always
necessary. The maximum power can be extracted from these RES and supplied
to local loads with a lower or a higher voltage to form a power supply in remote
areas. For instance, in PV applications, the voltage available from the PV panel
source has to be boosted from a low DC value to either a higher DC level or to
an AC voltage with a particular amplitude and frequency. This approach finds
application in many areas like rural, isolated microgrids using Distributed Energy
Sources (DES). For rural electrification, several RESs are combined to form a high
voltage DC bus followed by an inverter to supply either isolated DC or AC loads
or to feed power to the main grid.
DC microgrid can be considered as an alternative approach for integrating small
scale distributed generation system (around 1MW) into low-voltage electricity dis-
tribution systems. Microgrids can be designed to operate semi-independently to
reduce the cost, increase the reliability, efficiency etc and to meet other specific
objectives. One of the problems is to step-up the low voltage of the RESs to the
relatively high voltage of the DC bus in the microgrid system. Challenges include
high conversion efficiency, high conversion ratio, small number of components, re-
liability and high dynamic performance, resulting in appropriate Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) accuracy and tracking speed.
In this thesis, cascaded boost converters based on canonical elements under
Sliding Mode Control (SMC) will be used as a solution for the high gain conversion
ratio in PV applications. The three basic canonical elements for power processing
are the DC-transformer, the DC-gyrator and the Loss Free resistor (LFR). Two
cascaded boost converters will be synthesized based on one or two canonical el-
ements using single or double sliding surfaces respectively. Different connections
will be compared in terms of dynamic performance, stability, and settling time. It
will be shown that the two cascaded LFRs is the best candidate for these kinds of
applications in terms of dynamic performance and stability.
The two cascaded LFRs will be applied to make an impedance matching be-
tween a PV generator and a DC voltage bus of 380 V. Maximum Power Point
Tracker (MPPT) that employs an extremum-seeking control algorithm will be
used. The ideal reduced-order sliding-mode dynamics model will be derived from
the full-order switched model taking into account the sliding constraints, the non-
linear characteristic of the PV module and the dynamics of the MPPT controller.
Moreover, the two cascaded LFRs will be used to connect a PV panel and AC
distribution system. A comparison with other alternative converters for high gain
i
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conversion ratio will be carried out. The Z-source converter and the high step-up
converter based on coupled-inductor are selected in order to make this comparison.
These converters will be analyzed in order to address the advantages and disad-
vantages of each topology to be compared with the two cascaded LFRs in terms
of volume, number of components, dynamic performance, stability and efficiency.
Then, the two cascaded LFRs system will be used to synthesize a nanogrid
consisting of n output paralleled two-stage boost converters which are used to
connect n PV panels to a DC voltage bus of 380 V. Each PV panel is connected
to the DC bus using two-stage cascaded LFRs and the n systems are connected in
parallel at the output side which is then used as an interface between the panels
and the DC grid. Moreover, a storage battery will be connected to the grid as a
backup for the DC bus through a bidirectional converter and also for regulating
the voltage of the DC bus.
The thesis includes experimental implementations for validating the theoretical
analysis and the numerical simulations.
ii
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Resum
Les fonts d’energia renovables (FER) com la fotovoltaica, eo´lica, hidroele`ctrica, les
piles de combustible no es poden utilitzar directament, ja que no estan regulades.
Per tal de convertir l’energia ele`ctrica proporcionada per aquestes fonts a una
forma regulada i utilitzable, es necessiten sistemes processadors de pote`ncia basats
en convertidors commutats. D’aquesta manera, la ma`xima pote`ncia disponible
provinent d’aquestes fonts es pot extreure i utilitzar per alimentar ca`rregues locals
a baixa tensio´, o be´, a me´s alta tensio´ per constituir un sistema d’alimentacio´
auto´nom en a`rees remotes. Per exemple, en aplicacions fotovoltaiques, la tensio´
continua proporcionada pel generador fotovoltaic s’ha d’elevar des d’un valor rela-
tivament baix fins a un valor me´s alt o fins i tot convertir-lo en una tensio´ alterna
d’amplitud i frequ¨e`ncia determinades. Aquest enfoc es pot aplicar en zones rurals
o en microxarxes a”ıllades que utilitzin Fonts d’Energia Distribu”ıts (FED). En
aquest tipus de xarxes ele`ctriques, diferents FER es combinarien per implementar
un bus de tensio´ en corrent continu (CC) que posteriorment es podria utilitzar per
alimentar ca`rregues de corrent continu o be´, a trave´s d’un inversor, per alimentar
ca`rregues d’alterna o inclu´s per injectar energia a la xarxa ele`ctrica d’alterna.
Una microxarxa de CC es pot considerar una alternativa per integrar FED a
petita escala (al voltant d’1 MW) en sistemes de distribucio´ d’energia ele`ctrica
de baixa tensio´. Les microxarxes es poden dissenyar per operar de forma quasi-
auto´noma per reduir el cost, augmentar la fiabilitat, etc. Un dels problemes e´s el
d’elevar el baix nivell de la tensio´ de sortida de les FER al nivell de tensio´ del bus
de CC d’una microxarxa que habitualment e´s molt me´s elevat. Els reptes a assolir
so´n l’alt rendiment de conversio´, elevats cicles de treball, nombre redu”ıt de compo-
nents, fiabilitat i elevades prestacions dina`miques que permetin una bona precisio´
i velocitat de recerca del sistema per la recerca del punt de ma`xima pote`ncia, en
angle´s Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT).
En aquesta tesis, es proposara`, com a solucio´ per al disseny d’etapes d’elevat
guany en aplicacions fotovoltaiques, la connexio´ en cascada d’elements cano´nics per
al processat de pote`ncia basats en el convertidor elevador boost treballant sota un
control en mode lliscant. Els tres elements cano´nics per al processat de pote`ncia
so´n el transformador de corrent continu (CC), el girador de CC i el Loss-Free
Resistor (LFR) o resistor lliure de pe`rdues. La connexio´ en cascada de dos conver-
tidors elevadors s’ha realitzat mitjanc¸ant diferents enfocs: dos elements cano´nics
ide`ntics, dos elements cano´nics diferents i tambe´ mitjanc¸ant una u´nica superfcie
de lliscament per controlar els dos convertidors. Les diferents connexions s’han
comparat en termes de prestacions dina`miques, estabilitat y temps d’establiment.
Es podra` veure que la connexio´ en cascada de dos LFR e´s la millor opcio´ per les
aplicacions citades en termes de prestacions dina`miques i estabilitat.
iii
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La connexio´ en cascada de dos LFR s’aplicara` per la implementacio´ d’una
etapa d’adaptacio´ d’impeda`ncies entre un generador fotovoltaic i un bus de tensio´
continua de 380 V. Per fer-ho s’utilitzara` un sistema MPPT basat en un algoritme
de control extremal. Es modelara` la dina`mica ideal en mode lliscant d’ordre redu”ıt
a partir del model complet commutat tenint en compte les restriccions del mode
lliscant, la caracterstica no lineal del generador fotovoltaic i la dina`mica del control
MPPT. A me´s a me´s, la connexio´ en cascada de dos LFR s’utilitzara` per inyectar
la pote`ncia provinent d’un generador PV a una xarxa de corrent altern.
A continuacio´, es dura` a terme una comparacio´ entre la connexio´ en cascada
de dos LFR i dos convertidors amb guany elevat: el convertidor Z-source i un
convertidor basat amb inductors acoblats. Aquests convertidors s’analitzaran per
tal d’identificar els avantatges i els desavantatges de cada topologia en front a
la connexio´ en cascada de dos LFR. La comparacio´ es fara` en termes de volum,
nombre de components, prestacions dina`miques, estabilitat i rendiment.
Finalment, els dos LFR connectats en cascada s’utilitzaran per dissenyar una
nanoxarxa formada per n LFR connectats en parallel que actuaran com etapa
adaptadora entre n generadors fotovoltaics i un bus de CC de 380 V. Cada gener-
ador fotovoltaic es connectara` al bus de CC utilitzant dos LFR en cascada de forma
que els n sistemes tindran els seus ports de sortida connectats en parallel. A me´s
a me´s, es connectara` una bateria al sistema a trave´s d’un convertidor bidireccional
que sera` l’encarregat de regular la tensio´ del bus de CC de la nanoxarxa.
En el marc d’aquesta tesis s’han implementat diferents prototipus experimen-
tals per tal de validar els ana`lisis teo´rics i les simulacions nume`riques efectuades.
iv
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Chapter1
Introduction
In recent years, many countries, policy makers and research centers have recog-
nized the need to develop high efficient electrical systems that would change the
current electrical distribution and generation systems to be more reliable, eco-
nomic, safe and environmentally friendly Boroyevich et al. (2010), Cellatoglu and
Balasubramanian (2010), Rtten and Harting (2010), Yinger and Kamiab (2011),
Heydt et al. (2009), Cecati et al. (2011), Dong et al. (2013a,b), Chen et al. (2013).
In this new scenario, Distributed Generation Systems (DGS) will be one of the
key points to obtain higher sustainability using Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
and home energy storage to supply the local demand of energy Cellatoglu and
Balasubramanian (2010).
The presence of DGS with associated electronic converters, which are not con-
trolled by the electric power utility operator, required fresh thinking about the
future operation of the electric grid and structure. The so-called microgrid is a
widely known concept that comprises energy storage and a larger number of gen-
erating units in order to optimize the operation of the naturally available RESs.
The microgrid can be applied to residential electrical system at the low power
level (10-100 kW), to be called a nanogrid Bryan et al. (2004), Schonberger et al.
(2006), Fahimi et al. (2011). Combining net-metering, communications, and re-
mote control such nanogrids could become building blocks of the so called smart-
grid. According to the future trends of the smart-grid, the upcoming customers
will not have only a role of energy consumers, but also they will have a role of ac-
tive stakeholders of the energy generation, distribution and management Marwali
et al. (2004), Luo and Batarseh (2005), Mozina (2012).
The domain of electricity generation can be divided into centralized genera-
tion in large scale power plants and individual distributed generation in customer
sites like homes, stores and small business. The future smart-grid will allow the
coupling of the decentralized distributed generators such as small wind genera-
1
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Figure 1.1: Simplified block diagram of (a) AC distribution system (b) DC distribution system.
tor, photovoltaic (PV) panels, fuel cells, with the aim of local optimization and
load management facilitating also a further integration of plug-in hybrid/electrical
vehicles and distributed generators in the local grid.
The nanogrid can either work in the stand-alone mode or be connected to the
utility grid performing peak shaving and smooth transitions between the different
modes of operation. Nanogrids can be classified into two main subcategories de-
pending on the nature of the main distribution bus: AC or DC (Fig. 1.1). While
the realization of the future nanogrids remains an open question, it seems that
DC distribution systems presents several advantages with respect to AC systems,
despite of the cheaper protection circuit breakers and lower maintenance costs of
the latter. Firstly, DC systems are more efficient and can provide higher power
quality with lower harmonics Sannino et al. (2003), Nilsson (2005). Secondly, a
significant advantage of the DC-based approach is the fact that power handling
can be completely uninterrupted by having switched-mode power converters fea-
turing current limitation Xu and Cheng (2011), allowing the eventual aggregation
of DGS to the main DC grid Fahimi et al. (2011), Chang et al. (2013). Indeed,
most of the typical consumer loads are supplied in DC and most of RES such as
PV generators, fuel cells as well as storage batteries and super-capacitors use also
DC current. In the DC-based nanogrid context, the future home electric system
is expected to have two DC voltage levels: a high-voltage DC (380 V) powering
major home appliances and electric vehicle charging and a low-voltage (48 V) for
supplying computer loads, low power consumer electronics, lighting etc. Boroye-
vich et al. (2010), Salomonsson and Sannino (2007), Karlsson and Svensson (2003),
Brenna et al. (2006).
One of the key technology issues in the DC distribution system is the imple-
mentation of power converters to connect the low output voltage of the RESs, such
2
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1.1. Renewable Energy Sources (RES) 3
as PV panels or fuel cells, to the main distribution bus of 380 V. For example, the
interconnection of residential scale PV systems to such a DC bus can typically be
carried out by many approaches Kjaer et al. (2005). However, the best approach
is to employ a power converter per module, in order to perform high granularity
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) as will be explained in detail later. This
approach provides higher flexibility in system layout, lower sensitivity to shading,
better protection of PV sources, redundancy in case of failures, and easier and
safer installation and maintenance, besides of data gathering Walker and Sernia
(2004). On the other hand, the main problem for the converter per module ap-
proach, is converting a low DC voltage to a high DC one which requires a power
converter operating with a high conversion ratio. For this purpose, it is necessary
to have an adaptation stage with a high voltage conversion ratio in addition to a
good static and dynamic performances and high efficiency. As an example, these
adaptation stages could allow the implementation of a high performance MPPT
of a PV generator or even the control of the operating conditions of a fuel cell
to increase its lifetime Ramos-Paja et al. (2009), Cid-Pastor et al. (2011, 2013),
Petrone et al. (2012).
In this work, both DC and AC grid will be considered. For DC distribution
system, the required DC voltage of the grid is around 380 V, as mentioned before.
In turn, the AC distribution system requires a minimum high DC voltage around
340 V before the inverter stage carrying out the DC-AC conversion from DC
voltage to AC (230 V rms). In both distribution systems, the required DC voltage
is higher than the output voltage of the RES. For this purpose, a power converter
with a high conversion ratio and high efficiency is necessary. The system which
will be studied in this thesis consists mainly of three parts: the RESs which are
the used supply in the distributed generation system, the power stage which is
the responsible for achieving a high conversion ratio with an efficiently way and
finally, the control of the power stage. A summarized state-of-the art of each of
these parts will be discussed in the following sections.
1.1 Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
Renewable Energy Sources (RES) include, but are not limited to, photovoltaic
(PV), wind, microturbine, fuel cells (FC), and internal combustion engines as
shown in Fig. 1.2. RES are expected to have a significant impact in the nearest
future because of the increase in energy demand and the related harmful green-
house gases. In addition, several energy storage systems, such as batteries and
flywheels are under a consideration for distributed generation systems to harness
excess electricity produced by the most efficient generators during low loading. In
order to eliminate the need for high-cost generators, this harvested energy can be
3
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released onto the grid, when needed. Popular sources of power for DGS are solar
heat collection panels and photovoltaic panels which can be installed on the roofs
of buildings or free-standing making the installation of PV power plants easy. The
production cost for electricity produced from PV panels is close to the cost of using
the coal power plants. The wind turbine is also one type of clean RES. However,
the installation of the wind turbine power plants is more complex than the PV
ones and needs a very large free space outside the cities. Moreover, the cost of
electricity produced by wind turbines is higher than the one corresponding to PV
panels. FC also have the same problem of volume and the cost production. Fur-
thermore, the maintenance of the PV power plants is easier than the wind turbine
and FC power plants.
Figure 1.2: Example of electrical architecture of a microgrid supplied from RES.
Generally, RESs such as PV and FC do not have self dispatchability Kramer
et al. (2008). Therefore, inclusion of storage in the distributed generation system
actually provides the user dispatchability of its distributed resources. Nowadays,
RESs are receiving increased attention because of their ability to provide combined
heat and power, peak power, demand reduction, backup power and improved power
quality. In this thesis, the PV generators will be used in distribution systems using
a power stage with a high conversion ratio as it will be shown in the next chapters.
Therefore, the PV generators will be discussed in details in the following section.
4
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1.2 Photovoltaic Generator
PV technology involves converting solar energy directly into electrical energy by
means of a solar cell and it can be considered one of the most common RES. A
solar cell is typically made of semiconductor materials, such as crystalline silicon
and absorbs sunlight in order to produce electricity through a process called the
photovoltaic effect. The efficiency of a solar cell is determined by its ability to
convert available sunlight into usable electrical energy and is typically around
10%-15% Madan et al. (2013). Typically, the solar plants must have large surface
areas to produce a significant amount of electrical energy (Fig. 1.3).
Figure 1.3: PV panels for large surface areas.
The PV generators have a nonlinear characteristic with a Maximum Power
Point (MPP) that depends on the temperature (T ) and irradiation (S) as de-
picted in Fig. 1.4. The short circuit current of the PV panel depends mainly
on the irradiance level. When the irradiance increases, the output current of
the PV panel increases, consequently, the maximum power increases as shown in
Fig. 1.4(a). Furthermore, the open circuit voltage of the PV panel depends mainly
on the temperature. When the temperature decreases, the power of the PV panel
increases as shown in Fig. 1.4(b).
It should be mentioned that if the PV panel is connected directly to a DC load
as shown in Fig. 1.5, the maximum power transfer from the PV panel to the load
is not guaranteed. Fig. 1.6 shows the i − v and p − v characteristic curves of a
PV panel and characteristic curves of three different cases of DC load (constant
voltage load, constant current load and resistive load). It can be noted that for the
three different loads, the PV panel cannot work at the MPP. The operating points
resulting from the intersection of the characteristic of the PV panel and different
5
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Figure 1.4: PV module characteristic (a) i− v characteristic (b) p− v characteristic.
S
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Figure 1.5: Direct connection of a PV panel to a DC load.
DC load characteristics are also depicted in the same figure. These points are A,
B and C corresponding to the resistive load, the constant voltage load and the
constant current load, respectively. It can be observed that the generating power
in all the cases are less than the maximum power of the PV panel.
Therefore, to extract the maximum power from a PV panel, an adaptation
stage with a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) system should be inserted
between the PV panel and the load to control the operating point of the PV panel
as depicted in Fig. 1.7. The main requirement of power electronic interfaces for the
PV systems is to convert the generated DC voltage into a suitable AC for consumer
use and utility connection in the AC distribution system or connected directly to
the main DC bus of 380 V for the DC distribution system as was shown in Fig. 1.1.
Generally, the DC voltage magnitude of a PV array is required to be stepped up
to a sufficient level before connected to the AC or DC distribution system. In
the past, for AC distribution system, one centralized inverter was responsible for
6
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Figure 1.7: Adaption stage as an interface between a PV panel and a DC load.
connecting several modules or other RES into the AC grid. The PV modules
are divided into series connections (called a string), each generating a sufficiently
voltage to avoid further amplification as depicted in Fig. 1.8(a). The limitations of
the centralized inverter, such as high-voltage DC cables between the PV modules
and the inverter, power losses due to a centralized MPPT, mismatch losses between
the PV modules, losses in the string diodes, and a nonflexible design, yield that
the benefits of mass production could not be reached. The string inverter, shown
in Fig. 1.8(b), is a reduced version of the centralized inverter, where a single string
of PV modules is connected to the inverter. The input voltage may be high enough
to avoid voltage amplification. This requires roughly 16 PV modules in series for
European systems Kjaer et al. (2005). However, this connection of Fig. 1.8(b) have
the same disadvantages of the first connection of Fig. 1.8(a).
The possibility of using fewer PV modules in series also exists if a DC-DC con-
verter or line-frequency transformer is used for voltage amplification (Fig. 1.8(c))
Kjaer et al. (2005). Since every string can be controlled individually, the solar pan-
els can be utilized more efficiently. This provides greater flexibility and facilitates
7
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Figure 1.8: Different connecions of the PV panels and the AC grid Kjaer et al. (2005).
the control and occasional replacement of individual panels. However, the same
problem of power losses due to a centralized MPPT still exist for the structure of
Fig. 1.8(c). Finally, in Fig. 1.8(d), the block diagram of the converter per module
approach is shown. The main advantage of this structure is that it removes the
mismatch losses between PV modules, since there is only one PV module, as well
as supports optimal adjustment between the PV module and the inverter and,
hence, the individual MPPT Esram and Chapman (2007). Each panel in this
structure has its own MPPT controller, which provides higher flexibility in system
layout, lower sensitivity to shading, better protection of PV sources, redundancy
in case of failures, and easier and safer installation and maintenance, besides of
data gathering Walker and Sernia (2004). The structure of Fig. 1.8(d) has one
major disadvantage, which is low efficiency due to high voltage amplification, thus
the price per watt is the largest of the four topologies discussed. Moreover, the
converter per module approach can present difficulties for achieving the desired
output voltage under mismatched conditions of some PV modules when convert-
ers are connected in series at the output in case of failure of any PV panels Bratcu
et al. (2011). Therefore, one of the key technology issues is the implementation
of a power converter that interfaces the possibly low voltage and power of the PV
module, to the main voltage DC distribution bus of 380 V. For this reason, it is
8
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necessary to have an adaptation stage with a high voltage conversion ratio (above
10) in addition to good static and dynamic performances, which should guarantee
a good impedance matching of the PV generator regardless of the load variations
and/or the weather conditions like fast moving clouds, temperature changes or
shadowing effects.
1.3 Power Processing System
PV Panel
MPPT
380 V
ip
vp
iL1
vp
vp ip
+
−
S 18 V
Conversion ratio ≈ 20
DC-DC Converter Grid
DC
Figure 1.9: DC-DC converter suplied from PV panel and loaded by a DC bus.
All DGS technologies require specific power electronics stage to convert the
generated power into a regulated one that can be directly interconnected with the
utility grid and/or can be used to supply the consumer loads. The development
of scalable, modular, low cost, highly reliable power electronic interfaces improves
the overall cost and durability of RESs. The high gain conversion ratio in the DGS
can be achieved using a single stage converter to decrease the number of elements
(diode, MOSFET, inductor,...etc) or interconnected converters to reduce the duty
cycle for each converter. Each approach has some advantages and disadvantages
which will be addressed in the following subsections.
1.3.1 Single-stage converters
The design of a single high step-up converter supplied from RES, maintaining a
good tradeoff between converter efficiency, MPPT accuracy and tracking speed
is not a simple task Sullivan et al. (2013), Latham et al. (2013), Petrone et al.
(2008), Poshtkouhi et al. (2012), Serna et al. (2013). The use of an individual
power converter to obtain a high voltage conversion ratio as shown in Fig. 1.9
9
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Figure 1.10: (a) Boost converter using DC-input front-end converter Zhao and Lee (2003).
(b) High step-up converter with coupled inductor Wai et al. (2008). (c) High step-up DC-DC
converter with hybrid transformer Gu et al. (2013).
implies working with a high duty cycle, which results in some design limitations
due to the finite commutation times of the power devices, that could lead to
their saturation, and also requires relatively a high size of the passive elements.
Moreover, high duty cycle in the step-up converters can present difficulties in the
controller design and stability problems. Therefore, some researchers investigated
how to obtain a high voltage conversion ratio with a lower duty cycle.
In Zhao and Lee (2003), a coupled inductor and a diode have been used to mod-
ify the boost converter to increase the conversion ratio (Fig. 1.10(a)). The modified
boost used in Zhao and Lee (2003) increases the gain of the boost converter up to
8 with 90 % efficiency. A possible solution is to use a step-up transformer but this
would limit the operating frequencies and would increase the problems of switching
surges Wolfs and Li (2002). To remedy these problems, an approach based on a
modified boost topology with coupled inductors allowing high converter efficiencies
for high step-up ratios was proposed in Wai and Duan (2005) (Fig. 1.10(b)). This
structure can adapt a low voltage PV generator to a DC output voltage of 200 V
with a good conversion efficiency Wai et al. (2008). However, its large input current
ripple imposes the use of an electrolytic capacitor with large capacitance value in
parallel with the PV generator in order to reduce the voltage ripple Sullivan et al.
(2013), Latham et al. (2013). This capacitance could compromise the reliability of
the whole PV system Petrone et al. (2008), Castillo et al. (2010), Koutroulis and
10
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Blaabjerg (2013). Most of the converters that achieve a high step-up conversion
ratio with a high efficiency have the same limitation Wai et al. (2008).
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Figure 1.11: Different connections for the DC-DC converters Ayyanar et al. (2004).
1.3.2 Interconnected converters
Interconnected converters constitute one of the most important subjects in mod-
ern power electronic research and have been widely studied by many researchers
Kim et al. (2001), Giri et al. (2004), Shi et al. (2012). The converters can
be connected in different manners, such as Input-Series Output-Parallel (ISOP),
Input-Parallel Output-Parallel (IPOP), Input-Series Output-Series (ISOS), Input-
Parallel Output-Series (IPOS) as shown in Fig. 1.11 Ayyanar et al. (2004). Some of
these connections can be used for high conversion ratio applications such as ISOS
and IPOS. However, the design of these kind of connections is not easy, because
it should be assured that the input currents for the converters are equal if they
are Input-Parallel connected. Similarly, the input voltages should be assured to be
equal for the converters if they are Input-Series connected and the same implies for
the output side. Normally, some feedback loops design (input and output voltage
loops and input and output current loops) are required for these kind of connec-
tions which make the control more complex. In addition, instability problems can
11
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appear if there is a mismatch between the parameters of the converters Ayyanar
et al. (2004).
DC-DC
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Converter
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−
Vo
+
−−
+
Vc1
Figure 1.12: Two cascaded boost converters.
One of the most widely studied combination of switched-mode power convert-
ers is the cascade connection of converters Middlebrook (1976), Walker and Sernia
(2004), Wang et al. (2003), Veerachary and Sudhakar (2009), Yang et al. (2009),
Akagi (2011), Vighetti et al. (2012), Zhang et al. (2013). Moreover, there exist
many works dealing with the stability analysis of cascaded DC-DC converters Mid-
dlebrook (1976), Walker and Sernia (2004), Wang et al. (2003). The control of the
cascaded converters is not as complex as the other connections. Furthermore, there
are no extra loops for the cascaded connections and there is no problem of mis-
matching parameters between the converters compared to the previous mentioned
connections.
The elementary DC-DC boost converter presents several advantages like high
efficiency, reliability and low price and is a good candidate to connect in cascade in
order to achieve a high conversion ratio. It has been used as an impedance match-
ing stage between a PV generator and a DC load Cid-Pastor et al. (2007b, 2010,
2013). The cascaded connection of boost converters which is depicted in Fig. 1.12
has been tackled in terms of the efficiency Vighetti et al. (2012). In this thesis, the
main purpose is achieving a high conversion ratio using the cascaded connection
of boost converters while ensuring stability and good dynamic performances of the
system.
1.4 Control Techniques
As DC-DC converters are nonlinear and time variant systems, the application of
linear control techniques to control these converters cannot be done directly. In
order to design a linear controller system using classical linear control techniques,
the small signal model is first derived by linearization around a certain operating
point from the state space average model. The controllers based on these tech-
niques are simple to implement. However, it is difficult to account for variations of
system parameters and large signal transient such as those produced in the start
up or against changes in the load. Different control algorithms can be applied
12
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to switching converters for achieving a regulated output voltage and a high con-
version ratio. Some of these control techniques will be discussed in the following
subsections.
1.4.1 Pulse width modulation control
Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM) DC-DC converters have been very popular for
the last three decades, and are widely used at all power levels. Voltage mode con-
trol (VMC) and current mode control (CMC) are two traditional PWM control
techniques Erickson and Maksimovic (2001). Multi-loop control techniques, such
as CMC greatly improves the dynamic behavior, however the control design re-
mains difficult especially for higher order converter topologies because of existence
of two loops (voltage and current). Some other disadvantages for PWM are the
high cost and complexity of the circuit design. Therefore, the design of a PWM
controller for a high order system, such as an interconnected power converter, is
challenging.
1.4.2 Sliding-mode control
Sliding Mode Control (SMC) was firstly proposed and elaborated by several re-
searchers Emelyanov (1970), Itkis (1976), Utkin (1978), Utkin et al. (1999). Since
then, SMC has been developed into a general control method applicable to a
wide range of system types including nonlinear systems, Multi-Input Multi-Output
(MIMO) systems, discrete time models, large scale and infinite-dimensional sys-
tems Saglam et al. (2011). Essentially, SMC utilizes discontinuous feedback con-
trol laws to force the system state to reach, and subsequently to remain on, a
specialized surface within the state space (the so called switching surface). When
the dynamic system reaches the sliding surface, it can be described by an ideal
sliding model that represents the controlled system behavior Hung et al. (1993).
Obtaining such a sliding motion has two advantages, firstly the system order is
reduced with respect to the original plant. Secondly the movement on the sliding
surface of the system is insensitive to a particular kind of perturbation and model
uncertainties.
SMC can be applied to a kind of systems called variable structure systems
(VSS) that can be described in general with the following equation
x˙(t) = f(x, t) + g(x, t)u(t) (1.1)
where x(t) ∈ RN and f(x, t) ∈ RN are continuous function vectors, g(x, t) ∈ RN×m
is a continuous function matrix and u ∈ Rm is the vector of discontinuous control
inputs. The vector u represents the discontinuous control inputs of the system
13
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Sliding surface line
Trajectory
Trajectory
un = u
+
n
un = u
−
n
sn(x) = 0
P
Figure 1.13: Ideal sliding motion for a variable structure system.
and can be expressed as follows:
u =

u1
u2
...
um
 (1.2)
where un, for n = 1, 2, ...m, are the discontinuous inputs which given by
un =
{
u+n (x, t) if sn(x) > 0
u−n (x, t) if sn(x) < 0,
(1.3)
where sn, for n = 1, 2, ...m, are the switching functions describing the sliding
surfaces, and m is the number of the control inputs. To introduce SMC, the full-
order switched model (1.1) must be first derived. The switching functions sn are
a linear combination of the state variables and suitable references rn and they can
be defined by the following equation
sn(x) = rn +
N∑
i=1
Cixi (1.4)
All these switching functions can be grouped in a matrix form as follows
s(x) = r + Cx (1.5)
14
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where r is a suitable reference vector with dimension m and C is a matrix of
sliding coefficients with dimension m × N . s(x) = 0 represents the intersection
of all the switching surfaces. In this way, the phase space is divided in regions
separated by the sliding surfaces, each associated to one of the sub-topologies
defined by u. Let us suppose that the system state is in a point P, as shown in
Fig. 1.13. Since we are in the region sn < 0, the switch is closed and the motion
occurs along a phase trajectory corresponding to un = u
+
n . When the system state
reaches the region sn(x) > 0, un = u
−
n , and the system follows the corresponding
phase trajectory. Observing that the phase trajectories, in proximity of the sliding
surface, are directed toward the surface itself, the resulting motion is made by
continuous commutations around the sliding surface, so that the system remains
in this surface if certain conditions are fulfilled as it will be discussed later.
When the system is in the sliding mode, its evolution is independent of the
circuit parameters. It depends only on the selected sliding surface. Moreover, if
N is the order of the original system, the order of the controlled system in sliding
mode is N−m, since the state variables are constrained by the equation s(x) = 0.
Under SMC, the system trajectories stay on the sliding surface, hence:
s(x) = 0 ⇒ ds(x)
dt
= 0 (1.6)
ds(x)
dt
=
ds(x)
dx
dx
dt
= Cx˙ = 0 (1.7)
In sliding mode, the discontinuous variable un can be substituted by a continuous
variable ueqn which can take all the values between u
−
n and u
+
n . This variable
represents the control law that describes the behavior of the system restricted
to the switching surface where the motion takes place on the average. By using
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.7), we can obtain
Cx˙ = C(f(x, t) + g(x, t)ueq(t)) = 0 (1.8)
Using (1.8), the expression for the vector of the equivalent control variables can
be obtained as follows:
ueq = −(Cg(x, t))−1Cf(x, t) (1.9)
Finally, by substituting this expression into Eq. (1.1) and taking in to account
(1.6), we obtain the following equations
x˙ = [I− g(x, t)(Cg(x, t))−1C]f(x, t) (1.10)
s(x) = 0 (1.11)
15
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Equations (1.14), (1.15) describe the system motion under SMC and represent
the reduced-order model. As mentioned before, the order of this model is less than
the full switched model. This is because, under sliding regime, the system mo-
tion is constrained to be on the sliding surface. As a consequence, the equivalent
system described by Eqs. (1.14), (1.15) is of order N −m. This order reduction
is of high interest in the case of interconnection of multiple converters. SMC will
be used in this work to design cascaded converter systems with a high conversion
ratio. More details about SMC can be found in Emelyanov (1970), Itkis (1976),
Utkin (1978), Utkin et al. (1999), Spiazzi and Mattavelli (2001).
Conditions for the sliding motion
In the system considered previously, SMC design requires only selection of sliding
surface. This surface must be selected in such a way to ensure the following three
constraints Spiazzi et al. (1995)
1. The hitting condition, which requires that the system trajectories cross the
sliding surface irrespective of their starting point in the phase plane.
2. The existence condition, which requires that the system trajectories near the
sliding surface (in both regions) are directed toward the surface itself. This
condition can be expressed as follows:
sn(x)
dsn(x)
dt
< 0 (1.12)
3. The stability condition of the system motion on the sliding surface (i.e. the
motion must be directed toward the equilibrium point). Stability can be
studied by using the reduced order model.
The nature of the SM controller is to ideally operate at an infinite switching
frequency such that the controlled variables can track a certain reference path to
achieve the desired dynamic response and steady-state operation Mattavelli et al.
(1993), Utkin et al. (1999). This requirement for operation at infinite switching
frequency, challenges the feasibility of applying ideal SMC in power converters.
This is because extreme high speed switching in power converters results in ex-
cessive switching losses, inductor and transformer core losses, and electromagnetic
interference (EMI) noise issues. This can be solved using a hysteretic comparator
in the feedback loop of the switching regulator to limit the switching frequency by
adjusting the hysteresis width hn as shown in Fig. 1.14. The frequency fn of the
subsystem controlled by the surface sn can be expressed as follows Barrado et al.
(2012)
16
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Sliding surface line
Trajectory
Trajectory
un = 1
un = 0
sn(x) = +hn
sn(x) = 0
sn(x) = −hn
P
Figure 1.14: Actual sliding motion for a converter.
Ton Toff
s˙ n
| u n
=
1 s˙
n |u
n
=
0
T
2h
n
s˙ n
| u n
=
1
s˙
n |u
n
=
0
Figure 1.15: The switching time of the sliding surface.
fn =
1
T
=
1
Ton + Toff
=
1
2hn
s˙n|un=1s˙n|un=0
s˙n|un=0 + s˙n|un=1
(1.13)
where s˙n|un=1 and s˙n|un=0 can be defined as follows
s˙n|un=1 = Cx˙|un=1 = C(f(x, t) + g(x, t)u(t)|un=1) (1.14)
s˙n|un=0 = Cx˙|un=0 = C(f(x, t) + g(x, t)u(t)|un=0) (1.15)
Ton and Toff are the ON and OFF time of the switch respectively and T is the
period time as shown in Fig. 1.15. Note that the switching frequency depends on
the amplitude of the hysteresis band hn and system parameters.
17
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The switching decision can be selected as follows
if sn(x) > +hn ⇒ un = 0 (1.16)
if sn(x) < −hn ⇒ un = 1, (1.17)
The main drawback of converters controlled by means of classical SMC with
respect to PWM converters is the variable switching frequency. However there
exist realization alternatives that allow to fix the switching frequency to a constant
value He and Luo (2006), Yan et al. (2008), Hamoudi et al. (2011), Abrishamifar
et al. (2012), Shtessel et al. (2014).
1.5 Canonical Elements for Power Processing
Power processing is a technical field whose main objective is to minimize energy
loss in transforming the electrical power from one form into another according to
certain control signals. The electrical architecture of power processing systems
can be modeled by means of three ideal canonical elements and analyzed using
the laws governing the interconnection of two-port circuits Suntio and Gadoura
(2002). These canonical elements are the DC-transformer, the DC-gyrator and
the DC loss-free resistor (LFR), which all belong to a class of ideal circuits named
POPI (power output is equal to power input) Singer and Erickson (1992). The
ideal schematic diagram of the three types of the canonical elements are shown in
Fig. 1.16
1 : nt
DC-transformer
i1 i2
+
−
v1(t) v2(t)
+
−
p(t) = v21/r
(a)
Gyrator
+
−
v1(t) v2(t)
+
−
i1 i2
p(t) = v21/r
(b)
Por
p(t) = v21/r
i2
v2(t)
+
−
LFR
i1
+
−
v1(t)
(c)
Figure 1.16: The ideal schematic diagrams of the three types of the canonical elements con-
sidered in this work: (a) DC-transformer (b) g-gyartor (c) loss-free resistor (LFR).
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Canonical elements have been used in different contexts and applications in the
last two decades. The two majors axes of application of the canonical elements
concept are: first, the implementation of a specific function in energy processing
such as power factor correction (PFC), voltage regulation and impedance match-
ing Cid-Pastor et al. (2013), Jong-Lick et al. (2004). The second refers to the
use of these elements in modeling dynamical systems, power processing systems
and electric drives Hamill (1993), Du et al. (2011). Although other techniques of
implementation exist Barazarte et al. (2010a), Erickson and Maksimovic (2001),
a well known method for realization of the above canonical elements is the induc-
tion of certain sliding motions in appropriate converters Cid-Pastor et al. (2013),
Martinez-Salamero et al. (2005), Martinez-Salamero and Cid-Pastor (2012).
As an example, the goal of the synthesis of a DC-transformer is to design a
switching structure whose input and output variables in steady-state are related
according to the following equation
V2 = ntV1 and I1 = ntI2 (1.18)
where V1, I1, V2 and I2 are the steady-state averaged values of the instantaneous
input and output port variables shown in Fig. 1.16(a) and nt is the transformation
ratio.
Similarly, the synthesis of a power gyrator requires a switching structure leading
to the following set of relations between the steady-state input and output variables
Cid-Pastor et al. (2007a), Cid-Pastor et al. (2009).
g-gyrator type I2 = gV1, I1 = gV2 (1.19)
r-gyrator type V1 = rgI2, V2 = rgI1 (1.20)
where g is the g-gyrator conductance and rg is the r-gyrator resistance. Equation
(1.19) defines a power gyrator of type g whereas Eq. (1.20) corresponds to a gyrator
of type r Cid-Pastor et al. (2006a).
Finally, the synthesis of an LFR requires a switching structure guaranteing the
following steady-state relationships between the steady-state input and output
variables
V1 = rI1 and V1I1 = V2I2. (1.21)
More details about synthesizing the canonical elements using SMC will be ex-
plained in the following chapters.
1.6 Objectives and Chapters Description
The main objective of this thesis is to present a framework for synthesizing, mod-
eling, controlling and analyzing cascaded boost converters that work as canonical
19
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elements for power processing as shown in Fig. 1.17. These canonical elements
are synthesized by imposing a certain relationship between the input and output
variables. The relationship is imposed by using SMC with a suitable switching
manifold. Although most of these structures have been previously analyzed indi-
vidually in many previous works, there is no systematic study dealing with their
design criteria and the stability problems derived from their cascade connection
under SMC. In addition, the cascaded converters will be tackled from the side of
achieving a high conversion ratio for PV applications.
i2i1
v2
Canonical
Element 1
DC-DC Converter DC-DC Converter
+
−
v3
+
Load
Canonical
Element 2
v1 +−
−
Figure 1.17: Two cascaded canonical elements based on DC-DC converters supplied from a
voltage source.
The thesis consists mainly of eight chapters in addition to the introduction
presented in this chapter. The content of the chapters can be summarized as
follows:
Chapter 2 presents a brief survey about the DC-transformer, which will be
used to connect two cascaded boost converters using SMC. Firstly, two cascaded
DC-transformers, based on the application of a single sliding surface for each con-
verter, will be synthesized. Secondly, a DC-transformer based on two cascaded
boost converters will be synthesized using a single sliding surface. The numeri-
cal simulation, stability analysis and the associated dynamic performance will be
studied in the same chapter.
Similarly to the DC-transformer, the same analysis will be carried out using
the DC-gyrators and the LFRs in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. More-
over, cascaded LFR- gyrator and gyrator-LFR, will be synthesized based on two
sliding surfaces in Chapter 5. The numerical simulation, stability analysis and the
associated dynamic performance of the different connections will be also presented.
In Chapter 6, two cascaded LFRs are used to connect a PV panel to a DC
distribution system. The system will be analyzed theoretically and using numerical
simulation. Moreover, the stability analysis of the system will be carried out
using the PV and the MPPT models. In addition, the two cascaded LFRs will
be used to connect a PV panel to an AC distribution system through a DC-
AC H-bridge inverter. Other alternatives, such as Z-source converter and high
gain coupled inductor boost converter, will be analyzed theoretically and using
20
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numerical simulation in Chapter 7 in order to show the advantages of the cascaded
LFRs.
The cascaded LFRs will be used to synthesize an example of DC nanogrid
in Chapter 8. This nanogrid consists of n output paralleled two-cascaded LFRs
used to connect n PV panels to a DC voltage bus of 380 V. The DC nanogrid is
regulated using a bidirectional converter connected to a battery which will be used
also as a backup for the DC bus.
Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of this work and proposes
future research directions and applications of the new concepts introduced in this
thesis.
21
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Chapter2
Cascaded Voltage Step-up
DC-Transformers
According to Middlebrook’s paradigm, a DC-DC switching converter can be mod-
eled as an ideal DC-transformer, whose transformation ratio is a function of the
duty cycle Middlebrook and C´uk (1976). The ideal DC-transformer is used to
represent the basic function of lossless conversion of DC and low-frequency AC
voltage and current waveforms. The DC transformer, unlike AC transformer, does
not exist as an individual component because the magnetic core transformer can
not transform DC signals. Furthermore, in the last four decades it has become
essential to model the DC-DC conversion characteristics of many converters. Par-
ticularly, with the advantage that using this equivalent circuit model, the switching
ripple is neglected and only the most important low frequency components of the
converter waveforms are considered. The DC-transformer is a canonical element
whose its input current is proportional to its output current. This implies to that
its input and output voltages are also proportional. The voltage conversion ratio
is usually controlled, and hence the effective transformer ratio is dependent on
the duty cycle. Exploitation of this duty cycle property allows the use of these
converters not only in DC-DC voltage regulator applications, but also in AC ap-
plications such as DC-AC inverters and unity power factor AC-DC converters. In
these applications, the voltage conversion ratio is continuously varied, such that
the desired power waveforms are attained.
In this chapter, the DC-transformer based on the boost converter will be syn-
thesized under a SMC using a suitable switching manifold. Firstly, two sliding
surfaces will be used to synthesize two cascaded DC-transformers. Secondly, a
DC-transformer will be synthesized based on two cascaded boost converters us-
ing a single sliding surface. Stability analysis is carried out for the two systems
and stability conditions for each case are obtained. The theoretical results will be
22
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verified using numerical simulations and experimental results.
2.1 Synthesis of a DC-Transformer in SMC
s(x)= k1i1 − k2i2
DC-DC switching converter
s(x)
u
1
k1 k2
HC
−+
−
+
−
+
v1 v2
i1 i2
∑
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a switching converter to synthesize a DC-transformer as a canon-
ical element for power processing.
In Giral et al. (1996), Martinez-Salamero et al. (2005), a detailed study has
been carried out for the synthesis of a DC-transformer. The main objective is to
design a switching structure whose equations in steady-state are given by
V2 = ntV1 (2.1)
I2 =
I1
nt
(2.2)
where V1, I1, V2 and I2 are the steady-state averaged values of input and output
voltages and currents respectively. Equations (2.1), (2.2) define a DC-transformer,
which can be synthesized as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2.1. It consists of
a switching converter, which is controlled by means of a sliding mode regulation
loop Martinez-Salamero and Cid-Pastor (2012), in which the switching manifold is
given by
∑
= {x|s(x) = 0, where s(x) = k1i1− k2i2 in such a way that, in steady
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state, the following equation holds
I2 =
k1
k2
I1 =
I1
nt
(2.3)
where nt = k2/k1. On the other hand, since the converter in Fig. 2.1 is ideal and a
POPI structure (DC Power output=DC Power input) Singer and Erickson (1992),
Eq. (2.1) will be automatically satisfied.
The sliding mode constraint requires that both i1 and i2 to be continuous func-
tion of time, this implies the existence of a series inductor in both ports Martinez-
Salamero and Cid-Pastor (2012). The simplest converters with such a constraint
at both ports are fourth order converters, namely, Buck with Input Filter (BIF),
Boost with Output Filter (BOF), C´uk converter and C´uk converter with galvanic
isolation. It has been shown in Giral et al. (1996), Martinez-Salamero et al. (2005),
that a BIF converter under SMC yields to an unstable system. On the other hand,
C´uk converter has been proved to have stable dynamics with transformer charac-
teristics if certain stability conditions are accomplished.
A similar analysis of a BOF converter controlled by the sliding function s(x) =
k1i1−k2i2, yields to a stable system with transformer characteristics, i.e., the out-
put voltage is proportional to the input voltage and the input current is propor-
tional to the output current with the same proportionality factor in both relations.
The sliding-mode feedback loop is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It has been concluded
in Giral et al. (1996), Martinez-Salamero et al. (2005) that the BOF converter ex-
hibits unconditionally stable DC-transformer characteristic sliding modes over the
surface s(x) = k1i1− k2i2 = 0 and therefore it can be considered a good candidate
to synthesize a step-up DC-transformer.
The BOF converter will be used to synthesize two cascaded DC-transformers
because it is a step-up voltage converter, has a high efficiency and unconditionally
stable under SMC. Although the stability of a single step-up DC-transformer based
on SMC has been demonstrated in previous works, the study of a cascade connec-
tion of DC-transformers has not been carried out before. In the following section,
two cascaded DC-transformers will be studied theoretically and using numerical
simulations.
2.2 Two Cascaded DC-Transformers Under SMC
Fig. 2.2(a) illustrates the cascade connection of two ideal DC-transformers imple-
mented as described in the previous section. The equivalent model of the two
cascaded ideal DC-transformers is shown in Fig. 2.2(b) as it will be studied in
this section. In turn, Fig. 2.3 depicts the practical implementation of this cascade
24
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connection by means of two BOF-based DC-transformers. This section describes
briefly the power stage and the control of the system.
1 : nt1
DC-transformer 1
iL1 iL2
+
−
vg(t) vc1(t)
+
−
1 : nt2
DC-transformer 2
iL3
vc3(t)
+
−
(a)
1 : nt
DC-transformer
iL1 iL3
+
−
vg(t) vc3(t)
+
−
(b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic diagram of two cascaded ideal DC-transformers. (b) Equivalent
circuit model of the two cascaded ideal DC-transformers is a single DC-transformer nt = nt1nt2.
2.2.1 System description
The system depicted in Fig. 2.3 is fed by a DC voltage source Vg, which is the input
to the first stage giving the intermediate voltage Vc1, which is, in turn, the input
of the second stage that gives the output voltage Vc2. The first stage consists of an
inductor L1, a diode D1, a switch S1 and a capacitor C1 connected to an output
filter with inductor Lf and capacitor Cf to be connected in parallel to the input
of the second stage. The basic elements of the second stage consist of an inductor
L2, a switch S2, a diode D2, and an output capacitor C2 which is connected to an
25
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output filter with inductor L3 and capacitor C3 to be connected in parallel with a
resistive load R.
S1
L2L1
+
−−
S2 Rvc3
−
iL1 iL3
iL3
iLf
++
vc2Vg
iL1
+
−
−
+ −
+
L3
×
Multiplier ×Multiplier
k11
k12
HC HC
C1 C2 C3
Lf
Cf
iL2
vcf
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of two cascaded DC-transformers under SMC using two BOF
converters.
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−−
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−
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L3
×
Multiplier ×Multiplier
k11
k12
vc1
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Figure 2.4: Simplified schematic diagram of two cascaded DC-transformers under SMC.
Indeed, the cascade connection of two BOF converters implies the presence, in
the middle point vcf of Fig. 2.3, of the output filter of the first stage formed by Lf
and Cf and the input inductor L2 of the second stage. This part of the circuit has
been simplified to one single inductor L2 in order to reduce the number of reactive
elements as shown in Fig. 2.4. From now on, all the analysis will be carried out
using the circuit depicted in Fig. 2.4.
The controller consists of two switching functions: s1(x) = iL2 − k11iL1 for the
first stage converter and s2(x) = iL3 − k12iL2 for the second stage converter. In
steady-state s1(x) = 0, i.e., IL2 = k11IL1 with nt1 = 1/k11. Furthermore, assuming
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that the first converter in Fig. 2.4 is ideal, Eq. (2.1) will be automatically satisfied
(Vc1 = nt1Vg). In turn, s2(x) = 0, i.e., IL3 = k12IL2 with nt2 = 1/k12, like in
the previous case, assuming the second stage ideal, Eq. (2.1) will be automatically
satisfied (Vc3 = nt2Vc1). Therefore, a two-port network can be obtained in steady-
state characterized by the the following equations
Vc3 = ntVg and IL1 = ntIL3 (2.4)
Eq. (2.4) shows that a single DC-transformer can be implemented using two
cascaded DC-transformers which is depicted in Fig. 2.2(b), with a transformation
ratio nt. It should be noted that the parameters k11 and k12, which determine the
transformer ratio of each stage, are multiplied respectively by currents iL1 and iL2
using a multiplier. These parameters (k11 and k12) could be used to control the
magnitude and/or shape of the signals at the input and output ports. This allows
the implementation of some specific functions in power processing like impedance
matching, voltage regulation and PFC Cid-Pastor et al. (2013), Jong-Lick et al.
(2004).
2.2.2 Full-order switched model
By applying Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) and Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL)
to the circuit depicted in Fig. 2.4, and considering that both converters operate
in CCM, the cascade connection of two BOF converters can be represented by the
following set of differential equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− (1− u1)vc1
L1
(2.5)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− (1− u2)vc2
L2
(2.6)
diL3
dt
=
vc2
L3
− vc3
L3
(2.7)
dvc1
dt
=
(1− u1)iL1
C1
− iL2
C1
(2.8)
dvc2
dt
=
(1− u2)iL2
C2
− iL3
C2
(2.9)
dvc3
dt
=
iL3
C3
− vc3
RC3
(2.10)
where u1 = 1 for the first (resp. second) stage when the switch S1 (resp. S2) is
closed and u1 = 0 when the switch S1 (resp. S2) is open. All the parameters that
appear in (2.5)-(2.10) are shown in Fig. 2.4.
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2.2.3 Equivalent control
SMC can be classified as an order reduction control as mentioned in chapter 1, and
ideally, the trajectories of the switched system are maintained on the switching
boundary where the dynamics can be described by a reduced-order dynamical
model. This model can be obtained by substituting the discontinuous control
variables u1 and u2, belonging to the set {0,1} by their equivalent continuous
variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) that can take all the values between 0 and 1 Utkin
(1978). These equivalent control variables can be obtained by imposing that the
trajectories are evolving on the switching manifolds. The invariance conditions
Sira-Ramirez (1987) implies that s1(x) = s˙1(x) = 0 and s2(x) = s˙2(x) = 0, where
the overdot stands for the time derivative. Therefore, the dynamical behavior of
iL1, iL2 and iL3 is constrained by the following set of differential equations
s˙1(x) =
diL2
dt
− k11diL1
dt
= 0 (2.11)
s˙2(x) =
diL3
dt
− k12diL2
dt
= 0 (2.12)
From Eqs. (2.5)-(2.10) and (2.11)-(2.12), the following expressions are obtained
for the equivalent control variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x)
ueq1(x) = 1− 1
vc1
(α1(vc3 − vc2) + Vg) (2.13)
ueq2(x) = 1− 1
vc2
(α2(vc3 − vc2)− vc1) (2.14)
where α1 = L1/(L3k11k12) and α2 = L2/(L3k12). These equivalent control variables
represent the control laws that describe the behavior of the system restricted to
the switching surface where the system motion takes place on the average Utkin
(1978), Mattavelli et al. (1993). It is worth to note that these variables must be
bounded by the minimum and maximum values of u1 and u2 respectively, i.e.
0 < ueq1(x) < 1 and 0 < ueq2(x) < 1 (2.15)
These constraints on the equivalent control variables allow us to obtain the range
of parameter values for which sliding-mode motion exists. From (2.13)-(2.14) one
has
0 < 1− 1
vc1
(α1(vc3 − vc2)− Vg) < 1 (2.16)
0 < 1− 1
vc2
(α2(vc3 − vc2)− vc1) < 1 (2.17)
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In this case of the cascaded DC-transformers, the sliding-mode regime will exist
provided that
vcr1 < vc1 < vcr2 (2.18)
where vcr1 = α1(vc3 − vc2)− Vg, vcr2 = vc2 − α2(vc3 − vc2)
2.2.4 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Substituting, in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.10), the discontinuous control inputs u1 and u2
by their corresponding equivalent control variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) given in
(2.13) and (2.14), and taking into account the order reduction imposed by the
sliding manifolds defined in (2.11)-(2.12), the following reduced-order ideal sliding
dynamics model is obtained
diL1
dt
=
vc2 − vc3
ktL3
(2.19)
dvc1
dt
=
(
1
vc1
(
α1k12
k11
(vc3 − vc2) + Vg)− k11
)
iL1
C1
(2.20)
dvc2
dt
=
(
α2k12
k211vc2
(vc3 − vc2) + k11vc1
vc2
− k11k12
)
iL1
C2
(2.21)
dvc3
dt
=
k11k12iL1
C3
− vc3
RC3
(2.22)
Being a fourth order nonlinear system, the dynamical analysis of (2.19)-(2.22) is
challenging. However, the linearization of the system in a given region around the
equilibrium point allows to establish its local stability conditions. The equilibrium
point can be obtained by forcing the time derivative of the ideal sliding dynamics
state variables to be null. From (2.19)-(2.22), the equilibrium point of the system
is given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, IL3, Vc1, Vc2, Vc3]> =
[
Vg
k2tR
,
Vg
ktk12R
,
Vg
ktR
,
Vg
k11
,
Vg
kt
,
Vg
kt
]>
(2.23)
where kt = k11k12 and
> stands for taking the transpose of a vector. It can
be observed that Vc1 = Vg/k11 and Vc2 = Vc1/k12, which define the steady-
state DC-transformer behavior of the cascaded circuit of Fig. 2.4. Similarly,
IL1 = IL2/k11 and IL2 = IL3/k12 also corroborate the DC-transformer characteris-
tics. Furthermore, the expressions of the equivalent controls Ueq1 := ueq1(x
∗), and
Ueq2 := ueq2(x
∗) in the equilibrium point can be calculated by substituting (2.23)
in (2.13) and (2.14). These steady-state equivalent controls can be expressed as
follows
Ueq1 = 1− k11 and Ueq2 = 1− k12 (2.24)
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To ensure that Ueq1 and Ueq2 are bounded between 0 and 1, as mentioned in (2.15),
the following conditions should be fulfilled
0 < k11 < 1 and 0 < k12 < 1 (2.25)
These inequalities correspond to the intrinsic voltage step-up nature of the cas-
caded boost converters.
2.2.5 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
The stability of the linearized system can be studied by using the Jacobian matrix
J corresponding to (2.19)-(2.22) and evaluating it at the equilibrium point x∗ given
in (2.23). This matrix can be expressed as follows
J =

0 0
1
ktL3
− 1
ktL3
0
−1
k212RC1
−α1
ktk12RC1
α1
ktk12RC1
0
1
k12RC2
− α2
k12RC2
− 1
RC2
α2
k12RC2
kt
C3
0 0 − 1
RC3

(2.26)
The characteristic polynomial of the linearized system is pJ(s) = det(J−sI), where
I is the unitary matrix which can be written in the following form
pJ(s) = s
4 + a1s
3 + a2s
2 + a3s+ a4. (2.27)
The coefficients ai, (i = 1 . . . 4) are given by the following expressions
a1 =
L3C2C13 + C3C1L
k212RL3C1C2C3
a2 =
b1 + C3L12
k2t k
2
12R
2L3C1C2C3
b1 = k
2
t (k
2
12R
2C1C2 + C3L3 + L23C1 + L3C2)
a3 =
k2t k
2
12(R
2C12 + L3) + L12
k2t k
2
12R
3L3C1C2C3
a4 =
1
k212R
2L3C1C2C3
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Table 2.1: The used parameter values for two cascaded DC-transformers.
L1 = L2 L3 C1 = C2 = C3 R h1 h2 rL1 = rL2 ron1 = ron2
220 µH 30 µH 100 µF 32 Ω 0.5 0.25 0.1 Ω 0.1 Ω
where the parameters L12, L23, C12 and C13 can be expressed as follows
L12 = L1 + k211L2, L23 = L2 + k212L3
C12 = C2 + k212C1, C13 = C3 + k212C1
By applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to pJ(s) in (2.27), it is found that all the
terms in the first column of the Routh-Hurwitz array are positive and therefore all
the conditions of the stability are fulfilled. This will guarantee the convergence of
the system trajectories to the operating equilibrium point for small disturbances
in its vicinity.
2.2.6 Numerical simulations and experimental validation
Based on the previous analysis, the two cascaded DC-transformers are stable.
However, achieving a high conversion ratio is quietly hard because there is a com-
mon state variable between the two switching functions which is the intermediate
current iL2. This common state variable presents difficulties in applying the sliding
control for all the selected parameter values. The two cascaded boost-based DC-
transformer is simulated using PSIM with the following set of parameter values:
k11 = k12 = 0.5, and an input voltage Vg = 6 V. These values have been chosen
so that they fulfill the conditions obtained previously in (2.25) and in order to
achieve an input power Pin =18 W, an intermediate voltage Vc1 =12 V, an output
voltage Vc2 =24 V and a nominal switching frequency of 20 kHz. We have to point
out that k11 = 1/nt1 and k12 = 1/nt2, where nt1, nt2 are the transformation ratio
of the first and second DC-transformer, respectively. Table 2.1 shows the rest of
parameter values used in numerical simulations. The internal resistances of the in-
ductors rL1, rL2 and the ON resistance of the MOSFETs ron1, ron2 which have been
included in the PSIM simulation are shown in the same table. Two prototypes
of boost converter with an output filter, working as a DC-transformer, have been
implemented to validate the simulation results. These prototypes are connected
in cascade with the set of parameter values shown in Table 2.1 (for more details
about the experimental results, see Appendix A).
First, the validity of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic model is checked with
numerical simulation using the full-order model (2.5)-(2.10). For this purpose, the
system has been simulated from a certain initial condition P within the sliding
31
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Figure 2.5: Trajectories obtained from the ideal sliding dynamics model and from the full-order
switched model using PSIM for DC-transformer starting from a certain initial condition P in the
state plane (iL1, vc1) selected within the sliding manifold.
manifold using the two different models, and the result is shown in Fig. 2.5. As
observed from this figure, the trajectories obtained from the switched model and
the reduced-order model are in perfect agreement, which validate the use of the
last one for studying the dynamical behavior and the stability of the system.
Second, Fig. 2.6 shows the time-domain response of two cascaded DC-transformers
during start-up and steady-state. Fig. 2.6(a) shows the transient start-up of the
system from zero initial conditions. Note that after a short transient time of 5 ms,
the state variables reach their steady-state values given in Eq. (2.23). Fig. 2.6(b)
shows that the two stages are behaving as a DC-transformer in steady-state, be-
cause the ratio between the currents, namely iL1/iL2 and iL2/iL3, equal to the
transformation ratios established by the respective switching functions.
Fig. 2.7 shows the simulation and experimental response of the system due to
an input voltage variation from 6 V to 8 V respectively. When the input volt-
age increases, the capacitor voltages and the inductor currents increase as well.
Fig. 2.8 shows the simulation and experimental steady-state waveforms during the
load variation from 32 Ω to 16 Ω. In this case, when the load resistance decreases,
the capacitor voltages decrease with a small value while the inductor currents in-
crease. Note that when the load changes, the input power changes from 18 W
to 36 W, because the input current increases while the input voltage is constant.
This can be considered a disadvantage for this connection for RES application. In
all these tests, the POPI nature of the system and its DC-transformer behavior in
steady-state are verified. Furthermore, in the ideal case, the steady-state values of
32
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Figure 2.6: Time domain response of two cascaded boost-based DC-transformer (a) Simulated
capacitor voltages vc3 , vc2, vc1 and inductor current iL1 (respectively from up to down) during
start-up (b) The ratios iL1/iL2, iL2/iL3 and the switching functions s1(x) and s2(x) in the
steady-state.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded DC-transformers for
k11 = k12 = 0.5 under input voltage change from 6 V to 8 V.
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Figure 2.8: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded DC-transformers for
k11 = k12 = 0.5 under load change from 32 Ω to 16 Ω.
the output voltage Vc2 and the intermediate voltage Vc1 are insensible to load resis-
tance variations as it has been predicted theoretically in (2.23). However, due to
the existence of parasitic elements in the components (diode voltage drop, ESR of
inductor...) the intermediate output voltage presents in steady-state a deviation
with respect to the ideal case. This deviation is amplified by the second DC-
transformer resulting in a supplementary deviation with respect to the expected
ideal value as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). Therefore, although the DC-transformer con-
nection seems to be the most appropriate choice to implement a voltage regulator,
the parasitic elements of the components will impose the presence of an additional
voltage feedback loop to achieve high-quality load regulation. It should be noted
that the transient time that the waveforms take to reach the steady-state for this
case is relatively small (2 ms).
2.3 DC-Transformer Based on Cascaded Boost
Converters Using a Single Sliding Surface
In this section, a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost converters will
be synthesized using a single sliding surface. For that, there are two possibilities
for the switch activation of the two boost converters. The first one implies an
identical gate drive signal for the two controlled switches of the boost converters.
The second one is through the complementary activation of the second controlled
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switch. The conversion ratio of the two cascaded boost converters for the two cases
can be expressed as follows:
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25
30
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M1 M2
D1 D2
Figure 2.9: The conversion ratio in terms of the duty cycle.
M1 =
1
D(1−D) case 1 (2.28)
M2 =
1
(1−D)2 case 2 (2.29)
The conversion ratio of the two cascaded boost converters in terms of the duty
cycle is shown in Fig. 2.9. It can be noted that the conversion ratio in case of
using the same gate signal increases when the duty cycle increases. For instance
a conversion ratio around 25 can be achieved using a duty cycle 0.78 for the two
boost converters. However, when the complementary signal is used, the curve
becomes symmetrical around a duty cycle 0.5. A high conversion ratio can be
achieved in two points in the curve. The first point, is to use a duty cycle 0.05
for the first stage and 0.95 for the second stage and viceversa for the second case.
This is undesired practically, because of using a very high duty cycle for one of the
two stages which yields to high stress on one of the two MOSFETs.
Therefore, a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost converters will be
synthesized using the same gate signal for the two stages. The power stage of this
circuit is similar to the one described in the previous section. Figure 2.10 shows the
schematic diagram of a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost converters
using SMC. To synthesize this kind of connection using a single sliding surface, the
35
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Figure 2.10: The schematic circuit diagram of a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost
converters using a single sliding surface.
switching function can be selected as a relationship between two inductor currents
which are the input and output inductors and can be expressed by s(x) = kiL1−iL3.
2.3.1 Full-order switched model
The two cascaded boost converters can be represented by the following differential
equations:
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− (1− u)vc1
L1
(2.30)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− (1− u)vc2
L2
(2.31)
diL3
dt
=
vc2
L3
− vc3
L3
(2.32)
dvc1
dt
=
(1− u)iL1
C1
− iL2
C1
(2.33)
dvc2
dt
=
(1− u)iL2
C2
− iL3
C2
(2.34)
dvc3
dt
=
iL3
C3
− vc3
RC3
(2.35)
where u = 1 when the switch S1 and S2 are closed and u = 0 when the switch
S1 and S2 are open. All the parameters that appear in (2.30)-(2.35) are shown in
Fig. 2.10.
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2.3.2 Equivalent control
As mentioned before, a single sliding surface will be used to synthesize a DC-
transformer for the two cascaded boost converters. Therefore, the dynamical be-
havior of iL1 and iL3 is constrained by the following equations
s(x) = kiL1 − iL3 = 0 (2.36)
s˙(x) = k
diL1
dt
− diL3
dt
= 0 (2.37)
The equivalent control ueq(x) can be obtained from Eqs. (2.30)-(2.35) and
(2.36)-(2.37), and can be expressed in the following form
ueq(x) = 1− kL3Vg − L1(vc3 − vc2)
kL3vc1
(2.38)
As mentioned before, this variable must be bounded by the minimum and
maximum values of ueq, i.e.
0 < ueq(x) < 1. (2.39)
These constraints on the equivalent control variable allow us to obtain the
range of parameter values for which sliding-mode motion exists. From (2.38)-
(2.39), sliding mode regime will exist in the region of the state space defined by
the following inequality
Vg − L1
kL3
(vc3 − vc2) < vc1. (2.40)
2.3.3 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Substituting (2.38) in the switching model (Eqs. (2.30)-(2.35)) of the two boost
converters, and taking into account (2.36)-(2.37), the following ideal sliding-mode
reduced-order model is obtained
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− kL3Vg − L1(vc3 − vc2)
kL3vc1
vc1
L1
(2.41)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− kL3Vg − L1(vc3 − vc2)
kL3vc1
vc2
L2
(2.42)
dvc1
dt
=
kL3Vg − L1(vc3 − vc2)
kL3vc1
iL1
C1
− iL2
C1
(2.43)
dvc2
dt
=
kL3Vg − L1(vc3 − vc2)
kL3vc1
iL2
C2
− iL3
C2
(2.44)
dvc3
dt
=
iL3
C3
− vc3
RC3
(2.45)
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As mentioned before, the equilibrium point can be obtained by forcing the
time derivative of the state variables of the reduced order model to be null. From
(2.41)-(2.45) taking into account the sliding surface equations (2.36)-(2.37), the
equilibrium point of the system can be expressed by:
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, IL3, Vc1, Vc2, Vc3]> =
[
Vg
k2R
,
Vg
k
√
kR
,
Vg
kR
,
Vg√
k
,
Vg
k
,
Vg
k
]>
(2.46)
It can be observed that Vc1 = Vg/
√
k and Vc2 = Vc1/k, which define the steady-
state of two cascaded DC-transformers. Therefore, a single sliding surface could
be sufficient to implement two cascaded DC-transformers.
Similarly, the expression of the equivalent control Ueq := ueq(x
∗), in the equilib-
rium point can be calculated by substituting (2.46) in (2.38). These steady-state
equivalent control can be expressed as follows
Ueq = 1−
√
k. (2.47)
This steady-state value Ueq must be bounded between 0 and 1, as mentioned
before in (2.39). This implies that the following condition should be fulfilled
0 < k < 1. (2.48)
2.3.4 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
As in the previous case, the model given by (2.41)-(2.45) that represents the ideal
sliding dynamics is nonlinear. In order to study the stability of the system, the
model (2.41)-(2.45) is first linearized around the equilibrium point x∗ given by Eq.
(2.46). Using the Jacobian matrix J corresponding to (2.41)-(2.45) and evaluating
it at the equilibrium point x∗. This matrix can be expressed as follows
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J =

0 0 0
1
kL3
− 1
kL3
0 0
2
L2
−k
2L3 − L1
k3/2L2L3
− L1
k3/2L2L3
√
k
C1
− 1
C1
− 1
kRC1
− L1
k5/2RL3C1
L1
k5/2RL3C1
− k
C2
√
k
C2
− 1√
kRC2
− L1
k2RL3C2
L1
k2RL3C2
k
C3
0 0 0 − 1
RC3

(2.49)
The characteristic polynomial of the linearized system is pJ(s) = det(J − sI)
and can be expressed as follows
pJ(s) = s
5 + a1s
4 + a2s
3 + a3s
2 + a4s+ a5. (2.50)
The coefficients ai, (i = 1 . . . 5) are given by the following expressions
a1 =
k2L3C1C2 + (kL3C2 + L1C1)C3
k2RL3C1C2C3
a2 =
kR2C3(C1(kL2 + k
2L3 − L1) + 2kL3C2) + kL2C2(kR2C1 + L3) + L1L2C1
k2R2L2L3C1C2C3
a3 =
kL2(2C3 + C2) + 2C3(k
2L3 + L1) + k
2(L3(2C2 + kC1) + L2C1)− kC1L1
k2RL2L3C1C2C3
a4 =
2(L1 + kL2) + 2k
2(L3 +R
2C2) + k
3R2C1
k2R2L2L3C1C2C3
a5 =
1
RL2L3C1C2C3
By applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to pJ(s) in (2.50), the following stability
conditions can be deduced to be expressed as follows
k2L3C1C2 + (kL3C2 + L1C1)C3 > 0 (2.51)
k2L23C2C3(L2C2C13 + kR
2C3C12) + kR
2C21(kL2C2τ3 − L21C23)
+R2k2L1L3C1C
2
3(L1C − kL2C2) + L1L2C1(C3τ2 + k2L3C1τ1) > 0 (2.52)
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where τ1 = R
2C23 + L3C2, τ2 = L1C1 + 2kL3C2, C = kC1 − C2, τ3 = k2L3C2 +
L1C3, C12 = 2C2 + kC1, C13 = kC1 + C3. For a stable system, the previous condi-
tions must be fulfilled.
Table 2.2: The used parameter values for a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost
converters under SMC.
Vg L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h rL1 = rL2 ron1 = ron2
6 V 200 µH 2 mH 100 µF 32 Ω 0.2 0.1 Ω 0.1 Ω
2.3.5 Numerical simulations
For achieving a high conversion ratio, the parameter k should be selected equals
0.04. However, for this high conversion ratio parameter, the condition of (2.52)
is not valid which yields to an unstable system. In order to verify the theoretical
results predicted in the previous subsection, the circuit depicted in Fig. 2.10 has
been simulated using PSIM for k = 0.25. This value has been chosen to satisfy
the condition of (2.48) and in order to achieve an input power Pin =18 W, an
intermediate voltage Vc1 =12 V, an output voltage Vc2 =24 V and a nominal
switching frequency 20 kHz. Note that, as mentioned before, nt = 1/k where nt
is the transformation ratio of the two cascaded boost converters. Table 2.2 shows
the rest of parameter values and the parasitic elements values used in numerical
simulations. As mentioned before, the same gate signal has been used to activate
the two MOSFETs for the two stages.
Fig. 2.11 shows the time-domain response of the system during start-up and
steady-state. Fig. 2.11(a) shows the response of the system starting from zero
initial conditions until reaching steady-state. Note that after a transient time
of 7 ms, the state variables reach their steady-state values which are in good
agreement with the theoretical values given in Eq. (2.46). Note that the transient
time during start-up for this system is higher than the transient time for the two
cascaded DC-transformers. Fig. 2.11(b) shows that the two stages behave as a
DC-transformer in steady-state because the ratio between the currents, namely
iL1/iL2 is equal to the transformation ratio established for the first stage.
Fig. 2.12 shows the response of the system under input voltage variation.
Fig. 2.12(a) shows the effect of input voltage variation from 6 V to 8 V. When
the input voltage increases from 6 V to 8 V, the inductor currents and the capac-
itor voltages increase. In turn, Fig. 2.12(b) shows the waveforms during a load
variation from 32 Ω to 16 Ω. In this case, when the load resistance decreases,
the inductor currents increase which yields to increasing the losses in the system.
This losses change leads to a small decrease in the capacitor voltages. Note that
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Figure 2.11: Time domain response of a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost convert-
ers (a) Simulated capacitor voltages vc3, vc2, vc1 and inductor current iL1 (respectively from up
to down) during start-up (b) The ratios iL1/iL2 and the switching functions s(x) in steady-state.
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Figure 2.12: The capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively
from up to down) of a DC-transformer based on two cascaded boost converters using one sliding
surface for k = 0.25 and for (a) Input voltage change from 6 V to 8 V (b) Load change from
32 Ω to 16 Ω.
ideally, the capacitor voltages are not depend on the load resistance according to
Eq. (2.46). In turn, the input power increases from 18 W to 36 W due to the
increase of the inductor currents. The transient time for this case is around 7 ms
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which is higher than the case of two cascaded DC-transformers.
2.4 Conclusion
Two cascaded DC-transformers using two sliding surfaces, one for each boost con-
verter, have been studied in this chapter. The analysis has verified that the sys-
tem is unconditionally stable. Moreover, a DC-transformer based on two cascaded
boost converters using a single sliding surface has been studied in this chapter as
well. The analysis has verified that the system is stable with certain conditions.
The behavior of the two systems under the input voltage variation and the load
variation are similar. When the input voltage increases, the inductor currents
and the capacitor voltages for the two systems increase. In addition, when the
load decreases, the inductor currents increase which increases the copper losses.
This leads to a slightly decrease in the capacitor voltages. However, the transient
time of the waveforms to reach steady-state of the DC-transformer based on two
cascaded converters system (one sliding surface) is higher than the two cascaded
DC-transformers (two sliding surfaces). The main advantage of the two systems
is that the capacitor voltages for both systems are not sensible to the load change.
The disadvantage of the two studied systems is that the load variation yields to
input current variation which consequently leads to input power changes. This
behavior is not suitable for RES applications where it is not suitable that the
load variations affect, for example the MPPT of a PV generator. In addition,
the two cascaded DC-transformers have the disadvantage that the two switching
functions have a common state variable (intermediate current) which limits the
sliding-mode control. This implies to an inability to obtain a high conversion ratio
from the two cascaded DC-transformers this type. For the DC-transformer based
on cascaded boost converters, a high conversion ratio cannot be obtained from this
system because the stability conditions are not fulfilled for high voltage conversion
ratio case. Although, the two systems are not suitable for high conversion ratio
applications, they can be used for low conversion ratio applications.
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Chapter3
Cascaded Voltage Step-up DC-Gyrators
The concept of power gyrator was firstly introduced in Singer (1987, 1988), Singer
and Erickson (1992). The notion of DC gyrators was related to a general class of
circuits named POPI (DC power output = DC power input), which characterized
the ideal behavior of a DC-DC switching converter.
Although, the DC gyrator approach is not a new idea Singer (1987, 1988),
its use has been constrained to some practical realizations in different contexts
Singer (1988), Shmilovitz et al. (1998), its notion was specially useful to model
some complex structures such as dual converters Ehsani et al. (1993a), double
bridge converters Ehsani et al. (1993b), multiport converter systems Barazarte
et al. (2010b) and the integrated magnetics of a zero-ripple isolated C´uk converter
Hamill (1993).
From a circuit standpoint, a power gyrator is a two-port structure characterized
by the fact that the output current is proportional to the input voltage, and
that, in turn, the input current is proportional to the output voltage with the
same proportionality factor. It was shown in Cid-Pastor et al. (2006a) that power
gyrators can be classified by the manner in which they transform an excitation
source at one port to its dual representation at the output port. The procedure
shown in Cid Pastor (2005), Cid-Pastor et al. (2005) to synthesize a power gyrator
starts from a generic switching converter structure and then continues by the
imposition of its defining function by means of a sliding-mode regulation loop.
In this chapter, the cascade connection of two DC-gyrators based on the boost
converter will be analyzed with the aim of obtaining a power stage with a high
voltage conversion ratio. For that, the stability criteria for the design of such a
system will be described analytically and verified through simulations and experi-
mental prototypes. Moreover, the design of a power gyrator based on the cascade
connection of two boost converters sharing the same gate signal and having only
one current sensor will be presented as an alternative to the cascaded gyrators
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that needs two sliding surfaces and two current sensors.
s(x)= k1i1 − k2v2
i2
DC-DC switching converter
s(x)
u
1
v1
HC∑
k2k1
+ −
−
+
v2
−
+
i1
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a switching converter acting as a power g-gyrator for power
processing with controlled input current.
3.1 Synthesis of Power Gyrators in SMC
The main objective is to design a switching structure whose equations in steady-
state are given by
I1 = gV2, I2 = gV1 g-gyrator (3.1)
V1 = rgI2, V2 = rgI1 r-gyrator (3.2)
where g (rg) is the gyrator conductance (resistance) and V1, I1, V2 and I2 are
the steady-state averaged values of the instantaneous input and output port vari-
ables. The power g-gyrator can be synthesized as shown in the block diagram of
Fig. 3.1. Eqs (3.1) and (3.2) define the two types gyrators. It consists of a switch-
ing converter controlled by means of a SMC Cid-Pastor et al. (2006b), in which the
switching manifold is the set
∑
= {x|s(x) = 0}, where s(x) = k1i1 − k2v2 in such
a way that, in steady state the following equation I1 = (k2/k1)V2 = gV2 is fulfilled.
Note that in this case the gyrator parameter is given by g = k2/k1. Imposing a
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sliding-mode regime requires that the input current i1 to be a continuous function
of time, that implying the existence of a series inductor at the input port.
It was shown in Cid-Pastor et al. (2006a), Cid Pastor (2005) that both BIF
and C´uk converter, behaving as g-gyrators with controlled output current, can
exhibit stable g-gyrator characteristics if capacitive damping are inserted and cer-
tain parametric conditions are satisfied. In particular, in Cid Pastor (2005), Cid-
Pastor et al. (2006b), it has been demonstrated that boost converters, behaving as
g-gyrators with controlled input current, can exhibit a sliding regime with uncon-
ditionally stable equilibrium point with higher efficiencies compared to the BIF
and C´uk converter g-gyrators. Therefore, in this study boost converters acting as
g-gyrators with controlled input current have been selected for the cascaded con-
nection because of their higher efficiency when compared with other fourth order
structures having the same sliding and stability characteristics.
3.2 Two Cascaded G-gyrators Operating in SMC
The cascaded connection of two ideal g-gyrators is depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). The
ideal equivalent circuit model of the two cascaded gyrators, which is equivalent to
a single DC-transformer is shown in Fig. 3.2(b) as it will be shown in this section.
In turn, the circuit model corresponding to a cascade connection of two g-gyrators
under SMC is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The two stage converters and the control of
system will be briefly explained in this section.
3.2.1 System description
The power stage of the described system of Fig. 3.3 is similar to the system studied
previously in Section 2.2. The system is supplied from a DC voltage source Vg and
loaded with a resistive load R. However, in this case, an output LC filter is not
required like in the DC-transformer, because the sliding surface depends on the
input current (which is continuous for boost converter) and the output voltage.
Similarly to the previous chapter, the same study will be carried out for the two
cascaded g-gyrators with controlled input current.
In this case, the controller consists of two switching functions s1(x) = iL1−g1vc1
for the first stage converter and s2(x) = iL2− g2vc2 for the second stage converter.
In steady-state s1(x) = 0, i.e., IL1 = g1Vc1. Furthermore, assuming that the
first stage in Fig. 3.3 is ideal and therefore is a POPI structure (VgIL1 = Vc1IL2),
Eq. (3.1) will be automatically satisfied (IL2 = g1Vg). In turn, the steady-state
switching condition imposes that s2(x) = 0, i.e., IL2 = g2Vc2 and, like in the previ-
ous case, considering that the second stage is ideal, Eq. (3.1) will be automatically
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Gyrator 1
+
−
vg(t) vc1(t)
+
−
iL1 iL2
Gyrator 2
vc2(t)
+
−
iR
(a)
1 : ng
DC-transformer
iL1 iR
+
−
vg(t) vc2(t)
+
−
(b)
Figure 3.2: (a) The schematic diagram of two cascaded ideal g-gyrators. (b) The equivalent
circuit model of the two cascaded ideal g-gyrators is a DC-transformer.
satisfied (IR = g2Vc1). Finally, combining the steady-state expressions of both
gyrators, the following relationship is obtained
Vc2 =
g1
g2
Vg and IR =
g2
g1
IL1. (3.3)
Eq. (3.3) corresponds to the definition of a DC-transformer with a transforma-
tion ratio ng = g1/g2. This result is in agreement with the straightforward fact
that a DC-transformer could be implemented by means of a cascade connection
of two gyrators Singer and Erickson (1992). Like in the case of DC-transformer,
a multiplier is used to implement the sliding surfaces allowing the possibility to
vary the parameters g1 and/or g2 and employ them as control variables to realize
specific functions in energy processing.
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+
−
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+HC iL2iL1
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of two cascaded g-gyrators operating in SMC.
3.2.2 Full-order switched model
By analogy with chapter 2 and considering that both converters operate in CCM,
the cascade connection of two g-gyrators of Fig. 3.3 can be represented by the
following set of differential equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− vc1
L1
(1− u1) (3.4)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− vc2
L2
(1− u2) (3.5)
dvc1
dt
=
iL1
C1
(1− u1)− iL2
C1
(3.6)
dvc2
dt
=
iL2
C2
(1− u2)− vc2
RC2
. (3.7)
where u1 and u2 are the discontinuous control variables for the first and second
stage respectively.
3.2.3 Equivalent control
The dynamical behavior of iL1, vc1 and iL2 is constrained by the following set of
differential equations
s˙1(x) =
diL1
dt
− g1dvc1
dt
= 0 (3.8)
s˙2(x) =
diL2
dt
− g2dvc2
dt
= 0 (3.9)
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Following the same procedure used for the DC-transformer, the equivalent con-
trol variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) can be obtained. Their expressions are given by
ueq1(x) = 1− 1
vc1
(β1Vg + β2vc2) (3.10)
ueq2(x) = 1− β3vc1
vc2
− β4 (3.11)
where, β1 = C1/(g
2
1L1 +C1), β2 = gL1/(g
2
1L1 +C1), g = g1g2, β3 = C2/(g
2
2L2 +C2)
and β4 = g2L2/(R(g
2
2L2 + C2)). From these expressions, the existence conditions
of sliding regimes can be obtained. As mentioned before, the limits of ueq1(x) and
ueq2(x) are 0 and 1. In the case of the g-gyrator, the sliding-mode regime will exist
provided that
vcr1 < vc1 < vcr2 (3.12)
where the critical values vcr1 and vcr2 are given by
vcr1 = β1Vg + β2vc2 (3.13)
vcr2 =
1− β4
β3
vc2. (3.14)
3.2.4 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Replacing the discontinuous control variables u1 and u2 by their respective equiva-
lent expressions ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) in the switching model, and taking into account
the invariance conditions imposed by the switching surface, the ideal sliding dy-
namics can be obtained. Constrained on the sliding manifold, the motion of the
system is described by the following reduced-order ideal sliding-mode dynamics
model
dvc1
dt
=
g1Vg
g21L1 + C1
+ (β2g1 − g2) vc2
C1
(3.15)
dvc2
dt
=
g2vc1
g22L2 + C2
+ (β4g2 − 1) vc2
RC2
. (3.16)
The coordinates of the equilibrium point of the system are given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> =
[
g21
g22R
Vg, g1Vg,
g1
g22R
Vg,
g1
g2
Vg
]>
. (3.17)
It should be mentioned that the steady state values of IL1 and Vc1 depend on the
load resistance. Moreover, note that
IL1 =
g1
g2
Vc2
R
=
g1
g2
IR and Vc2 =
g1
g2
Vg (3.18)
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Table 3.1: The used parameter values for the two cascaded g-gyrators.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h1 h2 fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.27 A 0.13 A 100 kHz
The expressions in (3.18) define the DC-transformer behavior as it has been
previously anticipated in (3.3).
The equivalent control variables at the equilibrium point can be obtained by
substituting (3.17) in (3.10) and (3.11). In steady-state, these control variables
are given by
Ueq1 = 1− g
2
2R
g1
and Ueq2 = 1− 1
g2R
(3.19)
Since Ueq1 and Ueq2 must be bounded between 0 and 1, the following condition
must be fulfilled
1
g2
< R <
g1
g22
(3.20)
It can be observed that this condition depends on the load resistance and under
load change, the sliding motion can be lost. This is a disadvantage of this type of
cascade connection.
3.2.5 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
In order to study the stability of the system, the Jacobian matrix has been ob-
tained. This matrix can be expressed as follows
J =

0 −g2β1
C1
g2β3
C2
− β4
g2L2
 (3.21)
whose characteristic polynomial equation is given by
s2 +
β4
g2L2
s+
β1β3g
2
2
C1C2
= 0 (3.22)
which has two complex conjugates poles in the left half plane resulting in an
unconditionally stable system.
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3.2.6 Numerical simulations and experimental results
The two cascaded gyrators have been simulated using PSIM. The selected con-
ductances are g1 = 0.05 S and g2 = 0.002 S. These values have been chosen to
achieve an input power Pin = 60 W, an intermediate voltage Vc1 = 80 V, an output
voltage Vc2 = 380 V and a nominal switching frequency of 100 kHz. This switching
frequency can be achieved using the hysteresis widths h1 and h2 for the first and
second sliding surfaces respectively, whose values are listed in Table 3.1. The rest
of parameters of the circuit and their values used in the numerical simulations are
shown in Table 3.1. It is worth mentioning that the parasitic elements have been
included in the PSIM simulation. These are the internal resistance of the inductors
(rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ
and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors
rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω.
0 100 200 300 400 500 6000
50
100
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300
P1
P2
P4
P3
ueq1 = 0
vcr1
ueq2 = 0
vcr2
vc2
v c
1 Equilibrium point
Figure 3.4: Trajectories obtained from the ideal sliding dynamics model and from the full-order
switched model for two cascaded g-gyrators using PSIM starting from different initial conditions
in the plane (vc1, vc2).
First, the validity of the ideal sliding dynamic model is checked with numerical
simulations from the full-order model in different regions of the state space. Four
different initial conditions P1-P4 are considered, the system is simulated using
the two different models and the results are shown in Fig. 3.4. The sliding-mode
boundaries defined by vcr1 and vcr2 given in (3.13) and (3.14) are also plotted.
It can be observed from this figure that the system trajectories converge to the
equilibrium point in all cases. Furthermore, when starting from the points P1-
P2, the corresponding trajectories are in perfect agreement with the full-order
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simulations from PSIM based on the switched model. However, concerning the
points P3 and P4, the mismatching between the trajectories from the ideal sliding
dynamics model and the full-order model is due to the fact that these points are
outside the sliding-mode domain described previously in closed-form.
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Figure 3.5: Time domain responses of simulated and experimental waveforms of capacitor
voltages vc2, vc1 and inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded
g-gyrators during start-up.
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Figure 3.6: The ratios iL1/vc1, iL2/vc2 and the switching function s1 and s2 in the steady-state.
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Figure 3.7: Simulated and experimental waveforms of capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and inductor
currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for g1 = 0.05 S and g2 = 0.002 S under input
voltage step change from 12 V to 15 V.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated and experimental waveforms of capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and inductor
currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for g1 = 0.05 S and g2 = 0.002 S under load
step change from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
Figs. 3.5 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms during the transient
start-up of the system from zero initial conditions of the circuit of Fig. 3.3. Note
that after a long transient response of 60 ms, the state variables reach their steady-
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state values which are given in Eq. (3.17) and both stages are behaving as a gyrator
in steady-state due to the constraints imposed by the switching functions s1(x) and
s2(x). In particular, Fig. 3.6 shows that the two stages are behaving as a g-gyrator
in steady-state because the ratios iL1/vc1 and iL2/vc2, equal the conductances of
the two converters defined by their respective switching functions.
Fig. 3.7 shows the simulated and experimental responses under input voltage
variation. When the input voltage increases from 12 to 15 V, the capacitor voltages
and the inductor currents increase with a large transient time of 60 ms. Fig. 3.8
shows the simulated and experimental responses under load variation. When the
load changes from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω, the inductor current iL2 is constant and
the intermediate voltage vc1 increases and the inductor current iL1 increases which
are in agreement with the expression of the equilibrium point in (3.17), which
increases the the switching losses and the copper losses in the first stage due to
the existence of parasitic elements in the components. This leads to a slightly
decrease in the output capacitor voltage vc2. However, ideally, this voltage should
be constant as deduced in (3.17). On the other hand, the capacitor voltage vc1 and
inductor current iL1 increase as they are depending on the load resistance also in
concordance with Eq. (3.17). The input power increases form 60 W to 75 W for
this load change.
3.3 G-Gyrator Based on Cascaded Boost Con-
verters Using a Single Sliding Surface
Similarly to the DC-transformer case, a g-gyrator synthesized from the cascade
connection of two boost converters having the same gate drive signals is analyzed
in this section. This approach has the advantage of having only one current sensor
and a single sliding surface.
3.3.1 System description
Fig. 3.9 depicts the circuit description corresponding to a g-gyrator based on two
cascaded boost converters. The gyrator characteristics can be implemented by
means of a SMC as described in the previous section. The sliding surface imposes
that the input current of the first converter is proportional to the output voltage
of the second converter. The sliding surface can be described by the following
switching function.
s(x) = iL1 − gvc2. (3.23)
In steady-state s(x) = 0, i.e., IL1 = gVc2. Therefore, the two cascaded boost
converters behave as a g-gyrator with controlled input current. Furthermore, by
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Figure 3.9: The schematic diagram of a power gyrator with controlled input current based on
two cascaded boost converters.
considering that the two converters in Fig. 3.1 are ideal, one will have VgIL1 = Vc2IR
and therefore, (3.2) will be automatically satisfied and the following relationship
between the output current and the input voltage holds
IR = gVg (3.24)
3.3.2 Full-order switched model
By applying standard KVLs and KCLs to the circuit depicted in Fig. 3.9. The
two cascaded boost converters can be represented by the following differential
equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− (1− u)vc1
L1
(3.25)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− (1− u)vc2
L2
(3.26)
dvc1
dt
=
(1− u)iL1
C1
− iL2
C1
(3.27)
dvc2
dt
=
(1− u)iL2
C2
− vc2
RC2
(3.28)
All the other parameters that appear in (3.25)-(3.28) are shown in Fig. 3.9. The
signal u is the control variable used to drive the switches for both converters. u = 1
during the period TON and u = 0 during the period TOFF .
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3.3.3 Equivalent control
The equivalent control variable is obtained by imposing that the trajectories are
evolving on the switching manifold. To synthesize a g-gyrator based on two cas-
caded boost converters, the switching function can be selected as follows: s(x) =
iL1 − gvc2. By imposing the invariance conditions Sira-Ramirez (1987), one has
s(x) = s˙(x) = 0. Therefore, the dynamical behavior of iL1 is constrained by the
following differential equation
s˙(x) =
diL1
dt
− gdvc2
dt
= 0 (3.29)
From Eqs. (3.25), (3.28) and (3.29), the following expression is obtained for the
equivalent control variable ueq(x)
ueq(x) = 1− VgRC2 + gvc2L1
vc1RC2 + giL2RL1
(3.30)
Note that ueq(x) must be bounded by the minimum and maximum value of u
Utkin (1978), Mattavelli et al. (1993), i.e
0 < ueq(x) < 1 (3.31)
For this system, the sliding-mode regime will implies that
vc1 > Vg +
gvc2L1 − giL2RL1
RC2
(3.32)
3.3.4 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Substituting (3.30) in Eqs. (3.25)-(3.28) and taking into account (3.29), the fol-
lowing ideal sliding dynamics reduced-order model is obtained
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− VgRC2 + gvc2L1
RL2(vc1C2 + giL2L1)
vc2 (3.33)
dvc1
dt
=
g(VgRC2 + gvc2L1)vc2
RC1(vc1C2 + giL2L1)
− iL2
C1
(3.34)
dvc2
dt
=
VgRC2 + gvc2L1
RC2(vc1C2 + giL2L1)
iL2 − vc2
RC2
(3.35)
Being a third order nonlinear system, the dynamical analysis of (3.33)-(3.35)
is challenging. However, the linearization of the system near the operating point
reveals that the system is stable with certain conditions as will be shown later.
The equilibrium point can be obtained by forcing the time derivative of the state
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variables of the ideal sliding mode model to be null. From (3.33)-(3.35) and taking
into account the sliding surface equation and that, ideally, the input power equals
the output power, the equilibrium point of the ideal sliding dynamics is given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> =
[
g2VgR, gVg
√
Rg, Vg
√
Rg, gVgR
]>
. (3.36)
It can be observed that IL1 = gVc2, which defines the steady-state gyrator
behavior and that IL2 = gVc1, which defines a steady-state Loss-Free Resistor
(LFR) characteristics that means that the input port of the second boost converter
has natural LFR characteristics. Note that the steady-state values of all the state
variables are depending on the load resistance.
The control law at the equilibrium point can be obtained by substituting (3.36)
in (3.30). In doing so, one obtains the following steady state value Ueq of the control
variable ueq(x)
Ueq := ueq(x
∗) = 1− 1√
R g
(3.37)
As mentioned before in (3.31), Ueq is bounded between 0 and 1 which implies that,
the following condition must be fulfilled
R g > 1 (3.38)
3.3.5 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
As mentioned in the previous cases, the stability of the linearized system can
be studied by using the Jacobian matrix J corresponding to (3.33)-(3.35) and
evaluating it at the equilibrium point x∗. This matrix can be expressed as follows
J =

L1g
L2C
2C2 + g
2L1
L2C
−2g
2L1 + C2√
RgL2C
−2g
2L1 + C2
C1C
− C2g
C1C
−g(2g
2L1 + C2)√
RgC1C
1√
RgC
− g√
RgC
− 1
RC

(3.39)
where C = C2 + g
2L1. The characteristic polynomial of the linearized system is
det(J− sI) = 0, where I is the unitary matrix as defined before. Developing this
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Table 3.2: The used parameter values for g-gyrator based on cascaded converters using a single
sliding surface.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.25 A 100 kHz
equation, the characteristic polynomial can be written in the following form
s3 +
L2C1 +Rg∆τ
RL2C1C
s2 +
2L2g
2 + 2RgC + C1
RgL2C1C
s+
2
RL2C1C
(3.40)
where ∆τ = C2L2 − L1C1. The stability of this system can be checked by using
Routh-Hurwitz criterion to get the following stability conditions
L2C1 +Rg∆τ > 0 (3.41)
(L2C1 +Rg∆τ)(2g
2L2 + C1) + 2R
2g2C∆τ > 0 (3.42)
It can be noted that all the terms are positive except ∆τ = C2L2 − L1C1.
Therefore, the system will be stable if L2C2 is higher than L1C1.
3.3.6 Numerical simulations and experimental results
In order to verify the theoretical results predicted in Section 3.4, the circuit de-
picted in Fig. 3.9 has been simulated by using PSIM software with the set of
parameter values depicted in Table 3.2 that satisfies the stability conditions of
Section 3.4. It is worth mentioning here that the parasitic elements have been in-
cluded in the PSIM simulation. These are the internal resistance of the inductors
(rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ
and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors
rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω. Moreover, a gyrator based on two boost converters has been
implemented to validate the simulation results using the set of parameters shown
in Table 3.2 (for more details see Appendix A).
First, the validity of the ideal sliding dynamics model (3.33)-(3.35) will be
checked using numerical simulation from the full order model. The system is
simulated from two certain initial points P1 and P2 using the two different models.
As shown in Fig. 3.10, the trajectories of the reduced-order model are in perfect
agreement with the full-order model for both cases.
Fig. 3.11 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms for the transient
start-up and steady state responses of the system from zero initial conditions.
Note, that after a long transient time of 80 ms, the state variables reach their steady
state values which are in agreement with Eq. (3.36). The cascade connection of the
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Figure 3.10: Trajectories obtained from the reduced-order ideal sliding-mode dynamics model
and from the full-order switched model using PSIM starting from different initial conditions P1
and P2 in the state plane (iL2, vc2).
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Figure 3.11: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) showing the start-up of the g-gyrator
with controlled input current based on two cascaded boost converters for g = 0.0105 S.
two converters is behaving as g-gyrator in steady state and the second converter
behaves as an LFR in the intermediate point of the two cascaded boost converters,
due to the constraints imposed by the switching function s(x).
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Figure 3.12: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for g-gyrator with controlled input
current based on two cascaded boost converters for g = 0.0105 S and under input voltage change
from 12 V to 15 V.
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Figure 3.13: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for g-gyrator with controlled input
current based on two cascaded boost converters for g = 0.0105 S and under load change from
2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
Fig. 3.12 shows the simulated and experimental responses in case of an input
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voltage variation from 12 V to 15 V. By increasing the input voltage, the output
capacitor voltages and the inductor currents increase. However, when the the load
R changes from 2500 to 1500 Ω, the capacitor voltages and the inductor currents
decrease as shown in Fig. 3.13. As a consequence, the input power decreases from
60 W to 40 W in a good agreement with Eq. (3.36).
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the gyrator has been defined as a type of canonical element for
power processing. Firstly, two cascaded g-gyrators based on two sliding surfaces
have been synthesized. The analysis has verified that the system is unconditionally
stable. However, this system can lost the sliding motion when the load changes
because of the restrictive existence condition. Moreover, the steady state value
Vc1 depends on the load resistance which can change the conversion ratio of each
converter if the load changes. However, the steady state value of the output voltage
Vc2 is not sensible for the load change.
Secondly, the gyrator based on two cascaded boost converters using a single
sliding surface has been synthesized to reduce the number of components which
will help to decrease the cost and to increase the efficiency. The analysis has
been verified that the system is stable with certain conditions. The existence
condition of the system has been obtained, however, it is less restrictive than the
two cascaded gyrators. In addition, the equilibrium point for all the state variables
depend on the resistive load. Moreover, the transient time of the gyrator based
two cascaded boost converters system is higher than the transient time of the
two cascaded gyrators. Furthermore, the two systems have been tested for input
voltage and load variation. It has been shown that the two systems can be used
for achieving a high voltage conversion ratio. However, in both cases the existence
conditions of sliding regimes depend on the output load resistance, hence, limiting
its applicability to many energy processing systems.
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Chapter4
Cascaded Voltage Step-up Loss-Free
Resistors
The notion of LFR was introduced first in Singer (1990, 1991) and then modeled
in Singer and Erickson (1992). The LFR is modeled by a two-port element with
a resistor at the input port and a power source at the output port, so that all
the input power absorbed by the input resistor is transferred to the output. The
LFR is characterized by a current at the input port proportional to the voltage at
the same port. Ideally, this element transfer energy without losses, i.e, its power
output is equal to its power input (POPI) Singer (1990). Initially, this notion
was limited to the recognition that, when certain switching converters working in
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), under PWM operation, they exhibit re-
sistive input impedance in steady-state Singer (1990), Singer and Erickson (1992).
Later, the concept of the LFR was employed to model PFC circuits that use input
voltage feedback to obtain switching converter with resistive input characteris-
tic. Many techniques have been reported on the design of switching circuits with
an input current proportional to input voltage Erickson and Maksimovic (2001),
Flores-Bahamonde et al. (2014).
In this chapter, the LFR based on the boost converter will be synthesized using
SMC. Firstly, two cascaded LFRs based on two sliding surfaces will be synthesized.
Secondly, a single LFR will be synthesized based on two cascaded boost converters
using only one sliding surface. The two systems will be analyzed theoretically and
using numerical simulation. Stability analysis is carried out for the two systems in
order to obtain their stability conditions and sliding conditions. The theoretical
results will be verified using numerical simulations and experimental results.
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4.1 Synthesis of Loss-Free Resistors in SMC
The LFR element does not exist naturally but its synthesis can be carried out by
using a switched mode converter as depicted in Fig. 4.1. Under specific condi-
tions regarding sliding mode operation and stability, the proportionality between
the voltage and the current at the input port can be guaranteed in steady state
in different power converter topologies. The following equations define the LFR
canonical element
V1 = rI1 (4.1)
V1I1 = V2I2 (4.2)
where r is the resistance of the LFR and I1, V1, I2 and V2 are the steady-state
averaged values of input and output currents and voltages respectively. Fig. 4.1
shows the block diagram of a switching converter which under an appropriate SMC
would behave as an LFR Martinez-Salamero (2009). In this figure, the switching
function is given by
s(x) = kii1 − kvv1 = 0 (4.3)
∑
ki kv
s(x)
u
1
s(x)= kii1 − kvv1
v1
i1 i2
DC-DC switching converter
+ −
+
−
v2
+
−
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of a switching converter acting as an LFR for power processing.
The switching function will be designed to impose an LFR behavior in steady
state operation. If the switching surface, defined by s(x) = 0 in steady-state, is
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reached, we will have the following relationship between the parameters and the
variables defining the switching manifold
s(x) = 0⇒ V1 = ki
kv
I1 = rI1 (4.4)
where r = ki/kv. It can be observed that Eq. (4.4) establishes the same relationship
given by Eq. (4.1) defining the LFR canonical element. On the other hand, since
ideally the switching converter in Fig. 4.1 is a POPI system, the DC output power is
equal to the DC input power Singer and Erickson (1992) and therefore Eq. (4.2) will
be automatically satisfied. As mentioned before, ideally, the power absorbed by
the input port is transmitted to the output port without losses. Hence, the output
port behaves as a constant power source. In Singer and Erickson (1992), Cid-
Pastor et al. (2010) a detailed analysis of an LFR synthesized using boost, buck-
boost converters, working in discontinuous conduction mode, and C´uk converter,
working in continuous conduction mode (CCM), can be found.
4.2 Two Cascaded LFRs Operating in SMC
Fig. 4.2(a) shows the ideal schematic diagram of the two cascaded LFRs. The
equivalent circuit model of the ideal two cascaded LFRs is a DC-transformer or
an LFR as shown in Fig. 4.2(b), 4.2(c) respectively. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the circuit
description of the cascade connection of two LFRs based on the boost converter.
Likewise in previous chapter, this system do not require an LC filter at the out-
put port of the second converter because the switching surface is defined by the
inductor current (which is continuous) and the input voltage of each converter.
4.2.1 System description
The power stage of the two cascaded boost converters is the same one described
in details in Fig. 2.4 of Chapter 2. The SMC technique is used to impose the LFR
characteristic at the input port of both converters. Namely, the switching functions
are s1(x) = iL1− gr1Vg and s2(x) = iL2− gr2Vc1 in which gr1 and gr2 are the input
conductance of the LFRs 1 and 2 respectively (gr1 = 1/r1 and gr1 = 1/r2) where
r1 and r2 are the resistances of the LFRs. As it can be deduced from Fig. 4.3,
the first converter is loaded by the input resistance of the second converter. In
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Figure 4.2: (a) The schematic diagram of two cascaded ideal LFRs (b) The equivalent circuit
model of the two cascaded ideal LFRs is a DC-transformer. (c) The equivalent circuit model for
the two cascaded ideal LFRs is a LFR.
steady-state s1(x) = s2(x) = 0, i.e., IL1 = gr1Vg, IL2 = gr2Vc1 which implies that
Vc1 = Vg
√
gr1
gr2
(4.5)
Vc2 = Vg
√
Rgr1 (4.6)
IR = IL1
1√
Rgr1
. (4.7)
Equations (4.5), (4.6) show that the output voltage depends on three parameters:
the input voltage Vg, the conductance gr1 of the first LFR and the load resistance
R. Furthermore, the intermediate voltage Vc1 depends on the conductances gr1,
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of two cascaded LFRs by using SMC.
gr2 of both LFRs and the input voltage. Therefore, in a potential application of
this structure, the conductance of the first LFR could be used to regulate the
output voltage while the conductance of the second LFR could be used to regulate
the intermediate voltage Vc1. It is worth to note also, that Eq. (4.6) and (4.7)
correspond to the definition of a DC-transformer with a transformation ratio nr
equals nr =
√
Rgr1. That means a DC-transformer could be used as a model of the
cascade connection of two LFRs as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). However, the conversion
ratio has a nonlinear dependence on the load and on the conductance of the first
LFR.
4.2.2 Full-order switched model
By applying KVL and KCL to the circuit depicted in Fig. 4.3, and considering
that both converters operate in CCM, the two cascaded LFRs can be represented
by the following set of differential equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− vc1
L1
(1− u1) (4.8)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− vc2
L2
(1− u2) (4.9)
dvc1
dt
=
iL1
C1
(1− u1)− iL2
C1
(4.10)
dvc2
dt
=
iL2
C2
(1− u2)− vc2
RC2
. (4.11)
where u1 and u2 are the discontinuous control variables for the first and second
stage respectively as defined previously in Chapter 3. All the parameters that
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appear in (4.8)-(4.11) are shown in Fig. 4.3.
4.2.3 Equivalent control
The dynamical behavior of iL1, vc1 and iL2 is constrained by the following set of
differential equations
s˙1(x) =
diL1
dt
= 0 (4.12)
s˙2(x) =
diL2
dt
− gr2dvc1
dt
= 0 (4.13)
Using the same procedure of Chapters 2 and 3, the equivalent control variables
ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) can be expressed by
ueq1(x) = 1− Vg
vc1
(4.14)
ueq2(x) = 1− γ1vc1
vc2
+ γ2
V 2g
vc1vc2
(4.15)
where γ1 = (C1 + g
2
r2L2)/C1 and γ2 = gr1gr2L2/C1. Like in the case of cascaded
gyrators, the sliding-mode domain can be plotted in the plane (vc2, vc1). In this
case, the sliding-mode regime will exist provided that
Vg < vc1 < vc1L, (4.16)
where the critical value vc1L is given by
vc1L =
vc2
2γ1
+
√
v2c2
4γ21
+
V 2g γ2
γ1
. (4.17)
Theoretically, other boundaries also exist, but the expression given by (4.17) is
the most restrictive.
4.2.4 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Replacing the discontinuous control variables u1 and u2 by their respective equiv-
alent expressions ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) in the switching model, and taking into ac-
count the invariance conditions imposed by the switching surface, the ideal sliding
dynamics model can be obtained as follows
dvc1
dt
=
Vg
vc1
iL1
C1
− iL2
C1
(4.18)
dvc2
dt
=
iL2
C2
(
γ1
vc1
vc2
− γ2
V 2g
vc1vc2
)
− vc2
RC2
. (4.19)
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The equilibrium point corresponding to (4.18)-(4.19) is given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> =
[
gr1Vg, Vg
√
gr1gr2, Vg
√
gr1
gr2
, Vg
√
Rgr1
]>
. (4.20)
Note that, IL1 = gr1Vg and IL2 = gr2Vc1. These results confirm the LFR behavior
of the cascaded connection of two LFRs in steady-state as deduced in (4.5). It
should be mentioned, that the steady state variable Vc1 is not depending on the
resistive load. However, Vc2 depends on the load resistance as mentioned before.
The equivalent control variables at the equilibrium point can be obtained by
substituting (4.20) in (4.14) and (4.15) to obtain the following equations
Ueq1 = 1−
√
gr2
gr1
and Ueq2 = 1− 1√
Rgr2
(4.21)
Ueq1 and Ueq2 must be bounded between 0 and 1 and therefore the following con-
ditions must be fulfilled:
gr1 > gr2 and Rgr1 > 1 (4.22)
The second condition depends on the load resistance as in the case of the g-gyrator.
However, the condition corresponding to the LFR is less restrictive comparing to
the two cascaded gyrators case.
4.2.5 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
The Jacobian matrix of the system can be expressed as follows
J =

−gr2
C1
0
2gr2(C1 + L2g
2
r2)√
Rgr2C1C2
− 2
RC2
 (4.23)
whose characteristic polynomial is the following
(s+
2gr2
C1
)(s+
2
RC2
) = 0 (4.24)
Its roots −2gr2/C1 and −2/(RC2) are located in the left half plane and hence, the
system is unconditionally stable.
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Table 4.1: The used parameter values for two cascaded LFRs.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h1 h2 fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.27 A 0.14 A 100 kHz
4.2.6 Numerical simulations and experimental results
According to (4.22), the selected conductances are gr1 = 0.27 S and gr2 = 0.01 S.
These values have been chosen to achieve an input power Pin = 60 W, an interme-
diate voltage Vc1 = 80 V, an output voltage Vc2 = 380 V and a nominal switching
frequency 100 kHz, the rest of parameters are shown in Table. 4.1. The parasitic
elements have been included in the simulation similar to the gyrator case. These
are the internal resistance of the inductors (rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON
resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent
series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω. Moreover, a prototype
of two cascaded boost-based LFRs has been implemented. The system is supplied
from a DC voltage source of 15 V and loaded with a resistance (for more details
about the experimental prototypes, see Appendix A).
Firstly, the validity of ideal sliding dynamic model is checked by numerical
simulation from the full-order model in different regions of the state space. As de-
picted in Fig. 4.4, different initial conditions P1-P4 are considered and the system
is simulated using the two different models. The sliding-mode boundaries given
by vc1 > Vg and vc1 < vc1L established in (4.17) are also plotted in the same figure.
It can be observed from this figure that the system trajectories converge to the
equilibrium point in all cases. Moreover, for the points P1-P3, the corresponding
trajectories are in perfect agreement with the full-order simulations obtained with
the switched model. Concerning the point P4, the mismatching between the tra-
jectories from the ideal sliding dynamics model and the full-order model is mainly
due to the fact that this point is outside the sliding-mode domain.
Secondly, Fig. 4.5 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms during
the transient start-up response of the system from zero initial conditions. Note,
that after a short transient time of 30 ms, the state variables reach their steady-
state values which are in perfect agreement with their theoretical values given in
Eq. (4.20) and both stages are behaving as LFR, due to the constraints imposed
by the switching functions s1(x) and s2(x). In particular, Fig. 4.6 shows that the
two stages are behaving as an LFR in steady-state because the ratios iL1/vg and
iL2/vc1, are equal to the conductances of the LFRs established by the respective
switching functions.
Fig. 4.7 shows the simulated and experimental results corresponding to the
input voltage variation on the response of the system. When the input voltage
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Figure 4.4: Trajectories of two cascaded boost-based LFRs obtained from the ideal sliding
dynamics model and from the full-order switched model using PSIM starting from different
initial conditions in the plane (vc1, vc2).
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Figure 4.5: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded LFRs during start-up.
increases from 12 V to 15 V, the capacitor voltages and the inductor currents
increase. When the load changes from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω, the inductor currents
remain constant, in turn, the output capacitor voltage Vc2 decreases because of
69
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Figure 4.6: The ratios iL1/vg and iL2/vc1 and the switching functions s1(x) and s2(x) in the
steady-state.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded LFRs at gr1 = 0.27 S
and gr2 = 0.01 S under input voltage change from 12 V to 15 V.
its dependance on the load resistance as shown in Fig. 4.8. This change of Vc2
has an effect on the switching losses which leads to a slightly decrease in the
capacitor voltage Vc1. Note that ideally the voltage Vc1 is not depending on the
load resistance as given in (4.20). In addition, unlike the DC-transformer and
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Figure 4.8: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for two cascaded LFRs under load
change from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
g-gyrator systems, the absorbed input power is constant when the load resistance
varies. All these simulation and experimental results are in perfect agreement with
steady-state predictions given in (4.20).
4.3 Two Cascaded LFRs with an Output Filter
The output current of the two cascaded LFRs is discontinuous one. Therefore,
if this system is required to supply a certain load with a continuous current, an
output filter will be necessary. For that purpose, in this section , an LC filter will
be connected at the output port of the two cascaded LFRs.
Fig. 4.9 shows the schematic diagram of the two cascaded LFRs with an LC
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Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of two cascaded LFRs with an LC filter by using SMC.
filter. The system can be represented by the following set of equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− vc1
L1
(1− u1) (4.25)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− vc2
L2
(1− u2) (4.26)
diLf
dt
=
vc2
Lf
− vcf
Lf
(4.27)
dvc1
dt
=
iL1
C1
(1− u1)− iL2
C1
(4.28)
dvc2
dt
=
iL2
C2
(1− u2)− iLf
C2
(4.29)
dvcf
dt
=
iLf
Cf
− vcf
RCf
(4.30)
The same switching functions of Eq. (4.12), (4.13) will be used for imposing SMC.
Following the same previous analysis, the equivalent control variables of the
system ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) can be expressed by the same equations of the two
cascaded LFRs (Eqs. (4.14), (4.15)). This means that the existence conditions are
also similar to the conditions of the previous system (Eq. (4.22)).
The equilibrium point corresponding to the system is given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, ILf , Vc1, Vc2, Vcf ]>
=
[
gr1Vg, Vg
√
gr1gr2, Vg
√
gr1
R
, Vg
√
gr1
gr2
, Vg
√
Rgr1, Vg
√
Rgr1
]>
(4.31)
It can be noted that the corresponding steady-state values IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2 are the
same for the two cascaded LFRs given in (4.31).
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The characteristic polynomial equation can be expressed as follows
(s+
2gr2
C1
)(s3R2LfC2Cf + s
2RLfC + s(Lf +R
2C) + 2R) (4.32)
where C = C2 + Cf . By applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, it can be found
that the system is unconditionally stable.
4.4 LFR Based on Cascaded Boost Converters
Using a Single Sliding Surface
In this section, one LFR is synthesized based on two cascaded boost converters
using a single sliding surface by sensing the input voltage and input current for the
first converter. The power stage of the system is similar to the described previously.
Figure (4.10) shows the schematic diagram of the two cascaded connection using
a single LFR based on SMC. The two cascaded converters will be driven with the
same control signal.
RS1
L2iL2
L1
vc1
iL1
vc2
+
−
+
−
S2
grVg
iL1
iR
gr ×
Multiplier
Vg
+
−
−
+
HC
Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of an LFR based on two cascaded boost converters using one
sliding surface.
The switching surface can be selected as s(x) = iL1 − grVg. By imposing the
invariance conditions s(x) = 0 and s˙(x) = 0 in the last equations, we obtain
s(x) = iL1 − grVg = 0 (4.33)
s˙(x) = gr
diL1
dt
= 0 (4.34)
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4.4.1 Full-order switched model and equivalent control
The two cascaded boost converters can be represented by the same differential
equations of the two cascaded LFRs (4.8), (4.11), by using u1 = u2 = u, where u
is the discontinuous control variable for the two stages.
Following the same procedure used for the DC-transformer and gyrator, the
equivalent control variable ueq(x) can be obtained. Its expression is given by
ueq(x) = 1− Vg
vc1
(4.35)
As mentioned before, this variable must be bounded by the minimum and
maximum values of u, i.e.
0 < ueq(x) < 1. (4.36)
These constraints on the equivalent control variable allow us to obtain the range
of parameter values for which sliding-mode motion exists. From (4.35)-(4.36) one
has
Vg < vc1 (4.37)
which implies that sliding-mode regime will exist only when vc1 reaches it minimum
value Vg.
4.4.2 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Constrained on the sliding manifold, the motion of the system is described by the
following ideal reduced order sliding-mode dynamics model
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− Vgvc2
vc1L2
(4.38)
dvc1
dt
=
grV
2
g
vc1C1
− iL2
C1
(4.39)
dvc2
dt
=
VgiL2
vc1C2
− vc2
RC2
(4.40)
The coordinates of the equilibrium point are given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> =
[
grVg,
grVg
(Rgr)
1
4
, Vg(Rgr)
1
4 , Vg
√
Rgr
]>
(4.41)
Note that the steady state values for all the state variables are depending on
the input voltage Vg and the resistive load R.
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The equivalent control variable at the equilibrium point can be obtained in the
following equations
Ueq = 1− 1
(Rgr)
1
4
. (4.42)
Ueq must be bounded between 0 and 1 and therefore, the following condition
must be fulfilled:
Rgr > 1. (4.43)
This condition is less restrictive than the condition of the two cascaded g-gyrators.
4.4.3 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
The stability of the linearized system can be studied using the Jacobian matrix J
corresponding to (4.38)-(4.40) and evaluating it at the equilibrium point x∗. This
matrix can be expressed as follows
J =

0
2
L2
− 1
(Rgr)
1
4L2
− 1
C1
− gr√
RgrC1
0
1
(Rgr)
1
4C2
− gr
(Rgr)
3
4C2
− 1
RC2

(4.44)
The characteristic polynomial can be represented as follows
s3 +
C1 +
√
RgrC2
RC1C2
s2 +
2RC2
√
Rgr +RC1 + L2gr
RC1C2L2
√
Rgr
s+
4
RC1C2L2
(4.45)
By applying Routh-Hurwitz criterion for this equation, the stability condition can
be written in the following form.
2R2C22gr +RC
2
1 + L2grC1 + L2grC2
√
Rgr > RC1C2
√
Rgr (4.46)
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Table 4.2: The used parameter values for the LFR based on cascaded converters using a single
sliding surface.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.27 A 100 kHz
4.4.4 Numerical simulations and experimental results
A single LFR based on two cascaded boost converters has been simulated using
PSIM to validate the previous analysis. Table 4.2 shows the parameter values used
in numerical simulations. Moreover, the system is implemented in the laboratory
and supplied from a DC voltage source of 15 V and loaded with a resistive load
(for more details about the prototypes, see Appendix A). The parasitic elements
have been included in the PSIM simulation. These are the internal resistance of
the inductors (rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON resistance of the MOSFETs
(ron1=60 mΩ and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of the
capacitors rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω.
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Figure 4.11: Trajectories obtained from the reduced-order ideal sliding-mode dynamics model
and from the full-order switched model using PSIM starting from different initial conditions in
the state plane (iL2, vc2).
Firstly, the validity of ideal sliding dynamic model is checked by numerical
simulation from the full-order model in different regions of the state space. As
depicted in Fig. 4.11, two different initial conditions P1, P2 are considered and
the system is simulated using the two different models. It can be observed from
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Figure 4.12: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for an LFR based on two cascaded
boost converters for gr = 0.27 S during start-up.
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Figure 4.13: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for an LFR based two cascaded boost
converters for gr = 0.27 S and input voltage change from 12 V to 15 V.
this figure that the reduced order model trajectories converge to the equilibrium
point. Moreover, the corresponding trajectories are in perfect agreement with the
full-order simulations obtained with the switched model.
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Figure 4.14: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for an LFR based on two cascaded
boost converters under load change from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
Secondly, Fig. 4.12 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms during
the transient start-up of the system from zero initial conditions. Note that after a
transient time of 30 ms, the state variables reach their steady-state values which
are in agreement with the steady-state predictions given in Eq. (4.41).
Fig. 4.13 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms corresponding to
the input voltage variations effect on the response of the system. When the in-
put voltage increases from 12 V to 15 V, the output capacitor voltages and the
inductor currents increase. When the load changes from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω, the
inductor currents remain constant and the capacitor voltages vc1 and vc2 decrease
as depicted in Fig. 4.14. Note that the input power is constant when the load
resistance decreases. All these simulation and experimental results are in perfect
agreement with steady-state predictions given in (4.41).
4.5 Synthesis of m cascaded LFRs
In this section, a general procedure for synthesizing m cascaded converters (Fig.
4.15) behaving as LFRs will be explained. Using the switched model of the two
cascaded LFRs represented in Eq. (4.8)-(4.11), a generalized switched model of m
cascaded LFRs can be represented with the same equation of (1.1) in Chapter 1
x˙ = f(x) + g(x)u (4.47)
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Figure 4.15: Schematic diagram of m cascaded converters working as LFRs.
where, the matrixes f and g are not depending on the time as in the general
system of Eq. (1.1). While, x is the vector of state variables and u is the vector
of command signals for the switches, which can be written respectively as follows
x = [iL1, iL2.....iLm, vc1, vc2, ..., vcm]
> and u = [u1, u2, .....um]>, where m is the
number of the connected converters.
The switching function sn corresponding to stage n can be described by
sn(x) = grnvc,n−1 − iL,n := ρn −Cnx, n = 1 . . .m (4.48)
where ρ1 = gr1Vg, ρn = 0 ∀n > 1, iL,n and vc,n are the inductor current and the
output voltage of the stage number n respectively and C1 = [1, 0, . . . 0, . . . 0],...
Cm = [0, . . . 0, 1 0, . . . 0, −gm, 0]. The switching functions can be grouped as
follows
s(x) = r−Cx (4.49)
where r is a suitable reference vector whose first element is g1Vg and all other
elements are zero, C is a matrix whose entries are dependent on the proportionality
factors gn of the LFR and s = [s1, s2, . . . sm]
>. The time derivative of the switching
function vector, s(x) is s˙(x) = −Cx˙ which after substituting it in (4.47), one
obtains
ds
dt
= −C(f(x) + g(x)u) (4.50)
According to the equivalent control method which has been explained previously
in Chapter 1, the expression of the equivalent control can be derived as
ueq = −(Cg(x))−1Cf(x) (4.51)
Using the reduced order model and the equivalent control, the equilibrium
point can be expressed as
x∗ = [IL1, IL2....ILm, Vc1, Vc2....., Vc(m−1), Vcm]>
=
[
gr1Vg, Vg
√
gr1gr2...Vg
√
gr(m−1)grm, Vg
√
gr1
gr2
, Vg
√
gr1
gr3
..., Vg
√
gr1
grm
, Vg
√
Rgr1
]>
(4.52)
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A necessary condition for the existence of sliding mode on the manifold {x|sn(x) =
0} is that all the elements of the equivalent control vector must be bounded be-
tween 0 and 1. By applying theses constraints, the following inequalities for the
conductances gr1, gr2... and grm should be achieved
gr1 > gr2 > gr3.... > grm (4.53)
The ideal sliding dynamics can be linearized and its stability can be studied
using standard techniques. The Jacobian matrix can be expressed as follows
J =

−2gr2
C1
0 0 .... 0
2
√
gr2gr3
C1 + L2g
2
r2
C1C2
−2gr3
C2
0 ... 0
...
...
. . . . . .
...
∗ ∗ . . . − 2grm
Cm−1
0
∗ ∗ . . . 2
√
gr(m−1)
R
Cm−1 + Lmg2rm
Cm−1Cm
− 2
RCm

(4.54)
It can be observed that the the matrix J is a lower triangular matrix Axler (1997).
Thus, the characteristic polynomial of the linearized system, pJ(s) = det(J− sI),
depends only on the diagonal of the matrix, irrespective of the lower diagonal
terms marked with an asterisk ∗ in (4.54). The characteristic polynomial equation
can be expressed as follows
(s+
2gr2
C1
)(s+
2gr3
C2
)...(s+
2grm
Cm−1
)(s+
2
RCm
) = 0 (4.55)
It can be observed that all the roots are located in the left half plane and hence,
the system is unconditionally stable.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the LFR concept has been used to design a DC-DC power stage
with a high conversion ratio. First, the cascade connection of two LFRs based
on the boost converter has been analyzed in detail theoretically, by numerical
simulations and experimentally. The system is unconditionally stable and the
conditions for sliding motions have been obtained. The steady state value of the
intermediate voltage Vc1 is not sensitive to the load unlike the output voltage
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Vc2 which depends on the load resistance. Furthermore, an LC filter has been
connected at the output of the system without any effect on the stability.
In addition, an LFR has been synthesized based on two cascaded boost con-
verters using a single sliding surface. This structure has the advantage of reducing
the number of components which in turn decreases the cost and increases the effi-
ciency. The analysis has verified that the system is stable with a certain condition
and the sliding conditions have been obtained. The equilibrium point of this sys-
tem is depending on the resistive load. It has been noticed that the transient time
of the two cascaded LFRs is less than the transient time for the LFR based on two
cascaded converters system. Moreover, the two systems have been tested under
input voltage and load variation. As shown in this chapter, the two systems can
be used to solve the problem of achieving a high voltage conversion ratio of 25.
However, the two cascaded LFRs system is better than the LFR based on two
cascaded boost converters in terms of the dynamic performance and the stability.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the cascade connection of m LFR based
on the boost converter is stable irrespective of the number of cascaded elements.
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Chapter5
Cascade Connection of LFR and Gyrator
The three types of canonical elements for power processing, namely DC-transformer,
DC gyrator and LFR, have been employed for the design of a power stage with a
high conversion ratio in the previous chapters. The cascade connection of similar
canonical elements was carried out using two sliding surfaces. In this chapter, in
turn, the cascade connection of different canonical elements such as a LFR and a
gyrator and vice versa will be analyzed. However the DC-transformer has been
excluded from this study because its stability problems and disability to increase
the conversion ratio to 25 as it had been shown in chapter 2. Therefore, the
two possible cascade connections of a LFR and a power gyrator will be analyzed,
i.e., a LFR supplying a gyrator and viceversa. Each connection will be analyzed
theoretically and using numerical simulations which in turn will be also verified
experimentally.
5.1 Cascaded LFR with G-gyrator
The ideal schematic diagram of the cascaded LFR-gyrator are depicted in Fig. 5.1(a).
The equivalent model of the cascaded ideal LFR-gyrator is a DC-transformer or an
LFR as depicted in Fig. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c), respectively. The practical implantation
for the cascaded LFR-gyrator has been shown in Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.2 depicts the circuit diagram corresponding to a cascade connection
LFR-gyrator under SMC. In this case, the controller consists of two switching
functions, s1(x) = iL1 − gr1Vg for the first stage converter and s2(x) = iL2 − g2vc2
for the second stage converter. In steady-state s1(x) = 0, i.e., IL1 = gr1Vg. In
turn, the steady-state switching condition imposes that s2(x) = 0, i.e., IL2 = g2Vc2.
Finally, combining the steady-state expressions of both LFR-gyrator, the following
relationship is obtained
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−
vg(t)
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+
−
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+
−
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+
−
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Figure 5.1: (a) The schematic diagram of cascaded ideal LFR-gyrator. (b) The equivalent
circuit model of the cascaded ideal LFR-gyrator is a DC-transformer (c) The equivalent circuit
model of the cascaded ideal LFR-gyrator is a LFR.
Vc2 =
√
Rgr1Vg and IR =
1√
Rgr1
IL1 (5.1)
po =
V 2c2
R
= gr1V
2
g (5.2)
where po is the output power. Eq. (5.1) corresponds to the definition of a DC-
transformer with a transformation ratio nrg =
√
Rgr1. Note, that nrg for this case
is equal to the transformation ratio for the two cascaded LFRs case which depends
on the load resistance and the conductance of the LFR. Moreover, the output power
can be defined in Eq. (5.2) which is the input power for the cascaded converters.
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×Multiplier×Multiplier
R
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L2 iL2
L1
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+
−
+
−
S2
vc2
iL2
Vg
+
−
g2Vg
iL1
gr1
u1 u2
−
+
HC
−
+
HC
C1 C2
Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of cascaded LFR and a g-gyrator with controlled input current
by imposing SMC.
Therefore, the cascaded LFR-gyrator can be modeled by a DC-transformer or an
LFR which are depicted in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c).
5.1.1 Full-order switched model
Considering that both converters operate in CCM, the cascade connection of the
LFR-gyrator of Fig. 5.2 can be represented by the following set of differential
equations
diL1
dt
=
Vg
L1
− vc1
L1
(1− u1) (5.3)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− vc2
L2
(1− u2) (5.4)
dvc1
dt
=
iL1
C1
(1− u1)− iL2
C1
(5.5)
dvc2
dt
=
iL2
C2
(1− u2)− vc2
RC2
. (5.6)
where u1 and u2 are the discontinuous control variables for the first and second
stage respectively as defined previously in Chapter 4.
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5.1.2 Equivalent control
The dynamical behavior of iL1, iL2 and vc2 is constrained by the following set of
differential equations
s˙1(x) =
diL1
dt
= 0 (5.7)
s˙2(x) =
diL2
dt
− g2dvc2
dt
= 0 (5.8)
Following the same procedure, the equivalent control variables ueq1(x) and
ueq2(x) can be obtained. Their expressions are given by
ueq1(x) = 1− Vg
vc1
(5.9)
ueq2(x) = 1− C2vc1 + L2g
2
2vc2
vc2Cm2
(5.10)
where Cm2 = g
2
2L2+C2. From these expressions, the existence conditions of sliding
regimes can be obtained. As mentioned before, the limits of ueq1(x) and ueq2(x)
are 0 and 1. In this case, the sliding-mode regime will exist provided that
vcr1 < vc1 < vcr2 (5.11)
where the critical values vcr1 and vcr2 are given by
vcr1 =
vc2(RCm2 − L2g2)
RC2
(5.12)
vcr2 =
L2g2vc2
RC2
. (5.13)
5.1.3 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
The motion of the system can be described by the following reduced-order ideal
sliding-mode dynamics model
dvc1
dt
=
gr1V
2
g
C1vc1
− g2vc2
C1
(5.14)
dvc2
dt
=
Rvc1g2 − vc2
RCm2
. (5.15)
The coordinates of the equilibrium point are given by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> = [gr1Vg, g2Vg
√
Rgr1,
Vg
g2
√
gr1
R
, Vg
√
Rgr1]
>. (5.16)
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As in the previous cases, the steady-state variables have been obtained taking into
account that in steady-state one has s1(x
∗) = s2(x∗) = 0, thus obtaining IL1 =
gr1Vg and IL2 = g2Vc2. Note that the voltage Vc1 depends on the conductance of the
LFR gr1 and the conductance of the gyrator g2. In turn, the voltage Vc2 depends
on the conductance of the LFR gr1. It can be noticed that, in certain application
of this structure, the voltage Vc2 can be controlled using the conductance gr1 of
the LFR and the voltage Vc1 can be controlled using the conductance g2 of the
g-gyrator. Moreover, both steady-state values of the voltages Vc1 and Vc2 depend
on the load resistance which can be considered as a disadvantage for this system.
The equivalent control variables at the equilibrium point can be expressed as
follows
Ueq1 = 1− g2
√
R
gr1
and Ueq2 = 1− 1
g2R
. (5.17)
Since Ueq1 and Ueq2 must be bounded between 0 and 1, the following condition
must be fulfilled
1
g2
< R <
gr1
g22
. (5.18)
It can be observed that load resistance is bounded between two certain values
which limit the sliding region. Therefore, the sliding motion can be lost when the
load changes and this is similar to the condition of the two cascaded g-gyrators
(considering gr1 of the first LFR of this system replaced with g1 for the first gyrator
of the two cascaded gyrators system).
5.1.4 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamics
model
The Jacobian matrix of the system can be expressed as follows
J =

Rg22
C1
− g2
C1
g2
Cm2
− 1
RCm2
 . (5.19)
Using the Jacobian matrix, the characteristic polynomial equation is given by the
following expression
s2 +
Rg22(C1 + Cm2)
C1Cm2
s+
2g22
C1Cm2
= 0 (5.20)
which has two complex conjugates poles in the left half plane and hence, the system
is unconditionally stable.
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Table 5.1: The used parameter values for the cascaded LFR-gyrator.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h1 h2 fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.27 A 0.15 A 100 kHz
5.1.5 Numerical simulations and experimental results
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Experimental and simulated waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) of the cascaded LFR-gyrator during
start-up.
The cascaded LFR-gyrator has been simulated using PSIM simulation. The
selected conductances are gr1 = 0.27 S for the LFR and g2 = 0.002 S for the g-
gyrator. As in the previous cases, these values have been chosen to achieve an input
power Pin = 60 W, an intermediate voltage Vc1 = 80 V, an output voltage Vc2 =
380 V and a nominal switching frequency 100 kHz which can be adjusted using h1
and h2. Table 5.1 shows the rest of parameters of the circuit and their values used
in the numerical simulations. The parasitic elements have been included in the
PSIM simulation. These are the internal resistance of the inductors (rL1=60 mΩ
and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ and ron2=165
mΩ) and the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω.
Moreover, cascaded LFR-gyrator have been implemented and supplied from a DC
voltage source of 15 V and loaded with a resistive load (for more details about the
prototypes, see Appendix A).
Fig. 5.3 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms during the start-up
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Figure 5.4: Experimental and simulated waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for gr1 = 0.27 S and g2 = 0.002 S
under input voltage step change from 12 V to 15 V.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental and simulated waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for gr1 = 0.27 S and g2 = 0.002 S
under load step change from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
of the system from zero initial conditions of the circuit of Fig. 5.2. Note that after
a long transient response of 20 ms, the state variables reach their steady-state
values which are given in Eq. (5.16). Moreover, the g-gyrator takes about 10 ms
for reaching the sliding surface as shown in the output capacitor voltages vc2 and
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the inductor currents iL2.
Fig. 5.4 shows the simulated and experimental waveforms corresponding to the
input voltage variation. When the input voltage increases from 12 to 15 V, the
output capacitor voltages and the inductor currents increase. Fig. 5.5 show, in
turn, the simulated and experimental waveforms during the load variation. When
the load changes from (2500 Ω to 1500 Ω), the inductor current iL1 is constant
as deduced from the equilibrium point. On the other hand, the capacitor voltage
vc2 and inductor current iL2 decrease. However, the capacitor voltage vc1 increases
which are in a good agreement to the equilibrium point given in (5.16). It should
be highlighted that, when the load changes, the input power does not change
because this system can be modeled with an LFR, however, the operating point
of the system will be changed.
5.2 Cascaded G-gyrator with LFR
Conversely, Fig. 5.6(a) depicts the ideal circuit diagram for the cascaded gyrator-
LFR. The equivalent diagram of the ideal cascaded gyrator-LFR is shown in
Fig. 5.6(b) as it will be derived in this section. While, Fig. 5.7 depicts the circuit
diagram corresponding to a cascade connection of gyrator-LFR under SMC.
The controller of this system consists of two switching functions s1(x) = iL1 −
g1vc1 for the first stage converter and s2(x) = iL2 − gr2vc1 for the second stage
converter. In steady-state s1(x) = 0, i.e., IL1 = g1Vc1. In turn, the steady-state
switching condition imposes that s2(x) = 0, i.e., IL2 = gr2Vc1. Finally, combining
the steady-state expressions of both gyrator-LFR, the following relationship is
obtained
Vc2 = g1Vg
√
R
gr2
and IR =
1
g1
√
gr2
R
IL1. (5.21)
Eq. (5.21) corresponds to the definition of a DC-transformer with a transformation
ratio ngr = g1
√
R
gr2
. Note that ngr depends on the load resistance and the conduc-
tances of the gyrator g1 and the LFR gr2. Therefore, the cascaded gyrator-LFR
can be modeled by a DC transformer with a conversion ratio ngr.
5.2.1 Full-order switched model and equivalent control
By applying standard KVLs and KCLs to the circuit depicted in Fig. 5.7. The two
cascaded boost converters can be represented also by Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) corresponding
to the system depicted in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The schematic diagram of two cascaded ideal gyrator-LFR. (b) The equivalent
circuit model of the two cascaded ideal gyrator-LFR is a DC-transformer.
Following the same procedure employed in the previous chapters, the equivalent
control variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) can be obtained. Their expressions are given
by
ueq1(x) = 1− C1Vg + g1gr2L1vc1
vc1Cm1
(5.22)
ueq2(x) = 1− Cm1vc1 + L2gr2(gr2vc1 − g1Vg)
vc2Cm1
(5.23)
where Cm1 = C1 + g
2
1L1. The sliding-mode regime will exist provided that
vcr1 < vc1 < vcr2 (5.24)
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Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of cascaded gyrator-LFR under SMC.
where the critical values vcr1 and vcr2 are given by
vcr1 =
vc2Cm1 + g1gr2L2Vg
Cm1 + L2g2r2
(5.25)
vcr2 =
g1gr2L2Vg
Cm1 + L2g2r2
. (5.26)
5.2.2 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Substituting (5.22)-(5.23) in Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) and taking into account the switching
functions, the following ideal sliding dynamics reduced-order model is obtained
dvc1
dt
=
g1Vg
Cm1
− gr2vc1
Cm1
(5.27)
dvc2
dt
=
gr2v
2
c1
C2vc2
− vc2
RC2
− g
2
r2vc1L2(g1Vg − gr2vc1)
C2vc2Cm1
(5.28)
The equilibrium point of the system can be expressed by
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> = [
g1
2
gr2
Vg, g1Vg,
g1
gr2
Vg, g1Vg
√
R
gr2
]> (5.29)
As in the previous cases, the steady-state variables have been obtained taking
into account that in steady-state one has s1(x
∗) = s2(x∗) = 0, thus obtaining IL1 =
g1Vc1 and IL2 = gr2Vc1. Although, the voltage Vc1 is not depending on the load
resistance ,which can be an advantage for this system, it can be noticed that the
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steady state of the capacitor voltages Vc1 and Vc2 are depending on the conductance
values g1 for the g-gyrator and gr2 for the LFR. For certain application, this makes
difficulties in the control of the steady-state variables. Because, any change of
g1 or gr2 changes the equilibrium point of the system. The control laws at the
equilibrium point can be expressed by
Ueq1 = 1− gr2
g1
(5.30)
Ueq2 = 1−
√
1
Rgr2
(5.31)
Since Ueq1 and Ueq2 must be bounded between 0 and 1, the following condition
must be fulfilled
g1 > gr2, Rgr2 > 1 (5.32)
As observed, the condition of Eq. (5.32) is similar to the two cascaded LFRs in
Eq. (4.22). However, for this case, the load resistance depends on gr2 which is the
smallest conductance in the system, While, in the two cascaded LFRs, the load
resistance depends on gr1 which is the largest conductance in the system. This
yields that the range of the sliding region of the two cascaded LFRs is wider than
the sliding region of the cascaded gyrator-LFR system.
5.2.3 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
The Jacobian matrix of the system can be expressed as follows
J =

− gr2
Cm1
0
L2g
2
r2 + 2Cm1√
R
gr2
C2Cm1
− 2
RC2

(5.33)
Using the Jacobian matrix, the characteristic polynomial can be written in the
following form
(s+
2
RC2
)(s+
gr2
Cm1
) (5.34)
Its roots −gr2/Cm1 and −2/(RC2) are located in the left half plane and hence, the
system is unconditionally stable. As observed, that the characteristic polynomial
equation is similar to the previously one of the two cascaded LFRs in Eq. (4.24).
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Table 5.2: The used parameter values for the cascaded gyrator-LFR.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 R h1 h2 fs
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF 2500 Ω 0.2 A 0.1 A 100 kHz
5.2.4 Numerical simulations and experimental results
In order to verify the theoretical results, the circuit depicted in Fig. 5.7 has been
simulated by using PSIM software with the set of parameter values depicted in
Table 5.2 that satisfies the stability conditions for the system. It is worth men-
tioning also that the parasitic elements have been included in the PSIM simulation
similar to the previous cases. These are the internal resistance of the inductors
(rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ
and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors
rc1 = rc2 = 0.1 Ω. Moreover, cascaded gyrator-LFR has been implemented in the
laboratory to validate the simulation results using the set of parameters shown in
Table 5.2 (for more details about the prototypes, see Appendix A).
0 100 200 300 400 500 6000
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
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P3
P4
vc2
v c
1 Equilibrium point
Figure 5.8: Trajectories of two cascaded gyrator-LFR obtained from the ideal sliding dynamics
model and from the full-order switched model using PSIM starting from different initial condi-
tions in the plane (vc1, vc2).
Firstly, the validity of ideal sliding dynamic model is checked by numerical
simulations from the full-order model in different regions of the state space. As
depicted in Fig. 5.8, different initial conditions P1-P4 are considered and the sys-
tem is simulated using the two different models. The sliding-mode boundaries
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given by vc1 > vcr1 and vc1 < vcr2 established in (5.24) are also plotted in the
same figure. It can be observed from this figure that the system trajectories con-
verge to the equilibrium point in all cases. Moreover, for the points P1-P3, the
corresponding trajectories are in perfect agreement with the full-order simulations
obtained with the switched model. Concerning the point P4, the mismatching
between the trajectories from the ideal sliding dynamics model and the full-order
model is mainly due to the fact that this point is outside the sliding-mode domain.
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.050
100
200
300
400
500
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.050
1
2
3
4
5
6
Time (s)
iL2
iL1
vc2
vc1
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) showing the start-up of for cascaded
gyrator-LFR for g1 = 0.05 S, gr2 = 0.01 S.
Secondly, Fig. 5.9 shows the simulated and experimental results for the tran-
sient start up and steady state responses of the system from zero initial conditions.
Note, that after a long transient time of 50 ms, the state variables reach their steady
state values which are in agreement with (5.29).
Fig. 5.10 shows the simulated and experimental results for the input voltage
variation effect. When the input voltage increases from 12 V to 15 V, the output
capacitor voltages and the inductor currents increase. However, when the load
resistance changes from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω, the inductor currents are constants,
while,the capacitor voltage vc2 decreases as shown in Fig. 5.11. This reduce in
vc2 change the switching losses which yields that the voltage vc1 slightly reduced.
Note that, ideally, vc1 is constant because it is not sensible to the load resistance.
This can also be deduced from the equilibrium point (5.29). Note that, when the
load changes, the input power is constant because of the existence of the LFR.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for cascaded gyrator-LFR for g1 = 0.05
S, gr2 = 0.01 S and under input voltage change from 12 V to 15 V.
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Figure 5.11: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the capacitor voltages vc2, vc1 and the
inductor currents iL1, iL2 (respectively from up to down) for cascaded gyrator-LFR for g1 = 0.05
S, gr2 = 0.01 S and under load change from 2500 Ω to 1500 Ω.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, two different canonical elements have been connected in cascade.
First, a cascaded LFR-gyrator based on two sliding surfaces has been synthesized.
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The analysis has verified that the system is unconditionally stable. However, the
condition for sliding motion is restricted for the resistive load between two certain
values. This means that the system can lost the sliding when the load changes.
Moreover, the equilibrium point of the state variables depends on the resistive load.
This system has been analyzed theoretically and using numerical simulations which
have been verified with the experimental results.
Second, cascaded gyrator-LFR using two sliding surfaces has been synthesized.
This system has been analyzed theoretically and using PSIM simulations. The
analysis has verified that the system is unconditionally stable and the sliding con-
ditions have been obtained. It should be noted that the dynamics of this system
is similar to the two cascaded LFRs. It has been explained that the sliding regime
of the two cascaded LFRs is wider than the cascaded gyrator with LFR. More-
over, the equilibrium point of the two cascaded LFRs is more controllable than
the cascaded gyrator-LFR.
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Chapter6
Impedance Matching Using Cascaded
LFRs in PV Applications
In the previous chapters, different types of cascaded canonical elements have been
analyzed. It has been demonstrated that some of them cannot be used for obtaining
a high conversion ratio such as the two cascaded boost-based DC-transformers.
The systems of two cascaded boost converters based on a single sliding surface
result in a stable system with certain conditions. The existence conditions for the
two systems depend on the resistive load which limits the sliding regime for the
two systems. In addition, the steady state value of the intermediate voltage Vc1
and output voltage Vc2, for the two systems, depend on the resistive load.
In turn, the two cascaded g-gyrators and the cascaded LFR-gyrator systems
have the ability to operate with a high conversion ratio with an unconditionally
stable behavior. The existence condition of sliding-mode regimes are more difficult
to accomplish for the two mentioned systems. Moreover, the steady state value of
the intermediate voltage Vc1, for the two systems, depends on the load resistance
which varies the conversion ratio of the two stages when the load changes.
The two cascaded LFRs and the cascaded gyrator-LFR result in an uncondi-
tionally stable system. The steady-state values of the capacitor voltages, in the
cascaded gyrator-LFR, depend on the conductance of the g-gyrator and the con-
ductance of the LFR which make controlling these steady-state values difficult.
On the contrast, for the two cascaded LFRs, the steady-state value of output ca-
pacitor voltage Vc2 depends only on conductance of the second LFR gr2, while the
steady-state value of the intermediate voltage Vc1 depends on the conductances of
the first and second LFR gr1 and gr2 respectively. This makes the two cascaded
LFRs system more controllable than the others. In addition, the range of the
sliding regime for the two cascaded LFRs is wider than the cascaded gyrator-LFR.
Therefore, in this chapter, two cascaded LFRs system is used for impedance
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matching between a PV panel and a (DC and AC) distribution system. The mod-
eling, simulation and design of the systems are addressed. First, an ideal reduced-
order sliding-mode dynamics model is derived from the full-order switched model
taking into account the sliding constraints, the nonlinear characteristic of the PV
module and the dynamics of the MPPT controller. From this model, a design-
oriented averaged model is obtained and its dynamic behavior showing that the
system is asymptotically globally stable. Numerical simulations and experimental
results corroborate the theoretical analysis and illustrate the advantages of this
architecture in PV systems.
6.1 System Overview
The proposed conversion system is based on two cascaded boost converters be-
having as LFRs as shown in Fig. 6.1. This section describes briefly the different
parts of the system, the impedance matching of the PV characteristic and the
MPPT circuit. The realization of a sliding-mode controller to obtain the LFR
characteristic has been explained previously.
PV Panel
MPPT
LFR 2
ip
vp
vp
iL1
vc1
iL2
gr1 gr2
iL2iL1
vp vc1LFR 1
DC-DC converter DC-DC converter
vp ip
+ +
−−
ControllerVc1ref
S
DC-grid
Figure 6.1: Grid connected with a PV module through cascaded DC-DC converters.
6.1.1 Impedance matching in PV systems
The switching converters can be used as an interface element to connect a PV
generator to a load. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the problem of matching a PV generator
to a DC load using two cascaded boost converters working as LFRs. The output
power can be expressed as a function of the LFR conductance gr1 = 1/r1:
Po = Pi = gr1v
2
p. (6.1)
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Figure 6.2: Impedance matching of a PV module generator to a DC load using two cascaded
boost-based LFRs.
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Figure 6.3: Power source characteristics of the LFR output port.
As a consequence, the output power is not influenced by the output port vari-
ables as it can be shown in Fig. 6.3 Singer and Erickson (1994). This inherent
characteristic of LFRs is of high importance to avoid the influence of the load vari-
ations in the impedance matching of PV systems. Both PV generator and load
have been modeled in the first quadrant i− v characteristic. The DC load can be
modeled by means of a function i2 = fo(v2), which corresponds to the one-port
description of the usual DC loads such as batteries, LED lamps, electrolytic cells,
etc. and can be expressed generally by:
v2 = fo(i2) = Vdc + i2RL, (6.2)
where Vdc > 0 and RL > 0. The analysis of the impedance matching will be carried
out by considering a very small equivalent series resistance (RL ' 0) and with a
nominal DC voltage Vdc much greater than the open circuit voltage Voc of the PV
module.
The PV module current-voltage characteristic and the LFR steady-state input
impedance are depicted in Fig. 6.4. Note that there is no operating point that
would result from the direct connection of the PV generator and the DC bus since
there is no intersection between their respective characteristics (Vdc >> Voc). It
can be observed also that the operating point of the PV generator depends on the
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LFR conductance g. The variation of this parameter changes the operating point
of the PV module as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Operating points A and B correspond
respectively to conductances ga and gb with ga > gb. The LFR converters can
operate at the optimal value of the conductance that leads to an intersection of
the PV i − v characteristic curve and the LFR load line (i = gv) described by
fin(gopt) at the MPP.
A
E
B
Isc
Voc
ip
vp
ga
gb
gopt
fin(ga)
fin(gb)
fin(gopt)
Vdc
MPP
≈
Figure 6.4: PV module operating points for an impedance matching between the PV generator
and the LFR.
Ipv
Rs ip
vp
Id = I0(exp
(
vp+Rsip
Vta
)
− 1)
+
−
Figure 6.5: Equivalent circuit diagram of the PV module model.
According to the current-voltage characteristic of the PV module, Fig. 6.5
shows an equivalent circuit whose output current can be expressed as follows
Walker (2001), Petrone et al. (2007), Ropp and Gonzalez (2009), Villalva et al.
(2009):
ip = Ipv − I0
(
exp
(
vp +Rsip
Vta
)
− 1
)
, (6.3)
where vp is the voltage of the module, Ipv and I0 are the photogenerated and
saturation currents respectively, Vta is the thermal voltage which is given by Vta =
NsAKT/q where A is the diode quality factor, K is Boltzmann constant, q is the
charge of the electron, T is the PV module temperature and Ns is the number of
the cells connected in series.
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Figure 6.6: Generation of the conductance gr1 by means of an MPPT scheme based on ESC.
In addition, the photogenerated current Ipv depends on the irradiance and
temperature as follows
Ipv = Isc
S
Sn
+ Ct(T − Tn), (6.4)
being Isc the short circuit current, Tn and Sn the nominal temperature and irra-
diance, S the ambient irradiance and Ct the temperature coefficient.
The implicit equation (6.3) can be transformed to an explicit relation using the
Lambert-W function, as in Petrone et al. (2007). In this way, a nonlinear relation-
ship between the current ip and the voltage vp at the basic PV unit terminals can
be obtained and expressed as follows
ip = Ipv + I0 − Vta
Rs
W
(
RsI0
Vta
exp
(
vp +Rs(Ipv + I0)
Vta
))
, (6.5)
whereW stands for the Lambert-W function. This equation is used in the analysis
of the system that follows.
6.1.2 Maximum power point tracking
The goal of the MPPT is to ensure that the PV module always operates at its MPP
regardless of the temperature, insolation and load variation. A number of tracking
algorithms have been applied for different types of DC-DC converter topologies
Veerachary et al. (2002), Noguchi et al. (2002), Leyva et al. (2006), Esram and
Chapman (2007), Kjaer (2012), Femia et al. (2005), A.G. de Brito et al. (2013).
Extremum Seeking Control (ESC) is one of the commonly used types of MPPT
which can force the PV system to approach the MPP by increasing or decreasing
a suitable control variable Leyva et al. (2006).
Fig. 6.6 shows the block diagram corresponding to ESC MPPT subsystem. The
power supplied by the panel p is calculated by means of a multiplier. This signal
is filtered using a low pass filter (LPF) to remove the switching ripple and then
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Figure 6.7: Simplified description of an ESC MPPT: a digital algorithm, an integrator and a
gain Leyva et al. (2006).
processed by a differentiator to calculate the power time-derivative. The output
signal of the differentiator is processed by an HC which provides together with
a logic circuit a binary signal ε to indicate whether the power time-derivative is
positive or negative. The binary signal ε is introduced into a logic circuit with an
inhibition delay τd which establishes, after a fixed time interval, if the direction
of maximum searching has to be maintained or should be changed. The waiting
interval ensures that the converter is operating in steady-state when the decision
on the change or maintenance of the control law sign is made. Thus, in the
proposed scheme the settling time of the PV voltage and current will be directly
related to the capacitor Cp and the loss-free resistance r1. Therefore, the minimum
time delay τd could be defined theoretically as 5max(r1)Cp. Note that r1 is a
variable parameter whose maximum value depends on the characteristics of the
PV generator, the irradiation level and temperature. Moreover, an additional
waiting time should be added to eliminate the negative effects of the noise in the
experimental prototype Sullivan et al. (2013), Latham et al. (2013). The output
signal ε of the logic circuit is integrated and multiplied by a gain in order to obtain
the triangular signal gr1 which is the required conductance by the LFR.
The ESC can be modeled by a square wave generator that can be implemented
by a microcontroller and an integrator as shown in Fig. 6.7. From this figure, the
following equation describes the ESC MPPT controller
gr1 = k1Vc − k2
τ1
∫ t
0
vs(ζ)dζ (6.6)
where vs = k3Vc − ε, τ1 = RfCi, k1 = R3/R2, k2 = R3/R1, k3 = Rf/Ri and Vc
is a constant voltage source. The variable ε depends mainly on the derivative of
the filtered power and its value is 0 or 1. If ε = 0, gr1 decreases based on (6.6)
and when ε = 1, gr1 increases based on the same equation. Fig. 6.8 describes
the flow chart of the ESC algorithm and illustrates the sequence for selecting the
parameter ε. If the derivative of the filtered power is positive, ε will not be changed.
However, if this derivative is negative and the time delay is achieved, the value of
ε changes from 0 to 1 or viceversa. In the following section, both PV panel model
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Figure 6.8: Flow chart for ESC algorithm (H = 1 means that the time delay is achieved).
and MPPT model will be used in the analysis of the whole system. First, the two
cascaded LFRs will be used to connect a PV panel to a DC distribution system
as depicted in Fig. 6.9. Second, the two cascaded LFRs will be used to connect a
PV panel to an AC distribution system. This analysis will be carried out by using
a reduced-order ideal sliding-mode dynamics model.
6.2 Impedance Matching Between a PV and a
DC Distribution System
6.2.1 Switched model
By applying KVLs and KCLs to the circuit depicted in Fig. 6.9, the following set
of differential equations describing the system dynamical behavior are obtained
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Figure 6.9: Schematic diagram of two cascaded boost-based LFRs under SMC.
diL1
dt
=
vp
L1
− vc1
L1
(1− u1) (6.7)
diL2
dt
=
vc1
L2
− Vdc
L2
(1− u2) (6.8)
dvp
dt
=
ip
Cp
− iL1
Cp
(6.9)
dvc1
dt
=
iL1
C1
(1− u1)− iL2
C1
, (6.10)
where for the first stage (resp. second stage) u1 = 1 when the switch S1 (resp. S2)
is closed and u1 = 0 when the switch S1 (resp. S2) is open. All the parameters
that appear in (6.7)-(6.10) are shown in Fig. 6.9.
6.2.2 Equivalent control
The sliding-mode dynamics at steady state are defined with the following equa-
tions:
s1(x) = gr1vp − iL1 = 0 (6.11)
s2(x) = Gr2vc1 − iL2 = 0 (6.12)
s˙1(x) = gr1
dvp
dt
+ vp
dgr1
dt
− diL1
dt
= 0 (6.13)
s˙2(x) = Gr2
dvc1
dt
− diL2
dt
= 0. (6.14)
Under sliding mode conditions, the equivalent control variables ueq1(x) and
ueq2(x) represent the control laws that describe the behavior of the system re-
stricted to the switching surfaces where the system motion takes place on the
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average as mentioned previously. Hence, from Eqs. (6.7)-(6.10) and (6.13)-(6.14),
ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) can be expressed as follows
ueq1 = 1− vd
vc1
− vm
vc1
(6.15)
ueq2 = 1− 1
Vdc
(
vc1 + α2
(
Gr2vc1 +
gr1vp
vc1
vd
))
, (6.16)
where α1 = gr1L1/Cp, α2 = Gr2L2/C1, vd = vp − α1(ip − gr1vp) and vm =
vpL1(k2(k3Vc − ε)/τ1). Note that the equivalent control variables ueq1 and ueq2
must be bounded between the minimum and maximum values of u1 and u2 respec-
tively as mentioned before, i.e.:
0 ≤ ueq1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ueq2 ≤ 1. (6.17)
6.2.3 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
By imposing the existence conditions given by Eq. (6.17), the sliding-mode domain
can be obtained. For instance, in the plane (vp, vc1) and based on (6.15), (6.16)
and (6.17), the sliding-mode regime exists provided that vc1L < vc1 < vc2L where
the critical values vc1L and vc2L are given by
vc1L = vd + vm (6.18)
vc2L =
Vdc +
√
V 2dc + 4α2gr1vp(1− α2Gr2)(vd + vm)
2(1− α2Gr2) . (6.19)
Other boundaries also exist but the ones expressed by (6.18), (6.19) are the most
restrictive. The equivalent control variables ueq1(x) and ueq2(x) depend on gr1,
which is the output of the MPPT algorithm. Introducing (6.15) and (6.16) into
Eqs. (6.7)-(6.10) and considering Eqs. (6.11)-(6.14) result in the following reduced-
order model for the ideal sliding-mode dynamics:
dvp
dt
=
ip
Cp
− gr1vp
Cp
(6.20)
dvc1
dt
=
gr1v
2
p
C1vc1
β2 +
α1gr1vp
C1vc1
(gr1vp − ip)− Gr2vc1
C1
(6.21)
dgr1
dt
= −k2k3Vc − ε
τ1
, (6.22)
where β2 = 1 + k2vsL1/τ1. The large-signal ideal sliding-mode dynamics given in
(6.20)-(6.22) can be represented by the circuit depicted in Fig. 6.10. This model
will be used for numerical simulations after its validation by the full-order switched
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Figure 6.10: Large-signal circuit corresponding to the ideal sliding dynamics where κ1 =
gr1v
2
pβ2/vc1, κ2 = Gr2v
2
c1/Vdc.
model given in (6.7)-(6.10). The advantage of using this large-signal reduced-order
model is the significant consumption time reduction if compared to the switched
model. The inductor currents can be modeled by voltage controlled current sources
which are governed by gr1vp andGr2vc1 as mentioned on the switching surface equa-
tions. It is worth showing that the second term in (6.21) is very small. Therefore,
to simplify the large-signal model block diagram, this term has been neglected.
6.2.4 Design-oriented averaged model
The previous model (6.20)-(6.22) is a switched model whose dynamical behavior
characterization is challenging due to the presence of the MPPT dynamics which
introduce a switching variable ε and also due to nonlinearities. As a first step for
stability analysis, averaging of the previous equations (6.20)-(6.22) over one period
2τd is carried out, where τd is the delay period used in the MPPT controller. Let
vp, ip, vc1, vs, gr1 and ε stand for averaged quantities, i.e,
ε =
1
2τd
∫ t+2τd
t
ε(ζ)dζ (6.23)
with similar expressions for the rest of averaged variables. Therefore, we obtain
the following 2τd−averaged equations
dvp
dt
=
ip
Cp
− gr1vp
Cp
(6.24)
dvc1
dt
=
gr1v
2
p
C1vc1
β2 +
α1gr1vp
C1vc1
(gr1vp − ip)−
Gr2vc1
C1
(6.25)
dgr1
dt
= −k2k3Vc − ε
τ1
. (6.26)
The next step in our study will be the determination of the equilibrium point of
the averaged model defined in (6.24) - (6.26).
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Equilibrium point
The equilibrium point can be obtained by forcing the time derivative of the state
variables of the averaged model to be null. In order to get an explicit expression
of the equilibrium point, let us suppose that Rs = 0 in Eq. (6.3) which becomes
ip = Ipv − I0(exp( vp
Vta
)− 1). (6.27)
From (6.24)-(6.26) and taking into account Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12), the equilibrium
point of the averaged-model is given by
x∗ = [V p, V c1, Gr1]> =
[
Ie
Gr1
,
Ie√
Gr1Gr2
, k1Vc
]>
, (6.28)
where Ie can be expressed as follows
Ie = Ipv + I0 −Gr1VtW
(
I0
Gr1Vta
exp
(
Ipv + I0
Gr1Vt
))
. (6.29)
In order to validate the previous analytical expression for the equilibrium point, it
has been calculated numerically by an iterating procedure with the exact expres-
sion (6.5) and using the analytical approximated expression given in (6.28) and a
good agreement has been obtained for a wide range of practical parameter values.
The averaged values of the control variables at the equilibrium point can be
obtained by substituting (6.28) in (6.15) and (6.16) and leads to the following
expressions
U eq1(x
∗) = 1−
√
Gr2
Gr1
(6.30)
U eq2(x
∗) = 1− Ip
Vdc
(
1√
Gr1Gr2
− 2α2
√
Gr2
Gr1
)
. (6.31)
As mentioned previously in (6.17), ueq1(x
∗) and ueq2(x∗) must be bounded between
0 and 1. Moreover, in steady-state, Ip = IL1. Therefore, from (6.17) the following
condition must be satisfied
Gr1 > max(Gr2,
(1− 2α2Gr2)2I2p
Gr2V 2dc
). (6.32)
It is worth to note that the previous condition (6.32) has been derived considering
that Ip −Gr1V p = 0 at the equilibrium point.
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Small-signal stability analysis
In order to study the stability of the system, the nonlinear equations (6.24)-(6.26)
are first linearized around the equilibrium point x∗ given by (6.28), obtaining the
following expression of the Jacobian matrix J
J =

−δ 0 −V p
Cp
β3 + β1(2vs +
∂ε
∂vp
) −β4
V
2
p
C1V c1
(β2 + α1Gr1)
−k2
τ1
∂ε
∂vp
0 0

(6.33)
where the parameters δ, L, β1, β2, β3 and β4 are given by
δ =
RsGr1(1 + L) + L
RsCp(1 + L) (6.34)
L = W
(
RsI0
Vta
exp
(
V p +Rs(Ipv + I0)
Vta
))
(6.35)
β1 =
√
Gr1Gr2L1k2
C1τ1
, β2 = (1 + k2V s
L1
τ1
) (6.36)
β3 =
1
C1
(2Gr1 −
√
Gr1Gr2δ), β4 =
2Gr2
C1
+
√
Gr2
Gr1
β1. (6.37)
The characteristic polynomial equation of the linearized system is given by det(J−
sI) = 0. Developing this equation, the characteristic polynomial can be written in
the following form:
s3 + (δ + β4)s
2 + δβ4s− vp
Cp
k2
τ1
∂ε
∂vp
s− vp
Cp
k2
τ1
∂ε
∂vp
β4 = 0. (6.38)
Observe that we cannot study the stability of the system using the previous char-
acteristic polynomial due to the non availability of an explicit mathematical ex-
pression of ε in terms of vp allowing a general result. It might be possible, however,
to treat the system using numerical simulations. This has the advantage of not
requiring such a mathematical expression as in the case of an analytical stability
analysis. Fortunately, in our system, the averaged variable ε changes very slowly
with respect to vp. Therefore, it can be considered that ∂ε/∂vp ≈ 0 which implies
that the characteristic polynomial can be simplified as follows
s2 + (δ + β4)s+ δβ4. (6.39)
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This new simplified expression of the characteristic polynomial has two roots δ
and β4 located both in the left half plane, and hence, the equilibrium point of the
averaged system is asymptotically stable. Note, that the previous stability analysis
is only valid locally near enough to the equilibrium point. However, as the MPPT
controller is included in the dynamical model, the equilibrium point corresponds
to the MPP. This is because at the MPP one has dp/dvp ≈ 0, which implies that
dp/dt ≈ 0, i.e, dvp/dt ≈ 0 and dip/dt ≈ 0. If the stability is guaranteed for this
point, it becomes inherently an attractor of the system. As the equilibrium point
is unique, this ensures that it is a global attractor for the system. The following
section provides numerical simulations showing that the basin of attraction of this
equilibrium point is indeed very large.
Figure 6.11: PSIM schematic diagram of the two cascaded boost-based LFRs connected to a
PV module operating with an ESC MPPT controller.
6.2.5 Numerical simulation and experimental results
In order to verify the previous theoretical results, the original switched-mode sys-
tem is simulated in PSIM using the schematic shown in Fig. 6.11. The PSIM solar
module BP585 is used, being its internal parameters shown in Table 6.1. Table 6.2
shows the rest of the parameter values of the system. Moreover, the two cascaded
boost based LFRs have been implemented in the laboratory supplied from a PV
panel BP585 and loaded with a dynamic load working as a constant DC voltage
380 V, for more details (see Appendix A). Conductance Gr2 has been selected in
such a way that both stages work with the same duty cycle, which in this case
corresponds to a conversion ratio of 5 at each stage, or equivalently an interme-
diate voltage vc1 around 80 V. The period of oscillation of the MPP tracker has
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the PV module.
Parameter Value
Number of cells Ns 36 cell
Standard light intensity S0 1000 W/m
2
Ref temperature Tref 25
oC
Series resistance Rs 0.008 Ω
Short circuit current Isc0 5 A
Saturation current Is0 3.8074·10−8 A
Band energy Eg 1.12
Ideality factor A 1.2
Temperature coefficient Ct 0.00065 A/C
Table 6.2: The used parameter values for two cascaded LFR connected to a DC distribution
system.
Vdc L1 L2 Cp C1 Gr2 h1
380 V 200 µH 2 mH 100 µF 10 µF 0.008 S 0.25 V
h2 k1 k2 k3 τ1 Vc fs
0.15 V 0.05 0.167 0.5 0.1 s 5 V 100 kHz
been fixed by means of the integrator gain and the time delay τd. This delay pe-
riod has been fixed to 5 ms taking into account the aforementioned settling time
of the system and the presence of noise in the prototype Sullivan et al. (2013),
Latham et al. (2013). In turn, the integrator gain has been tuned in order to
obtain a good tradeoff between the static MPPT efficiency and the tracking speed
at both low and rated power levels. It is worth mentioning also that the parasitic
elements have been included in the PSIM simulation shown in Fig. 6.11. They are
the internal resistance of the inductors (rL1=60 mΩ and rL2=130 mΩ), the ON
resistance of the MOSFETs (ron1=60 mΩ and ron2=165 mΩ) and the equivalent
series resistances (ESR) of the capacitors rcp = rc1 = 0.1 Ω.
6.2.6 Steady-state results
The efficiency of the system has been checked analytically and using experimental
results. Analytically, the power loss of the two cascaded LFRs can be expressed
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as follows:
Inductor Copper Losses:
PLi = I
2
Li
rLi
Diode Losses:
Pd = VDiILi(1−Di) + fsTrDiILiVCi + 0.5fsTrDiIrDiVCi
MOSFET Losses:
Ps = I
2
Li
RoniDi + 0.5fsCdsiV
2
ci
.
where i indicates for the number of the cascaded converters, for this case i =
1, 2. rLi is the inductor DC resistance, Roni is the ON resistance of the MOSFETs
and fs is the switching frequency. The remaining diode and MOSFET parameters,
such as VDi , TrDi , IrDi and Cdsi can be obtained from datasheets. Fig. 6.12 shows
the efficiency of the two cascaded LFRs in terms of the intermediate voltage vc1.
It can be noted that, the efficiency is a semiconcave function depending on the
steady-state intermediate capacitor voltage value Vc1 . Moreover, the maximum
efficiency with respect to vc1 is changing when the power changes as shown in
Fig. 6.12. Based on Fig. 6.12, it has been selected a value of vc1 of 80 V, to be
close from the maximum efficiency for different input power.
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Figure 6.12: Conversion efficiency of the two-cascaded boost converters in terms of intermediate
voltage vc1.
The analytical expressions and experimental steady-state measurements show-
ing the cascaded system efficiency with respect to output power for three different
PV module voltages are shown in Fig. 6.13(a), Fig. 6.13(b) respectively. Note that
the analysis and experimental results present efficiencies above 90 % for a wide
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Figure 6.13: Conversion efficiency of the two-cascaded boost converter in terms of output power
(a) Analytical (b) Experimental.
range of output powers and input voltages, achieving a peak efficiency close to
95 % for a conversion ratio between output and input voltages above 25. It should
be noted that there is a good matching between the analytical expressions and the
experimental results.
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Figure 6.14: Transient response of the system. (a) Trajectories from different initial conditions
in the plane (vp, vc1) obtained from the full-order switched model and the ideal sliding-mode
dynamics model. (b) The steady-state response in the plane (vp, vc1) form the full-order switched
model and the reduced-order ideal sliding-mode dynamics.
The validity of the ideal sliding-mode dynamics model has been checked in
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Figure 6.15: Static MPPT efficiency performance ηMPPT under temperature and irradiance
variations.
Fig. 6.14(a), where the trajectories of both the ideal sliding-mode and switched-
mode are shown. Three different initial condition points P1-P3 are considered,
where the sliding-mode boundaries defined by vc1 = vc1L and vc1 = vc2L, as defined
in (6.18) and (6.19), are also plotted. It can be observed that the system trajecto-
ries converge to the limit cycle in the vicinity of the MPP in all the cases. For point
P2, the ideal and switched-mode trajectories are in perfect agreement. For points
P1 and P3, the mismatch between the ideal and switched trajectories is due to the
fact that these points are outside the sliding-mode domain described previously.
Fig. 6.14(b) shows the steady-state behavior of the system in the state plane (vp,
vc1) using the full-order switched model and the reduced-order ideal sliding-mode
dynamics model. The concordance between the results obtained from the different
models is remarkable. Moreover, it can be noticed that the system converges to a
limit cycle in the vicinity of the MPP in all the cases.
In order to check the MPPT effectiveness of the system, the efficiency of the
MPPT ηMPPT , defined as the ratio between the power delivered by the PV module
and its theoretical maximum value obtained form the characteristic curve Lim and
Hamill (2000), has been computed for a wide range of temperature (20 to 50 oC)
and irradiance (500 to 800 W/m2) and the result is depicted in Fig. 6.15. It can be
noticed that the minimum value of this MPPT efficiency is 0.995 which confirms
the robustness of the system.
Fig. 6.16(a), 6.16(b) show the simulated and experimental steady-state time
domain waveforms of the system. It can be noticed that the output voltage and
the output current for the PV module have triangular waveforms and they are 180o
out of phase. The frequency of the instantaneous power p is twice the frequency
of the current or voltage. Therefore, each half period of the current or voltage,
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Figure 6.16: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the two cascaded converters behaving as
LFRs supplied from a PV module operating with an MPPT controller corresponding to steady-
state.
the maximum value of the power p is reached. It can be observed that the slope
changes in both current and voltage takes place between two maximum of power
because the frequency of the power oscillations is twice the frequency of these
variables. The efficiency of the MPPT has been measured using the measured
ripple of the input power of Fig. 6.16(b), to be equal 99%.
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Figure 6.17: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the two cascaded converters behaving
as LFRs supplied from a PV module operating with an MPPT controller corresponding to start
up.
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6.2.7 Transient behavior
The simulated and experimental transient behavior of the PV module during
startup is depicted in Fig. 6.17. The starting point of the PV module is at zero
current and open circuit voltage 20 V. The voltage of the module decreases during
the start up while the current and the power increase. It can be noticed that the
settling time is small and that the system behaves as an LFR at steady-state.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the system showing the effect of load
increase from 380 V to 420 V.
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Figure 6.19: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the system showing the effect of load
decrease from 420 V to 380 V.
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The system has been tested under several disturbances. Fig. 6.18 shows the
simulated and experimental waveforms for the system under a step change of the
output voltage form 380 V to 420 V. It can be noticed that increasing the out-
put voltage has no effect on the input variables vp and ip of the PV module and
consequently it does not alter the tracking of the input power, given the inher-
ent power source characteristic of the LFRs that has been previously discussed in
Section II.A. However, because of the losses, a small increase in the intermediate
voltage vc1 can be noticed. Similarly, Fig. 6.19 shows the simulated and experi-
mental waveforms of the system under a decrease of the output voltage. It can
be noticed that in this case no effect on the PV power tracking can be observed.
Note that the DC voltage Vdc in the experimental has a slope which is not exist in
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Figure 6.20: Response of the cascaded LFR system supplied by the PV module with the MPPT
controller under temperature and irradiation changes.
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Figure 6.21: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the system showing the effect of tem-
perature changes at S = 700 W/m2.
the simulation, this slope is coming from the dynamic load (SPS800X13).
The response of the two cascaded boost-based LFRs connected to the PV
module with an MPPT have been checked also under the change of temperature
T and irradiance S. In order to control such changing conditions, a PV emulator
E4360A has been used as a source for the following experimental measurements.
Fig. 6.20(a) depicts the response under step change of temperature with the same
irradiance S = 700 W/m2. When the temperature increases from 25 oC to 45 oC,
the power decreases but the system still works at the MPP for this temperature.
Similarly, Fig. 6.20(b) illustrates the response of the system under a step irradiance
change from S = 700 W/m2 to S = 500 W/m2 at constant temperature T = 25oC.
It can be noticed that, the system is able to maintain the power in the vicinity of the
MPP under the variation of the external conditions. The PV i − v characteristic
curve and the LFR load line are depicted in Fig. 6.20(c) and Fig. 6.20(d) for
the same step change in the temperature and irradiance respectively. It can be
noticed that, when the temperature increases from 25 oC to 45 oC, the average
conductance Gr1 changes from 0.2 S to 0.22 S to extract the maximum power as
shown in Fig. 6.20(c). However, when the irradiance changes from S = 700 W/m2
to S =500 W/m2, the conductance Gr1 changes from 0.2 S to 0.15 S for achieving
the MPP steady-state for the new conditions as shown in Fig. 6.20(d).
The transient waveforms of the system also are depicted under temperature
T and irradiance S changes in Fig. 6.21, 6.22. Figure 6.21(a), 6.21(b) show the
response of the system under a step change of temperature with the same irradiance
level S = 700 W/m2. When the temperature increases from 25 oC to 45 oC, the
power decreases but the system converges to the MPP for this temperature after
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Figure 6.22: Simulated and experimental waveforms of the system showing the effect of irra-
diance changes at T = 25oC.
a short transient period of about 10 ms. On the other hand, Fig. 6.22(a), 6.22(b)
show the response under a step change of irradiance with the same temperature
T = 25 oC. When the irradiance decreases from 700 W/m2 to 500 W/m2, the
power decreases but the system steady state is at the MPP for this temperature
after a small transient time of about 30 ms.
6.3 Impedance Matching Between a PV panel
and an AC Distribution System
In the previous section, two cascaded LFRs have been used to connect a PV panel
to a DC distribution system with a nominal voltage of 380 V. Although many
studies suggest the use of a DC distribution bus in the framework of the future
distribution system Fahimi et al. (2011), Chang et al. (2013), the AC distribution
system is still used as an standard in the current electrical energy distribution and
generation system. In this section, two cascaded LFRs will be used to connect
a PV generator of 85 W to an AC grid (230 Vrms/ 50Hz) through an H-bridge
inverter Camur et al. (2006), Naumanen et al. (2010), as shown in Fig. 6.23.
The used two cascaded LFRs are the same described in section 6.2 in addition
to an inverter. The output of the two cascaded LFRs is used to supply an inverter
with a minimum DC voltage 340 V. The inverter, in turn, converts the voltage
from DC to an AC voltage of 230 V (rms). The inverter is controlled using the
LFR concept under SMC as shown in Fig. 6.24. The inverter is controlled using
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Figure 6.23: Grid connected with PV panel through cascaded DC-DC converters and an
inverter.
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Figure 6.24: Schematic diagram of the three-stage inverters which consist of two cascaded
boost converters and an inverter under SMC.
SMC with a switching function that can be expressed as follows
s(x) = gacvac − iac = 0 (6.40)
where vac, iac are the voltage and the current of the AC grid and gac is the conduc-
tance of the LFR at the grid side. It should be mentioned that the conductance
gac is used to regulate the output capacitor voltage vc2 to 380 V. Moreover, it is
used for determining the direction of the power flow in the bidirectional converter.
The drawing current by the inverter has the fundamental part which is a DC cur-
rent and some additional harmonics. For simplifying the analysis, the additional
harmonics will be neglected to model the inverter as a current source Id as shown
in Fig. 6.25. It has been demonstrated in section 6.2, that the nonlinear charac-
teristic of the PV panel has no effect on the stability of the system. Therefore, the
input voltage will be considered a constant voltage Vg for the following analysis.
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Figure 6.25: Schematic diagram of two cascaded boost converters under SMC loaded by a
current source.
Using the same switching functions as Section 6.2, the following reduced-order
model can be obtained
dvc1
dt
=
gr1V
2
g
C1vc1
− Gr2vc1
C1
(6.41)
dvc2
dt
=
v2c1
vc2
(
Gr2
C2
(1 +
G2r2L2
C1
)
)
− Gr2
C2
V 2g
vc2
gr1Gr2L2
C1
− Id
C2
(6.42)
The equilibrium point of the system can be expressed as follows
x∗ = [IL1, IL2, Vc1, Vc2]> =
[
gr1Vg,
√
gr1Gr2Vg,
√
gr1
Gr2
Vg,
gr1V
2
g
Id
]>
. (6.43)
Note that, the output capacitor voltage Vc2 depends on the drawing current by
the inverter Id and the conductance gr1. It should noted that the steady state value
of the intermediate capacitor voltage Vc1 is depending on gr1/Gr2. This voltage
can be regulated if we consider Gr2 = agr1 to assure the ratio gr1/Gr2 = a where a
is a constant value, considering the input voltage is constant. On the other hand,
the regulation of the output capacitor voltage vc2 is carried out using the control
of the inverter using the conductance gac.
6.3.1 Numerical simulation
In order to verify the previous analytical results, two cascaded boost converters
supplied from PV panel with LFR characteristics connected to the AC grid using
an H-bridge inverter based on LFR under SMC have been simulated. Table 6.3
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Figure 6.26: (a) The steady state waveforms vc1, p, vp and ip of the two cascaded boost con-
verters. (b) The steady-state waveforms of the input voltage of the inverter vc2 and the grid
signals vac and iac.
Table 6.3: The used parameter values for two cascaded LFR connected to an AC distribution
system.
L1 L2 C1 = C2 gr1 Gr2
200 µH 2 mH 10 µF MPPT output 0.043 gr1
shows the parameters of the circuit and their values. The parameters gr1, Gr2,
L1, L2, C1 and C2 are chosen to meet steady state and transient performances. It
can be noticed that the system has a stable behavior as shown in Fig. 6.26. The
steady-state behavior of different variables are shown in Fig. 6.26(a). Note that
the PV current and the PV voltage are 180o out of phase as it can be deduced from
the i− v characteristics of the PV panel. It can be observed that the slope change
in both current and voltage takes place between two maximum of power because
the frequency of the power is twice the frequency of these variables. Moreover,
the intermediate voltage frequency is the same like the input current which means
that the system is stable. The steady state waveforms of the AC grid are depicted
in Fig. 6.26(b) with a frequency 50 Hz and the input voltage of the inverter vc2
has a frequency of 100 Hz which is the double frequency of the AC grid. Note that
the output voltage vc2 is regulated to 380 V. The PI controller has been designed
to assure fast response for the system and less transient time in case of occurring
any disturbance.
The steady-state waveforms of the system are also depicted under temperature
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Figure 6.27: The effect of temperature changes at S = 700 W/m2 (a) The steady state
waveforms vc1, p, vp and ip of the two cascaded boost converters. (b) The steady-state waveforms
of the input voltage of the inverter vc2 and the grid signals vac and iac.
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Figure 6.28: The effect of irradiance changes at T = 25oC (a) The steady state waveforms
vc1, p, vp and ip of the two cascaded boost converters. (b) The steady-state waveforms of the
input voltage of the inverter vc2 and the grid signals vac and iac.
T and irradiance S changes in Fig. 6.27, 6.28. Figure 6.27 shows the response
of the system under a step change of temperature with the same irradiance level
S = 700 W/m2. When the temperature increases from 25 oC to 45 oC, the power
decreases but the system converges to the MPP for this temperature and the PV
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panel voltage vp and the intermediate voltage vc1 decrease while the output voltage
vc2 has a transient variation with a settling time around 100 ms keeping the average
value regulated around 380 V. On the other hand, Fig. 6.28 shows the response of
the system under a step change of irradiance with the same temperature T = 25 oC.
When the irradiance decreases from 700 W/m2 to 500 W/m2, the power decreases
but the system steady state is at the MPP for this temperature and the PV panel
voltage vp and the intermediate voltage vc1 are remaining constant while the output
voltage vc2 has a transient variation with a settling time around 100 ms. As the
power decreases the current injected to the AC grid has also to diminish. For that,
the PI control modifies the conductance gac in order to regulate the voltage Vc2
around 380 V.
6.4 Conclusion
The cascade connection of two LFRs, has been used in order to step up the low
voltage of a PV module to the DC voltage of a DC grid (380 V). The opera-
tion of the circuit has been analyzed theoretically and with numerical simulations
using the PV and MPPT models which are plugged in the ideal sliding-mode
dynamic model. This model, which has been validated by using the full-order
switched model, has the advantage of faster simulation time. Moreover, the ideal
sliding-mode dynamic model allows to develop a design-oriented description which
facilitates the stability analysis of the system. This stability analysis shows that
the system exhibits stable LFR characteristics without any conditions. Using the
LFR canonical element with SMC in the cascade connection adds simplicity for
the stability analysis and the implementation. The experimental tests carried out
in the laboratory are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions and show
that the extraction of the maximum power can be achieved robustly even in the
presence of climate (temperature or irradiance) or load changes. As observed for
the proposed system, a high conversion ratio can be achieved together with a very
fast tracking speed, high efficiency for the converters and high static MPPT effi-
ciency, which allows to obtain the maximum available energy from the PV module
in order to supply a DC distribution system.
Moreover, the two cascaded LFRs have been used to connect a PV panel to an
AC grid through an inverter. This system results in unconditionally stable system.
The inverter was controlled using LFR under SMC. The output voltage of the two
cascaded LFRs has been regulated to 380 V using a PI controller, for supplying
the inverter stage. More analysis and experimental work has to be carried out for
this cascaded LFRs supplying an AC distribution system as a future work.
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Chapter7
Comparison with Existing High Gain
Step-Up Converters
Two cascaded LFRs have been used for impedance matching between a PV panel
and a DC or AC distribution system in the previous chapter. In this chapter,
other converters with high gain conversion ratio will be studied in order to be
compared with the proposed two cascaded LFRs. The two converters which will
be studied are the Z-source converter and the high step-up converter based coupled-
inductor reported in Wai and Duan (2005). The Z-source converter under SMC
will be analyzed theoretically and using numerical simulation. The high step-
up converter using coupled-inductor will be analyzed using numerical simulations.
The advantages and the disadvantages of each converter will be addressed. Finally,
these systems will be compared with the two cascaded LFRs system in terms of
size, number of components, dynamic performance and efficiency.
7.1 Z-source Converter Under SMC
The Z-source converter is a power converter with both buck and boost capabilities
which has been first proposed in 2002 Peng (2002). Various Z-source topologies
have been presented in numerous diversified studies Peng (2002), Peng et al. (2003),
Shen et al. (2004, 2006), Liu et al. (2007), Gao et al. (2010), Hanif et al. (2011),
Anderson and Peng (2008), Gao et al. (2011), Gajanayake et al. (2009), Nguyen
et al. (2010), Cao et al. (2011), Galigekere and Kazimierczuk (2012). Some of the
studies are focused on applications, modeling, controls and modulation strategies
Peng (2002), Shen et al. (2006), Liu et al. (2007), Gao et al. (2010), Hanif et al.
(2011) whereas others are focused on the development of new topologies Anderson
and Peng (2008), Gao et al. (2011), Gajanayake et al. (2009), Nguyen et al. (2010).
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On the other hand, the Z-source converter has been proposed as an efficient way
of obtaining high conversion ratio with relatively low values of the duty cycles. Al-
though, Z-source structure can be used in all these types of power conversions such
as AC-DC rectifiers, DC-DC converters, DC-AC inverters and AC-AC converters.
Most of the researchers are using the Z-source as an inverter Liu et al. (2007), Cao
et al. (2011). The main operation principles of Z-source structure and application
of Z-source inverter are investigated in detail in Peng (2002), Peng et al. (2003).
The high gain conversion ratio can be handled either by using a simple step-
up converter with high duty cycle, using cascaded converters or using a step-up
transformer. The use of a single stage like one boost converter in performing this
conversion ratio will imply working with a high duty cycle and therefore the losses
will be increased which will in turn jeopardize the system efficiency and reduce
the voltage conversion ratio. Moreover, the use of an individual power converter
with a high duty cycle to obtain high voltage conversion ratios has some design
limitations due to the finite commutation times of the power devices and the
size of the passive elements. Besides, the use of a step-up transformer limits the
operating frequencies and increases the problems of switching surges. If galvanic
isolation is not required, the cascade connection of two boost converters can be
a good alternative to obtain high voltage step-up ratios. Moreover, the Z-source
converter works with a low duty cycle form 0 to 0.5 for the boost mode. Fig.
7.1 shows the conversion ratio for the boost, two cascaded boost and Z-source
converters in terms of duty cycle. These conversion ratios can be expressed as
follows
M1 =
1
1− d for the boost converter (7.1)
M2 =
1
(1− d)2 for the two cascaded boost converters (7.2)
M3 =
1− d
1− 2d for the Z-source converter (7.3)
For achieving a conversion ratio of 25, the boost converter should work at duty
cycle equal to 0.95 which will imply significant losses and would consequently
degrade the efficiency of the converter. The use of cascaded boost converters and
the Z-source converter can remedy this problem. The two cascaded boost converter
should work with a duty cycle of 0.78 for each converter with the assumption that
the two gate drive signals are equal to make the same conversion ratio for each
boost converter (5 for each one). However the Z-source converter should work with
a duty cycle around 0.48 which is very small comparing to the others.
Thus, by controlling the duty ratio D, the output voltage of the z-source con-
verter can be bucked or boosted. In addition, the output voltage can be in-phase
or out-of-phase with the input voltage depending on operating regions of the duty
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Figure 7.1: The conversion ratio M(d) in terms of the duty cycle d of the boost, two cascaded
boost and the Z-source converters.
cycle. In this section, the Z-source will be used as a DC-DC converter based SMC
for achieving a high conversion ratio of 25. This Z-source converter will be com-
pared with the previously studied two cascaded LFRs in terms of the static and
dynamic performance.
7.1.1 System description
Fig. 7.2 depicts the circuit description corresponding to the Z-source converter
under SMC. A single control variable is used to drive the switch of the Z-source
converter. The sliding surface imposes that the inductor current iLz1 is propor-
tional to the input voltage of the Z-source converter. The sliding surface can be
described with the switching function: s(x) = gVg − iLz1. In steady-state s(x)
= 0, i.e., ILz1 = gVg. To use the symmetrical behavior of Z-source structure, the
Z-source capacitors (Cz) are set equal to each other and Z-source inductors, (Lz)
are chosen such as their inductance values and sizes are the same. Then, by the
symmetry, the voltage waveforms on the Z-source inductors are identical. The
current waveforms through Z-source capacitors are also identical.
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Figure 7.2: The schematic diagram of a Z-source converter under SMC.
7.1.2 Switched model
By applying standard KVLs and KCLs to the circuit depicted in Fig. 7.2, the
Z-source converter can be represented by the following differential equations
diLz1
dt
=
(1− u)Vg
Lz
+
(u− 1)vcz1 + uvcz2
Lz
(7.4)
diLz2
dt
=
(1− u)Vg
Lz
+
(u− 1)vcz2 + uvcz1
Lz
(7.5)
diLo
dt
=
(u− 1)Vg − iLoR
Lo
+
(1− u)(vcz1 + vcz2)
Lo
(7.6)
dvcz1
dt
=
(1− u)iLz2 − uiLz1
Cz
− (1− u)iLo
Cz
(7.7)
dvcz2
dt
=
(1− u)iLz1 − uiLz2
Cz
− (1− u)iLo
Cz
(7.8)
where Vg is a voltage source which is considered constant. All the other parameters
that appear in (7.4)-(7.8) are shown in Fig. 7.2. The signal u is the control variable
used to drive the switch of Z-source converter. u = 1 during the period TON and
u = 0 during the period TOFF .
7.1.3 Equivalent control
The equivalent control variable for the Z-source converter under SMC can be ob-
tained by taking into account the following set of equations defining the sliding
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mode dynamics
s(x) = gVg − iLz1 = 0 (7.9)
s˙(x) = −diLz1
dt
= 0 (7.10)
From (7.4)-(7.8) and (7.9)-(7.10), the following expression is obtained for the equiv-
alent control variable ueq(x)
ueq(x) = 1− vcz2
vcz1 + vcz2 − Vg (7.11)
Note that ueq(x) must be bounded by the minimum and maximum value of u
Utkin (1978), Mattavelli et al. (1993), i.e.
0 < ueq(x) < 1 (7.12)
By imposing the existence conditions given by (7.12), the sliding domain in
the parameter and in the state spaces can be obtained. For instance, in the
plane (iLo, vcz1) and based on (7.11) and (7.12), the sliding mode regime will exist
provided that Vg < vcz1.
7.1.4 Ideal sliding dynamics and sliding-mode conditions
Substituting (7.11) in (7.4)-(7.8) and taking into account (7.9)-(7.10), the following
ideal sliding dynamics reduced-order model is obtained
diLz2
dt
=
vcz2 − vcz1
Lz
(7.13)
diLo
dt
=
vcz1 − iLoR
Lo
(7.14)
dvcz1
dt
=
vcz1(iLz2 − iLo) + gVg(Vg − vcz2)
(vcz1 + vcz2 − Vg)Cz (7.15)
dvcz2
dt
=
vcz1(gVg − iLo) + iLz2(Vg − vcz2)
(vcz1 + vcz2 − Vg)Cz (7.16)
The equilibrium point can be obtained by forcing the time derivative of the
state variables of the averaged model to be null. From (7.13)-(7.16) and taking
into account Eq. (7.10), the equilibrium point of the system is given by
x∗ = [ILz1, ILz2, ILo, Vcz1, Vc2z]> = Vg
[
g, g,
√
g
R
,
√
Rg,
√
Rg
]>
(7.17)
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The control variable ueq(x) at the equilibrium point can be obtained by substitut-
ing (7.17) in (7.11). In doing so, one obtains the following steady state value Ueq
of the control variable ueq(x)
Ueq := ueq(x
∗) =
1
2
√
R g − 1√
R g − 1 (7.18)
As mentioned before in (7.12) that Ueq is bounded between 0 and 1, the following
condition should be fulfilled
R g > 1 (7.19)
7.1.5 Stability analysis of the ideal sliding-mode dynamic
model
In order to study the stability of the system, the nonlinear model (7.13)-(7.16) is
linearized around the equilibrium point x∗ given by (7.17). The Jacobian matrix
J can be expressed as follows
J =

0 0 − 1
L2
− 1
L2
0 − R
Lo
1
Lo
0
a −a −b c
d a −b c
 (7.20)
where the parameters a, b, c and d can be defined as follows
a =
−√Rg
Cz(2
√
Rg − 1) , d =
√
Rg − 1
Cz(2
√
Rg − 1) ,
b =
d(
√
g
R
− 2g)
2
√
Rg − 1 , c =
a(
√
g
R
− 2g)
2
√
Rg − 1 (7.21)
The local stability analysis of the system can be carried out by using the char-
acteristic polynomial equation p(s) = det(J − sI) = 0 of the linearized system
as mentioned previously. Developing this equation, p(s) can be written in the
following form
p(s) = s4 + a3s
3 + a2s
2 + a1s+ a0 (7.22)
where a3, a2, a1 and a0 can be defined as follows
a3 =
Lo(b− c) +R
Lo
, a2 =
R(b− c) + a
Lo
+
a− d
Lz
a1 =
a3(a− d)
Lz
, a0 =
((R(b− c) + a)(a− d)
LoLz
(7.23)
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Using Routh-Hurwitz criterion, four conditions for stability are obtained, three of
them are always fulfilled which are
a3 > 0 (7.24)
a0 > 0 (7.25)
a2a3 − a1 > 0 (7.26)
while another one establishes that for stability to be guaranteed, a certain
function c that depends on many parameters of the system must be positive. The
expression of c(R) of this condition can be expressed as follows:
(a2a3 − a1)a1
a3
− a0a3 > 0 (7.27)
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000−1.5
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1 x 10
9
R(Ω)
c(
R
)
Figure 7.3: The function c(R) establishing the stability condition with respect to the load
resistance R. The system is stable if c(R) < 0.
However this expression is shown in Fig. 7.3 in terms of the load resistance.
The critical value of the load resistance for stability boundary is about 927 Ω, for
R < 927 the system is stable while for R > 927 Ω, the system becomes unstable. It
should be noted that the Z-source converter is stable with certain conditions, while
the two cascaded LFRs system is unconditionally stable as deduced previously.
7.1.6 Static performances
The static performances can be represented in terms of many figures of merits.
The efficiency is considered as the main figure of merit to be compared for the
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Z-source converter and two cascaded boost converters based LFRs. Other aspects
such as size, weight and cost will be discussed. The efficiency of a switching
converter depends mainly on the losses in the parasitic parameters which have been
considered ideal in the previous sections. The main losses of the system are due
to the inductors (conduction losses), diodes and MOSFETs (conduction/switching
losses) while capacitor losses can be neglected because of their small effect. The
power lost in the different components of the Z-source converter can be expressed
as follows Galigekere and Kazimierczuk (2012), Nguyen et al. (2012)
Inductor Copper Losses:
PLz = 2
Po
R
1−D
1− 2DrLz (7.28)
PLo = 2
Po
R
rLo (7.29)
Diode Losses:
Pd =
[
rf (1−D)3
R(1− 2D)2 +
Vf (1−D)2
Vo(1− 2D)
]
Po (7.30)
MOSFET Losses:
Ps = Po
ronD
R(1− 2D) + 0.5fsCdsPoR. (7.31)
where rLz and rLo are the internal resistances of the inductors Lz and Lo respec-
tively. ron is the ON resistance of the MOSFET, rf and Vf are the ON resistance
and the forward voltage of the Diode respectively and fs is the switching frequency.
Fig. 7.4 shows the Z-source converter efficiency in terms of the duty cycle, it can
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.50.4
0.5
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0.7
0.8
0.9
1
d
η
Figure 7.4: Conversion efficiency of the Z-source converter in terms of duty cycle.
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be shown that the efficiency is about 60% for duty cycle equals 0.49 (which is
the suitable duty cycle for achieving a conversion ratio about 25). This result is
confirmed also in Nguyen et al. (2012), Galigekere and Kazimierczuk (2012) and
they consider that the maximum duty cycle that the Z-source converter can work
is 0.35. Therefore, The Z-source converter has not been implemented, because, in
the simulation, the required duty cycle is about 0.49.
For the Z-source converter, although the system is working with a duty cycle
less than 50%, the efficiency obtained with the used parameter values is low. The
low value of the efficiency can be attributed to the the copper losses of the three
inductors. Furthermore, the MOSFET current is equal to the inductor current
which increases the switching losses.
On the other hand, the efficiency of the two cascaded LFRs is above 90 % for a
wide range of output powers and input voltages as mentioned before. The relatively
better efficiency is due to the fact that this system uses only two inductors with
different values of currents and two MOSFETs. The switching current in the first
MOSFET is large and its switching voltage is the intermediate voltage vc1. For
the second MOSFET, its switching voltage is high 380 V but its switching current
is relatively small.
From a size point of view, the Z-source converter has three inductors, three
capacitors, one MOSFET and one diode, while the two cascaded LFR has two
inductors, two capacitors, two switches and two diodes. According to this, the
size of the two cascaded LFRs could be smaller than the volume of the Z-source
converter.
7.1.7 Numerical simulations
In order to verify the theoretical results predicted in previous Section, the Z-source
converter has been simulated by using PSIM software with the set of parameter
values depicted in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: The used parameter values for the Z-source converter.
Vg Vcz2 Lz Cz g R
18 V 380 V 1 mH 100 µF 0.3 S 1500 Ω
The Z-source converter under SMC has been simulated to confirm the previous
stability conditions. The system has been tested for two values of the load resis-
tance. Fig. 7.5(a) shows that the system is stable for load resistance R =300 Ω,
and it becomes unstable for a load resistance 1500 Ω as it is depicted in Fig. 7.5(b)
where it can be observed that a small amplitude and low frequency oscillation
appears in the inductor currents and the capacitor voltages.
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Figure 7.5: The inductor current iL and the capacitor voltages vc and vo of the Z-source
converter for g = 0.3.
7.2 High Step-up Converter Wai and Duan (2005)
Many other converters use coupled-inductor technique to achieve a high gain con-
version ratio Wai and Duan (2005), Wai et al. (2008). These converters have high
efficiencies above 95% using only one controllable switch. This efficiency is slightly
higher than the efficiency obtained by two cascaded LFRs. In this section, the con-
verter proposed in Wai and Duan (2005) has been selected to be compared with
the two cascaded LFRs in terms of dynamic performance, size and volume. In
order to compare the dynamic performance properly, this coupled-inductor con-
verter was shown to deal with the same problem of interfacing PV modules with a
high DC voltage in Wai et al. (2008), and has the benefits of high efficient power
conversion with only one controllable switch.
The coupled-inductor converter, which is shown in Fig. 7.6, using a conventional
Proportional Integral (PI) controller scheme has been simulated in the same con-
ditions of the two cascaded LFRs connected to a DC distribution system described
in Chapter 6. The values of the gain G and the time constant τc of the PI con-
troller are mentioned in Table 7.2. Similarly, the same ESC MPPT algorithm has
been used to generate the reference for the current controller. Table 7.2 shows the
set of parameter values of the converter, which are the same that were reported in
Wai et al. (2008) with the exception of the input capacitance Cp. This parameter,
which was equal to 3.3 mF in Wai et al. (2008), has been reduced to 100 µF in
order to match the input capacitance of the cascaded boost converters.
Figure 7.7 shows the waveforms of a transient simulation of the coupled-
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Figure 7.6: Circuit diagram of the coupled-inductor high step-up converter of Wai and Duan
(2005) with PI controller.
Table 7.2: The used parameter values for the coupled-inductor converter Wai and Duan (2005).
Vdc Lh1 Lh2 Cp Ch1 Ch2 G τc fs
380 V 16 µH 470 µH 100 µF 14 µF 20 µF 0.5 s 0.1 ms 50 kHz
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.330
40
50
60
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3
15
20
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.32
3
4
Time (s)
p (W)
ip (A)
vp (V)
(a)
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.330
40
50
60
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3
15
20
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.32
3
4
Time (s)
vp (V)
p (W)
ip (A)
(b)
Figure 7.7: Waveforms of the PV power, voltage and current during an irradiance change from
S = 500 W/m2 to S = 700 W/m2 at constant temperature 25o C (a) Coupled-inductor converter
(b) Two cascaded boost converters.
inductor and cascaded boost converters during a step change in irradiance at t
= 200 ms. It can be observed in the figure that the settling time of the cas-
caded boost converters is more than twice faster than the coupled-inductor con-
verter. Furthermore, the much larger input voltage and input current ripples of
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the coupled-inductor converter do not allow to increase the MPPT gain, because
a higher deviation from the MPP would be expected under those conditions. It is
worth to remark that a very large and bulky coupled inductance would be required
in order to have a switching ripple similar to the one achieved with the cascaded
boost converters.
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Figure 7.8: Waveforms of the PV power, voltage and current during an output voltage change
from 380 V to 440 V at constant temperature 25o C (a) Coupled-inductor converter (b) Two
cascaded boost converters.
Fig. 7.8 shows the two compared systems response under a step change of the
output voltage from 380 V to 440 V. It can be noticed that increasing the output
voltage has no effect on the input variables vp and ip of the PV module in the
two cascaded LFRs system. However, in case of the coupled inductor single-stage
converter, the change on the output voltage yields the interruption in the input
voltage, input current and extracted input power causing a decrease of the energy
production.
In terms of cost and size, the coupled-inductor converter requires three diodes,
three capacitors, a MOSFET and a coupled-inductor (i.e.: two inductors on the
same core). In turn, the cascaded boost converters needs two diodes, two capaci-
tances, two MOSFETs and two inductors, which for the same input current ripple,
they will have smaller volume with respect to the coupled inductor. In general,
the two cascaded LFRs system should have less volume and less number of com-
ponents compared to the high step-up gain converter. The two cascaded LFRs
system is more simple than the coupled inductor converter as regards the imple-
mentation or the stability analysis. With regard to the drawbacks, the cascaded
boost converter requires some additional external circuitry for the sliding mode
control and more driver circuitry due to the presence of two MOSFETs, and it
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presents slightly lower conversion efficiency if a high conversion ratio (around 25)
is needed.
7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, different alternatives to the proposed cascaded approach have been
studied and analyzed theoretically and with numerical simulations using PSIM
software. The studied converters in this chapter are the Z-source converter and
the high gain converter based coupled-inductor. Firstly, large-signal dynamical
models and stability analysis of the Z-source converter has been presented out to
obtain the conditions for sliding motions and for stability boundary in their design
parameter space. The behavior of the Z-source converter has been compared with
the two cascaded LFRs which have been studied in a chapter 6. It has been shown
that two cascaded LFRs system is better than the Z-source converter in terms of
the stability, dynamic, static performances and the efficiency.
Secondly, high gain converter based coupled-inductor, reported in Wai and
Duan (2005), has been studied using numerical simulations. It has been shown
that the two cascaded LFRs is a better solution than the high gain converter
in terms of the dynamic behavior, size and volume. However, the two cascaded
LFRs has an efficiency slightly lower than the high gain converter. Therefore, two
cascaded boost converters can be considered the best candidate for making the
impedance matching between a PV panel and DC distribution system if a high
conversion ratio (around 25) is required.
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Chapter8
Output-Parallel-Connected Cascaded
LFRs For DC Nanogrid Applications
The nanogrid is a combination of various RESs, is emerging as an alternative elec-
tric power supply for remote areas having benefits in terms of both economical
and technical viewpoints Boroyevich et al. (2013). A nanogrid is capable of oper-
ating in two modes namely Grid connected and Stand-alone Planas et al. (2013),
de Souza Ribeiro et al. (2011) (Fig. 8.1). The key components in integration
of RESs in the same field of a nanogrid are the power electronic converters and
their sophisticated controllers. Different power converter topologies and their con-
trol methods for grid-connected operation of a nanogrid are surveyed in Dasgupta
et al. (2011a,b). The research on stand-alone operation of a nanogrid for providing
electric power supply to household appliances is gaining paramount importance.
The focus in this study is on DC systems because most RESs inherently produce
DC current facilitating the integration of most modern electronic loads and energy
storage devices.
The fluctuation nature of most RES, like wind and solar, makes them unsuit-
able for standalone operation as they are the sole source of power. A common so-
lution to overcome this problem is the use an energy storage device beside the RES
to compensate these fluctuations and maintain a regulated voltage and a smooth
and continuous power flow to the load. As the most common and economical
energy storage devices in medium-power range are batteries and super-capacitors,
a DC-DC converter is always required to allow energy exchange between storage
device and the rest of system. These kind of converters must have bidirectional
power flow capability with flexible control in all operating modes Sun et al. (2011),
Sintupatsuk et al. (2012).
An example of nanogrid will be studied in this chapter. The complete scheme
considered in this study is shown in Fig. 8.1. This nanogrid consists of n PV panels
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Figure 8.1: Possible DC nanogrid architecture.
with their respective maximum power point (MPP) controllers feeding n output-
parallel-connected two-stage boost converters behaving as LFRs. A storage battery
connected to a DC grid and behaving also as an LFR is added as a backup for
the system. Moreover, the bidirectional converter has another important function
which is achieving the regulation for the DC bus.
8.1 Problem Statement
Let us consider a DC nanogrid consisting of n PV panels and a storage battery
connected in parallel to a DC bus. Each PV panel is connected to the DC bus
through a high conversion ratio converter. A storage battery is connected to
the DC grid through a bidirectional DC-DC converter which charges the storage
battery in the buck-mode and it provides the stored energy, in the boost-mode,
to the bus in case of emergency or a drop of the production of the PV panels.
Fig. 8.2 illustrates the problem of load matching in PV generators connected to a
DC bus through a switching converter as an interface element. The PV generator
and the load have been modeled in the first quadrant i− v characteristic as shown
previously.
As mentioned before, the most widely used model for a PV panel is a current
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source in parallel with a diode, and a series resistance Rs. The current of the PV
panel in branch m can be expressed as follows
ip,m = Ipv,m + I0,m − Vta,m
Rs,m
Lm (8.1)
where m = 1, 2, .., n, vp,m is the voltage of the panel, Ipv,m and I0,m are the pho-
tovoltaic and saturation currents of the panel respectively, Vta,m is the thermal
voltage which is given by Vta,m = NsAKT/q where A is the diode quality factor,
K is Boltzmann constant, q is the charge of the electron, T is the PV panel tem-
perature and Ns is the number of the cells connected in series and Lm is given
by
Lm =W
(
Rs,mI0,m
Vta,m
exp
(
Vp,m +Rs,m(Ipv,m + I0,m)
Vta,m
))
(8.2)
where W stands for the Lambert-W function as defined before.
8.2 Output-Parallel-Connected Two-Stage Boost
Converter Under SMC
8.2.1 Synthesis of n output-parallel-connected two-stage
boost-based LFRs
The goal is to synthesize a system that in steady-state will have the scheme de-
picted in Fig. 8.2. Each PV panel is connected to a DC bus through a high
conversion ratio two-stage LFR. The outputs of the second stage of all the LFRs
are connected in parallel to feed the DC grid. Fig. 8.3 depicts a possible practical
implementation of this system by means of two-stage DC-DC boost converters
under SMC. Each branch of the circuit in Fig. 8.3 consists of two-stage boost
converter with two sliding surfaces, one surface for each stage.
8.2.2 Mathematical modeling and stability analysis
A reduced-order model for ideal sliding dynamics for the branch m can be obtained,
following the same procedure described in chapter 6, and it can be expressed as
follows
dvp,m
dt
=
ip,m
Cp,m
− g1,mvp,m
Cp,m
(8.3)
dvc,m
dt
=
g1,mv
2
p,m
Cmvc,m
− g2,mvc,m
Cm
+
α1,mg1,mvp,m
Cmvc,m
(g1,mvp,m − ip,m) (8.4)
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Figure 8.2: Impedance matching of a DC load to a PV panel generator using two cascaded
boost-based LFRs and to a DC battery using a bidirectional converter.
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Figure 8.3: Schematic diagram of a nanogrid consisting of n PV panels and a storage battery
connected to a regulated DC bus of 380 V.
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All the parameters that appear in (8.3)-(8.4) are shown in Fig. 8.3. The next step
in our study will be the determination of the equilibrium point of model defined
in Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) and its local stability analysis. In order to get an explicit
expression of the equilibrium point, let us suppose that Rs,m = 0. Therefore,
Eq. (8.1) becomes
ip,m = Ipv,m + I0,m − I0,m exp( vp,m
Vta,m
) (8.5)
From (8.3), (8.4) and taking into account the switching functions, the equilibrium
point of the ideal sliding dynamics is given by
x∗ = [Vp,m, VC,m]> =
[
IL1,m
g1,m
,
IL1,m√
g1,mg2,m
]>
(8.6)
where IL1,m can be expressed as follows
IL1,m = Ipv,m + I0,m
− g1,mVt,mW
(
I0,m
g1,mVta,m
exp
(
Ipv,m + I0,m
g1,mVt,m
))
(8.7)
It can be observed that IL1,m = g1,mVp,m and IL2,m = g2,mVC,m which is a result of
imposing an LFR behavior to each branch and each stage of the circuit of Fig. 8.3.
The characteristic polynomial equation of the linearized system can be obtained
from det(J − sI) = 0, where J is the Jacobian matrix of (8.3)-(8.4). Developing
this equation, the characteristic polynomial equation corresponding to a branch m
can be written in the flowing form
(s+Mm)
(
s+
2g2,m
Cm
)
= 0 (8.8)
where Mm is given by
Mm = Rs,mg1,m(1 + Lm) + Lm
Rs,mCp,m(1 + Lm) (8.9)
The characteristic equation corresponding to the branch m has two roots located
in the left half plane, and hence, each branch is unconditionally stable. Note that
the dynamics of the branches are uncoupled from each other and therefore the
overall system consisting of n output-parallel-connected two-stage boost convert-
ers behaving as LFRs is also unconditionally stable. It should be mentioned that
the two cascaded LFRs output voltage depend on the load and is not regulated.
Therefore, in this analysis, the voltage of the grid has been considered constant at
380 V. This voltage actually can be regulated using a bidirectional converter con-
nected to a DC battery which can be considered as a back-up as will be described
in the following section.
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8.3 Bidirectional Converter Based on a LFR for
DC Bus Voltage Regulation
The bidirectional DC-DC power converter is part of the nanogrid Boroyevich et al.
(2010). The aim of using the bidirectional DC-DC power converter is to regulate
the DC bus voltage despite the interactions of all the sources and loads. In the
nanogrid and microgrid, the load, which can be another converter, is considered
a Constant Power Load (CPL). In Lenz Cesar and Pagano (2013), Stramosk and
Pagano (2013), the bidirectional converter loaded with a CPL has been studied
using different kind of controls ( Passivity-Based Control (PBC), Immersion &
Invariance (I&I) and Sliding Mode Control (SMC). Moreover, a lot of studies have
been carried out for converters loaded with a CPL Emadi et al. (2006), Rahimi
et al. (2006), Veerachary and Sudhakar (2009), Onwuchekwa and Kwasinski (2010,
2011). The stability analysis shows that the system can exhibit a kind of instability,
if certain conditions are not achieved.
A bidirectional DC-DC converter connected to a 380 V DC bus and supplied
from a 96 V storage back-up battery is depicted in Fig. 8.4. One of the main
functions of this converter is to regulate the DC bus voltage. This converter works
in the buck-mode (power sink) in case of charging the battery when the input
power pin is lower than the absorbed power pb. In turn, it works in the boost-
mode (power source) in order to supply the DC grid in case of emergency when
pin is higher than pb. In this work, this bidirectional converter is also controlled
using an SMC strategy imposing an LFR at the port connected to the battery. To
impose an LFR behavior, its switching condition is selected as follows
sb(x) = gbVb − iLb (8.10)
where Vb is the storage battery voltage. The derivative of the switching condition
can be expressed as follows
s˙b(x) = −diLb
dt
= 0 (8.11)
By controlling the sign of parameter gb, the direction of the power flow of the
bidirectional converter can be fixed. If gb is positive, the converter works in the
charging boost-mode delivering the power for the grid, and if it is negative, it works
in the charging buck-mode. The parameter gb is the responsible for regulating the
DC bus, and it is generated by using a PI controller as shown in Fig. 8.4. The
design of this controller should be carried out in such a way to reduce the charging
time of the battery. More information about the design of PI controller with LFR
can be found in Cid-Pastor et al. (2010) The circuit depicted in Fig. 8.4 can be
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expressed using the following differential equation
diLb
dt
=
Vb
Lb
− vgrid
Lb
(1− ub) (8.12)
dvgrid
dt
=
iL1
Co
(1− ub)− Pb
vgridCo
(8.13)
dgb
dt
=
κp
τ
(Vref − vgrid)− κp(iL1
Co
(1− ub)− Pb
vgridCo
) (8.14)
where κp is the proportional gain and τ is the time constant of the PI controller.
Lb
iLb
vgrid
+
−
−
+
Sa
Vb iLb
×Multiplier
Comparator
u1b
HC
380 V
+
−
BuckBoost Sb
Vb
96 V
gb PI
control
−
+ Vref∑
Co pb
Figure 8.4: Bidirectional converter under a SMC strategy imposing an LFR behavior.
Following the same procedure mentioned in the Section 8.3 and from Eqs.(8.10),
(8.11) and (8.12)-(8.14), the equivalent control ubeq for the bidirectional converter
can be expressed as follows
ubeq = 1−
Vb
vgrid
(8.15)
From (8.12), (8.14) and taking into account the switching function, the reduced
order model is as follows
dvgrid
dt
=
gb
Co
V 2b
vgrid
− Pb
vgridCo
(8.16)
dgb
dt
=
κp
τ
(Vref − vgrid)− κp(gbV
2
b − Pb
vgridCo
) (8.17)
Using the reduced order model (8.16)-(8.17) and the switching function, the
equilibrium point of the system is given by
x∗ = [ILb , Vgrid, Gb]
> =
[
GbVb, Vref ,
Pb
V 2b
]>
(8.18)
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The characteristic polynomial corresponding to the bidirectional converter can be
written in the flowing form
τC21V
3
refs
2 + τκpC1VbV
2
ref (2Vref − Vb)s+ κpV 2b (V 2refC1 + 2τPb) (8.19)
If the bidirectional converter works as a boost converter, the load is considered a
constant power load and the system will be stable. If the bidirectional converter
works as a buck converter, the grid will be modeled as a power sink Pb = −Ps.
Therefore, the following stability condition should be achieved
P <
V 2refC1
2τ
(8.20)
It can be concluded that the bidirectional converter is stable when it works as a
boost converter and stable with condition when it works a a buck converter.
Table 8.1: The used parameter values for the DC nanogrid example.
L1,m L2,m Cp,m Cm g2,m h1 h2
200 µH 2 mH 100 µF 10 µF 0.008 S 0.25 A 0.17 A
8.4 Numerical Simulations
In order to verify the previous theoretical results, a system consisting of four
PV panels and a storage battery are connected to synthesize a DC nano-grid and
simulated using PSIM. Table 8.1 shows the parameter values used in the numerical
simulations. The variables g1,m for all the branches are generated by performing
an MPPT in all the PV generators. The system has been checked under a partial
change of irradiance S of only two branches. Fig. 8.5 depicts the response of the
system under a step change of the irradiance which was increased from 700 W/m2
to 900 W/m2 in the third branch while it was decreased from 700 W/m2 to 500
W/m2 in the fourth branch. The temperature has been maintained at 25oC for
all the tests. It can be noticed that, while the extracted power from the third PV
panel increases and the extracted power of the fourth PV panels decreases due to
the simulated effect of partial shadowing, it still works at its MPP and that the
power in the first and the second branches is not affected by the change of the
irradiance in the other branches.
The system has been also checked under the same temperature and irradiance
for the four PV panels, when connecting a 200 W load to the DC grid at time
0.25 s as shown in Fig. 8.6. It is clear, that connecting the load has no effect
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Figure 8.5: Response of the system supplied by the PV panel with the MPPT controller under
a step change in the irradiation for the third PV panel from 700 W/m2 to 900 W/m2 and for
the fourth PV panel from 700 W/m2 to 500 W/m2.
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Figure 8.6: Waveforms of the bidirectional converter when the irradiance for the third and
fourth PV panels changes from 700 W/m2 to 500 W/m2.
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on the steady-state waveforms of the PV panels. After that, the irradiance of the
third and fourth PV panels changes from 700 W/m2 to 400 W/m2 at 0.3 s which
consequently changes the delivered power by the four PV panels to the DC grid
form 220 W to 180 W. It can be noticed that the bidirectional converter works in
the buck-mode at 700 W/m2 irradiance level. The extracted power from the panel
is enough for supplying the load and the extra generated power is used to charge
the battery through the bidirectional converter. When the irradiance for two PV
panels changes from 700 W/m2 to 500 W/m2, the total generated power (180 W)
is not enough for supplying the load and in this case the sign of the parameter gb
is inverted automatically by using the PI control and therefore the power flow in
the bidirectional converter is changed being working in the boost-mode to supply
the load with the necessary power. Although, the voltage of the grid is affected by
the change of the irradiance of the PV panels, It is still regulated around 380 V.
However, as mentioned before in the load test, changing the voltage of the grid
has no effect on the extracted input power from the PV generators.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the cascade connection of LFRs has been used to design a DC
nanogrid constituted by n PV modules, a battery and a DC distribution bus of
380 V. It has been used n output-parallel-connected converters behaving as LFRs
to connect n PV panels to a DC distribution bus of 380 V. A storage battery
connected to a DC bus through a bidirectional converter is also aggregated as a
backup for the system and for regulating the DC bus of 380 V. An extremum
seeking MPPT controller is used for each PV panel which are connected to the
DC grid using two cascaded LFRs to step up the low voltage of the PV panel to
the DC voltage of the grid (380 V). Mathematical modeling and stability analysis
of the system have been addressed. This stability analysis shows that the overall
system is stable whenever the two-stage subsystems in each branches are in turn
stable. The stability of each branch can be guaranteed by imposing an LFR
behavior at the input port of each stage. This can be achieved by a SMC strategy
applied to all the stages and branches. The storage battery dynamics can also be
controlled by the same strategy. The direction of the power flow can be dictated
by comparing the grid voltage and the reference voltage using a PI controller which
in turn determine the signum of the parameter gb. In addition, the bidirectional
converter is responsible for achieving the regulation for the DC bus using a PI
controller. Numerical simulations have been carried out for a system consisting of
four branches corroborate the theoretical derivations.
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Chapter9
Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presents a summary of the contributions and final remarks of this
thesis and suggests future research directions.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, the cascaded connection of canonical elements for energy processing
such as gyrator, DC-transformer and loss-free resistor based on SMC has been
tackled in a general context of power electronics in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4
and Chapter 5. The cascaded connection has been used for impedance matching
between a PV panel and a DC or AC distribution system in Chapter 6 using
high conversion ratio. In order to evaluate this cascaded system in this kind of
applications, some alternatives for high gain conversion ratios have been studied in
Chapter 7. Then, the cascaded connection has been used to synthesize a nanogrid
based on a DC distribution system. The main DC bus of the DC nanogrid is
regulated to 380 V using a bidirectional converter connected to a battery as an
energy storage element in Chapter 8. Next, A brief summary of the main points
considered in this thesis are listed.
Cascade connection of canonical elements
An approach is proposed to connect in cascade DC-DC switching converters to
obtain a high voltage conversion ratios by using the concept of canonical elements
in power processing. These canonical elements, named DC-transformers, power
gyrators and LFRs, have been implemented by means of the SMC technique. It
has been found that the two cascade DC-transformers results in a fourth-order
unconditionally stable system. In turn a DC-transformer based on two cascaded
boost converters using a single sliding surface result in a fifth-order stable system
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with certain stability conditions detailed in Chapter 2. The presence of the induc-
tors in the input and output port is necessary for synthesizing the DC-transformer
in SMC. In both systems, neither the existence of the sliding-mode regimes, nor
the output voltage depends on the load resistance variations. Although the two
structures could be using for obtaining high voltage regulators from low voltage
sources such as PV panels, they cannot be used for high conversion ratio appli-
cations. Furthermore, when the load resistance decreases in the two mentioned
systems, the input current increases, that yields to an input power increase, for a
constant input voltage, which is not suitable for renewable energy sources (RES)
applications. For low gain conversion ratio application, the two cascaded DC-
transformers will be preferable than the DC-transformer based on two cascaded
boost in terms of dynamic performance. Also it is worth to mention, that two
cascaded (similar or different) canonical elements can be modeled using a single
DC-transformer.
Furthermore, the two cascaded gyrators and the cascaded LFR-gyrator systems
yield to a second-order unconditionally stable system. However, the existence con-
ditions of sliding-mode regimes for the two systems are more difficult to accomplish
than in the case of DC-transformers because the load resistance should be confined
between two certain values (Table. 9.1). Moreover, the steady-state of the inter-
mediate voltage Vc1 in both cases depends on the load resistance and input voltage
variations which could complicate the implementation of a high voltage regulator.
Additionally, it has been found that the dynamic performance during the start-
up and under input voltage disturbances, corresponds to a highly under-damped
behavior with large transient period for the two cascaded gyrators. However, this
transient time is smaller in case of the cascaded LFR-gyrator.
The two cascaded boost converters based on one canonical element (g-gyrator
or LFR) under a single sliding surface have been analyzed theoretically and us-
ing numerical simulations and validated by experimental measurements. It has
been shown that the two systems can work for high conversion ratio applications.
The interconnections result in a third order stable system with certain conditions.
Moreover, the existence condition of sliding-mode regime of the two systems de-
pends on the load resistance but this condition is less restrictive than the case of
the two cascaded gyrators. However, the steady-state variables Vc1 and Vc2 for the
two systems depend on the load resistance and the input voltage and the response
of the systems based on one canonical element is slower than the previous cases.
In addition, the two cascaded LFRs and the cascaded gyrator-LFR systems
have been analyzed theoretically and using numerical simulations and validated
by experimental measurements.. The two systems result in a second-order uncon-
ditionally stable systems. The characteristic equations of the two systems have
two real poles resulting in an over-damped transient response with shorter tran-
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sient period than the obtained in the previous mentioned cases. In this case, the
existence conditions of sliding-mode regime of the two systems depend on the load
resistance but are less restrictive than in the case of the two cascaded gyrators
interconnection (Table. 9.1). However, the sliding regime of the two cascaded
LFRs is wider than the cascaded gyrator-LFR. In addition, the response of the
two cascaded LFRs is faster than the cascaded gyrator-LFR. Another particular
feature of the cascaded LFRs is that the intermediate voltage Vc1 and the input
current of the first LFR are not sensible to output load variations. This detail
suggests that the cascade connection of boost-based LFRs is a good candidate for
the implementation of an adaptation stage between a PV generator (18 V) and a
380 V DC bus voltage. The fact that the disturbances that might occur at the
output port are not transferred to the input port would allow the implementation
of a fast MPPT of the PV generator irrespective of the output port disturbances.
Based on this discussion, the cascade connection of two LFRs could be considered
as the best candidate to obtain high voltage conversion ratios with good dynamic
and good line and load regulation performances. Moreover, it has been demon-
strated that the cascade connection of m LFR based on the boost converter is
stable irrespective of the number of cascaded elements.
Impedance matching in DC or AC distribution system
As discussed before, the cascade connection of LFRs is the most promising ap-
proach in terms of dynamic response and stability to obtain a power stage with
a high conversion ratio. For that, it has been studied in deep in the case of
impedance matching between a low voltage PV generator and a DC bus of 380 V.
The system has been analyzed theoretically and using numerical simulations using
the nonlinear PV model and the MPPT model. It has been deduced that the sys-
tem is a second order unconditionally stable. This system has been tested under
temperature, irradiance and load variations. It has been shown that the system
can extract the maximum power from the PV panel regardless the temperature or
irradiance variation. All the simulation results have been confirmed by means of
experimental results.
Many alternative converters for high gain conversion ratio applications exist
in the literature and can be used for impedance matching. In order to compare
with the cascaded LFRs, the Z-source converter under SMC has been analyzed
theoretically and using numerical simulations. However, the Z-source converter
results in a stable system with certain conditions. Furthermore, it has a very low
efficiency comparing to the two cascaded LFRs.
The high gain converter based on coupled-inductor reported in Wai and Duan
(2005) has a high efficiency about 95% which is slightly higher than the efficiency
of the two cascaded LFRs in the same power level. Therefore, this converter
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Table 9.1: The main results of the analysis of two cascaded converters with different canonical
elements.
Canonical elements Switching functions Conversion ratio SM conditions
Two DC-transformers s1(x) = iL2 − k11iL1 Vc2
Vg
=
k11
k12
k11k12 < 1
s2(x) = iL3 − k12iL2 k11 < 1
One DC-transformer s(x) = kiL1 − iL2
Vc2
Vg
=
1
k
0 < k < 1
Two Gyrators s1(x) = g1vc1 − iL1 Vc2
Vg
=
g1
g2
1
g2
< R < g1
g22
s2(x) = g2vc2 − iL2
One Gyrator s(x) = iL1 − gvc2 Vc2
Vg
= gR R g > 1
Two LFRs s1(x) = iL1 − gr1Vg Vc2
Vg
=
√
Rgr1 R >
1
gr1
s2(x) = iL2 − gr2vc1 gr1 > gr2
One LFR s(x) = iL1 − gVg Vc2
Vg
=
√
Rgr1 R gr > 1
LFR and gyrator s1(x) = iL1 − gr1Vg Vc2
Vg
=
√
Rgr1
1
g2
< R < gr1
g22
s2(x) = iL2 − g2vc2
gyrator and LFR s1(x) = iL1 − g1vc1 Vc2
Vg
= g1
√
R
gr2
R > 1
gr2
s2(x) = iL2 − gr2vc1 g1 > gr2
has been studied in detail for impedance matching between a PV panel and a
DC distribution system under the same conditions of the two cascaded LFRs. The
dynamic behavior of this system has been checked during load change and start-up.
It has been shown that the transient time for the coupled-inductor boost converter
is higher than the two cascaded LFRs, while the load variation is perturbing the
input power, input voltage and input current in case of the coupled-inductor boost
converter. On the contrary, the load change has no effect in the input power, input
voltage and input current for the two cascaded LFRs.
Moreover, the structure based on two cascaded LFRs has less volume and
number of components compared to the Z-source converter or the coupled-inductor
boost converter. This confirms that the two cascaded LFRs is the best candidate
for the impedance matching, high conversion ratio application and for extracting
the maximum power from the RESs. However, a disadvantage of this system is
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that the output voltage Vc2 is sensible to the load variation which results in a non
regulated output voltage. This problem can be solved by regulating the DC bus
using another converter.
Standalone nanogrid
A nanogrid consisting of n output-parallel-connected converters behaving as LFRs
for PV applications in DC nanogrids has been considered in Chapter 8. A storage
battery connected to a DC bus through a bidirectional converter is also aggregated
as back-up for the system and for achieving the regulation of the DC bus. An
extremum seeking MPPT controller is used for each PV panel which are connected
to the DC grid using two-stage cascaded LFRs to step up the low voltage of the
PV panel to the DC voltage of the grid (380 V). The stability analysis shows that
the overall system is stable whenever the two-stage subsystems in each branch are
in turn stable. The regulation of the DC bus and the direction of the power flow
can be dictated by comparing the grid voltage and the reference voltage using a
PI controller. Numerical simulations have been carried out for a system consisting
of four branches corroborate the theoretical derivations.
Future work
As concluded before, the two cascaded LFRs have efficiency slightly lower than
other converters of high gain conversion ratio. Thus, increasing the efficiency of
the two cascaded LFRs by regulating the intermediate voltage to the optimal value
should be considered as a future work. Moreover, the whole control system could
be implemented digitally including the MPPT. In addition, research are in progress
to validate the analysis and numerical simulations of Chapter 7 with experimental
results.
Moreover, including a battery management system (BMS) and the effect of the
cables in the nanogrid if more loads are connected can be also considered for as
a future work. Nonlinear loads can be also considered for further research study.
Implementing a DC nanogird, including two PV panels connected to a DC bus
using two cascaded LFRs and a bidirectional converter connected to a back-up
battery, experimentally is considered as a future work.
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AppendixA
Experimental prototypes
This appendix explains the prototypes which have been implemented
in the laboratory for verifying the analysis and simulation results. The
used components and the schematic diagram of the experimental pro-
totypes will be shown here.
A.1 Two Cascaded DC-Transformers
First, two prototypes of boost converter working as DC-transformers, have been
implemented and are connected in cascade with the same set of parameters of the
simulation. The used input voltage Vg = 6 V, related power Pin = 18 ∼ 36 W,
identical intermediate voltage Vc1 = 12 V, identical output voltage Vc2 = 24 V.
The implementation of the prototypes has been carried out using Orcad program
and the schematic diagram of the first BOF based a DC-transformer is depicted
in Fig. A.1, which has the references of the used components. Fig. A.2 shows a
picture for the experimental prototype for the first BOF converter based SMC
while the picture of the two cascaded DC transformers has been depicted in Fig.
A.3.
A very small resistance has been used for sensing the inductor currents. The
part number of the gate drives which have been used for driving the MOSFETs are
TC4420, while, the part number of the analog multipliers is AD835 and have been
used for multiplying the factors k11 and k12 with the inductor currents. The com-
parator ,with number LM311, has been used for synthesizing the sliding surface.
The used output capacitors are electrolytic and SMD types.
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Figure A.1: The schematic diagram of the orcad program of the first BOF converter based
DC-transformer using SMC.
Figure A.2: Experimental prototype of the power stage and the control of the first DC-
transformer using SMC.
A.2 Cascaded Connections of LFR and Gyrator
Second, two prototypes of boost converter working as LFRs or gyrators have been
implemented and connected in cascade for obtaining a high conversion ratio. The
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Figure A.3: Experimental prototypes of the two cascaded DC-transformers using SMC.
used input voltage Vg = 15 V from a DC voltage source, related power Pin =
40 ∼ 60 W using a resistive load 1500 − 2500 Ω, identical intermediate voltage
Vc1 = 80 V, identical output voltage Vc2 = 380 V. The implementation of the
prototypes has been carried out using Orcad program and the schematic diagram
is depicted in Fig. A.4, which has the references of the used components. Current
sensing is realized by means of a LA25-NP current transducer in both stages of
the cascaded boost converters. A schottky diode is used for the first stage and a
SiC diode is used for the second stage. The prototypes work as LFRs if the input
voltage of the power stage board is sensed to the control board. However, if the
output voltage of the power stage board is sensed to the control, it works as a
gyrator. The power stage and the control of the first stage are shown in Fig. A.5
and A.6 respectively.
The previous two cascaded boost converters based LFRs prototypes are con-
nected to a BP585 PV module in the laboratory. This PV module has a nominal
power of 85 W. A picture of the used PV module is shown in Fig. A.7, while the
system of the two cascaded LFRs are shown in Fig. A.8. The MPPT algorithm
has been implemented using the microcontroller PIC18F1320 and an external in-
tegrator circuit. The output of the two cascaded boost converters is connected
to an active load SPS800X13, which has been configured to work as constant DC
voltage of 380 V and is depicted in Fig. A.9. In order to control such changing
conditions, a PV emulator E4360A has been used as a source for the irradiance
and temperature change measurements which is depicted in Fig. A.10.
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Figure A.4: The schematic diagram of the orcad program of the two cascaded LFRs or Gyrators
based SMC.
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Figure A.5: Experimental prototype of the a boost converter which has been used for a high
gain conversion ratio.
Figure A.6: Experimental prototype of the control board for applying LFR or gyrator based
SMC.
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Figure A.7: PV modules in the roof of the laboratory.
Figure A.8: Experimental prototypes of the two cascaded boost-based LFRs. (a) DC voltage
source for supplying the control (b) First stage LFR. (c) Second stage LFR. (d) SMC for the
first stage. (e) SMC for the second stage. (f) MPPT controller. (g) Tektronix oscilloscope
TDS3014C. (h) Tektronix probe (TCP202).
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Figure A.9: Active load working as a constant voltage source SPS800X13.
Figure A.10: PV emulator is used for making step change of irradiance or temperature E4360A.
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